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INTRODUCTION

by

Robert D. Price

The primary functions of the Earth Survey Applications Division,

Applications Directorate, are to conduct basic and applied

research and data analysis in order to advance scientific

knowledge and understanding of physical parameters and processes

inside the earth and on the earth's surface; to define techniques

and systems for remotely sensing the processes and measuring the

parameters of scientific and applications interest; and to develop

and transfer promising operational applications techniques to

the user community of earth resources monitors, laanagers, and

decision-makers. The physical processes and parameters studied

span the disciplies of: geodynamics including mantle convection,

gravity field mapping, plate tectonics, and polar motion;

geophysics including geology, magnetic field mapping, crustal

dynamics, and geobotany; earth surface features including agri-

cultural vegetation sciences, forestry, land use change detection,

and environmental monitoring; and hydrology including watershed

management, snow and ice properties, and soil moisture. Research

in each of these disciplines defines the prime function of each

of the four branches of the Division, the Geodynamics, Geophysics,

Earth Resources, and Hydrological Sciences Branches.

The bulk of the work is supported by, and the broad objectives

defined by, three programs in the Office of Space and Terrestrial

Applications at NASA Headquarters: Non-Rer.ewable Resources

(geodynamics), Renewable Resources (geophysics, earth surface

features, and hydrology) and AgRISTARS (agricultural vegetation

sciences and soil moisture).

This document is the Third Annual Research Report of the staff of

the Division. It contains descriptions of the accomplishments of

the activities conducted in Fiscal Year 1980 by the many groups

in the Division as they perform their primary function for the

Division and progress toward the achievement of the broad program-

matic objectives established by Headquarters.

In the past year the highlights of those accomplishments would be

the production of the first global maps of magnetic anomalies using

Magsat satellite data; utilization of GEOS-3 6Lnd Seasat altimetry

data for computation of the global mean sea surface; delineation

and increased understanding of the effects of topography on the

interpretation of remotely-sensed data; the development of hand-

held radiometer instruments and their widespread application to

research and operational biomass measurements; the development

and application of snowmelt runoff models to water resources

management in medium- and large-sized basins; and the mapping of

snow depth over wheat-growing areas, including Russia, using
NIMBUS microwave data.
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CHAPTER1

GEOBOTANICALRESEARCH

edited by

Mark L. Labovitz

OVERVIEW

Geologic mapping augmented by remote sensing technology has been
conducted largely in regions of little vegetation cover. For

many field geologists, vegetation represents a nuisance to be

bulldozed away. However, large portions of the land surface of

the earth are heavily vegetated. In areas such as portions of

the eastern United States heavy vegetation not only conceals

the geology, but combines with the topography to hinder move-

ment on the ground, which consequently makes exploration for

mineral resources somewhat problematic.

Motivated by the strategic resource needs of the world in general,

and the U.S. in particular, research is being conducted under the

auspices of the Non-Renewable Resource Branch of NASA Headquarters

into (i) the information contained in vegetation about the nature

and composition of the substrate and, (2) the utility of remote

sensing techniques to capture this information. While geobotanical

research did not begin with the present efforts, we are attempting

through a series of systematic, quantitative field and laboratory
studies, to reduce the anecdotal tone that characterizes much of

the previous research.

This chapter reports on (i) field site research being conducted by

Goddard personnel in two locations--Mineral, VA and Cotter Basin,

MT; (2) laboratory and field studies supervised by Goddard personnel

under a contract with Barringer Research, Inc. (Golden, CO) and

Imperial College (LQndon, England); and (3) a Landsat mapping study
done by a Goddard summer faculty fellow.

The field work at 51ineral, VA is a part of a larger field program

to study geobotanical-remote sensing relationships in several geo-

logically' important environments. The research is directed towards

testing specific hypotheses developed in previous laboratory and

field studies and posse',ses a strong experimental design character.

A site at Cotter Basin, 51T has previously been demonstrated to

_>ossess a qeobotanical anomaly detectable through remote sensing.

However, the instrument used in prior research has very narrow bands

which are impractical to use from satellites, so the present research

reports on the _esults of using the Thematic Mapper Simulator. The

research being conducted in the laboratories at Imperial College is

directed towards examining the relationshil_ between the optical pro-

perties of vegetation and certain microscopic constituents of vege-

tation grown in metal-rich solutions of varying concentrations.

The Landsat study focussed on the potenti,_l of satellite digital

data to detect and map serpentine bodies in the Piedmont of

Pennsylvania, Maryland and Virginia.

I-I



A. GEOBOTANICALTEST SITE INVESTICATIONS

MINERAL SULFIDE DISTRICT, MINERAL, VIRGINIA

by

M.L. Labovitz, E.J. Masuoka, R. Bell, R.F. Nelson,

A.W. Siegrist, S. Wharton

OBJECTIVES

File objectives of the geobctanical test site investigations program

are: (i) to determine the utility of different spectral bands for

mapping the geobotanical anomaly over a known metal sulfide deposit;

(2) to determine the best spatial resolution for mapping the anomaly;

(3) to determine the best temporal window for mapping the anomaly;

(4) to assess tile reproducibility of spectral, biogeochemical and

geobotanical measurements within the anomalous area over several

growing seasons; and (5) to select other geobotanical anomalies,

more complex than the first, on which to evaluate the general

ap_)licability of the above determinations. The geobotanical test

site at 51ineral, VA it, tile first of four test sites which we houe

to examine over the _)eriod FY1980-1983.

BACKGROUND

The of vegetation type or vigor as a guide to subsurface mineral or

l)etroleum deposits has been an accepted exploration tool for centuries.

However, the possibility of using remote-sensing techniques to

detect the changes in vegetation caused by nearby mineralization

has just recently received attention. An increasing awareness of

potential mineral and energy shortages has stimulated the developme_t

of new exl_loration techniques. Satellite remote sensing enables

investigators to analyze large segments of the Earth's surface

re_eatodly at different seasons and under different conditions.
Since over two-thirds of the Earth's land surface is covered with

vegetation, tile need to establish a research _)rocjram for the develo_-

ment and evaluc_tion of _]eobotanical exploration techniques is

essential.

In _la_" and June 1979 we started a search for a suitable initial

test site. It was to be of minimum complexity and located near

GSVC in order to minimize travel time and ex[_ens(,. Prior to this

search, _I list. of criteria th,]t we ft,lt a:1 i_itial test site should

meet was _lenerated.

i-2



These criteria are:

i. Within the test site there must be an economic deposit of a
mineral commodity.

2. There should be evidence of mineralization in the soil and/or
vegetation, so that conclusions can be drawn about relationships
between metal stressed vegetation and its optical properties.

3. The test site must be accessible to Goddard (within a 200
mile radius).

4. The topographic relief should be low to avoid potential com-

plications within the field environment (Arden and Westra, 1977;

Birnie and Francica, 1979).

5. Forested areas within the site should have continuous canopy
cover.

6. Only a few tree species should dominate the forest community.

It should be noted that for most of the factors which are affected

by the above criteria we are attempting to control the experimental

environment by "keeping things constant."

An initial test site was selected near Mineral, Virginia, about 80

miles southwest of Washington, DC. The site is in the Piedmont

Physiographic Province (Figure IA-I) which features low, gently

rolling relief. The geology consists of schists, clastic volcanics,

metamorphosed sediments, gneisses and rocks of granitic composition

(Miller, 1978). The formations are of uncertain age but are

believed to be in the range of late Precambrian to early Paleozoic

(Geologic Map of Virginia, 1963). Geologically, the region repre-
sents a high rank greywacke environment J n the definition of

Kyznine (1948) and Griffiths (1980). A summary of the character-

istics of the area--known as the Mineral District--is given in

Table IA-I and a geologic map is given in Figure IA-2.

The Mineral District is an area approximately 5 miles wide by 7

miles long and encompasses three trends of mineralization which

conform to the regional strike N 300 E (Cox, 1979). The central

and western trends are base metal bearing and are composed of

quartz_ericite, actinolite-chlorite, and amphibolite schists. The

mineralization is often found in shear zones at or near the contact

of the quartz-sericite and amphibolite schists. Mineralized zones

consist of massive pyrite lenses containing lesser amounts of

chalcopyrite, sphalerite, galena, pyrrhotite, and magnetite with

traces of gold, silver, and arsenic in some locations (Cox, 1979;

Luttrell, 1966). Deposits in this area are thought to be vol-

canogenic in origin as they resemble Kuroko and Besshi types of

mineralization (Miller, 1978).



The Mineral District was mined at a number of locations at various
times from the 1830's to the 1920's. No major mining activities
have occurred since the 1920's and, so, the forested areas not in
pine plantation are a minimum of 50-60 years old. This is sufficient
time to develop a climax forest (Milton, 1979) which, in this loca-
tion, is dominated by oaks and pines.

FY79 Field Work

In August and September of 1979, four test site locations within
the Mineral District were selected. These sites were laid out as
two pairs with one mineralized (M) and one non-mineralized (NM)
site in each pair. The mineralized sites were located in the
vicinity of two inactive mines--the Julia mine (1.25 miles south-
west of Mineral, VA) and the Allah Cooper (Valcooper) mine (5.5
miles northeast of Mineral, VA). Both of these mines are on the
contact of the quartz-sericite and amphibolite schists. The two
non-mineralized sites were located on similar contacts. Also, each

non-mineralized locality was constrained by its proximity to its

mineralized counterpart so that similar conditions of soil moisture,

species density and diversity were assured. Test site locations

are plotted in Figure IA-3.

The test sites were arranged so that spatial variation at a number

of scales was discernable. As seen in Figure IA-3, the four sites

are arranged so that they form a grid whose perimeter lies approxi-

mately along and perpendicular to the regional strike. Thus, if

test sites display different forms for the relationships among

important variables or if they differ with respect to means or

variances for factors under investigation, a geologic framework

for interpreting these differences is available.

Grid sampling schemes are common in field sciences and are extremely

efficient for data collection. Such a scheme is used in laying out

individual test sites (see Figures IA-4 and IA-5). This sampling

strategy will be used for collecting vegetative, soil and remote

sensing measurements as the data collected in this manner can be

easily and statistically analyzed by an analysis of variance

(Fisher, 1971). The data collected in a preliminary experiment in

October 1979, may serve as an illustrative example of this approach.

In this experiment, vegetation samples were collected at three of

the test sites--Julia, Valccoper and Sarkis--sites i, 3 and 4 (refer

to Figure IA-3). In the context of the sampling grid given in Figure

IA-4 each grid node was a white oak (Quercus alba). Leaf samples

were collected from each tree and analyzed for trace metal content.

(In a previous study within the Mineral District, Leavitt (1977),

found differences in the trace metal content of vegetation growing

over mineralized versus non-mineralized areas were greatest in

second year twigs. In the present study, however, leaves are

examined because among the aerial parts of a plant they contribute

the overwhelming portion of the reflected energy detected by a

sensor.) One of the questions to be answered by this experiment is

whether or not trace metal differences are detectable in senescing

leaves from mineralized and non-mineralized regions.
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A second question to be addressed is whether or not _he trace metal
content of a leaf is related to its position in the canopy of a
tree. Such a question arises because, if we are to analyze those
leaves contributing the most reflected energy to a sensor, we
should be collecting samples from the top of the tree in the sun
facing the direction of the sensor. This is difficult when
sampling trees 35-50 feet tall. If, however, the trace metal
content of a leaf is not related to its position in the canopy or
if the functional relationship is simple, we may sample from more
easily reached heights in the canopy. To answer this question, we
used tree trimmers, extendable to 30 feet, to collect eight samples
from each white oak: high and low in the canopy at compass azimuths
of 30° , 120° , 210 ° and 300 ° .

To summarize, Table IA-2 lists all the levels at which can be
obtained information on the trace metal distribution in leaf samples.

Figure IA-5 diagrams the experimental design.

TABLE IA-2 - TESTABLE PHENOMENA, FIELD EXPERIMENT FY79

Source of Variation

I. Mineralized - Non-Mineralized

2. Across and along strike--district level

3. Across and along strike--test site level

4. Across and along strike--subsites

5. Orientation (azimuth)

6. Height in canopy.

Phenomena 1 through 6 may be used to answer the two questions posed

above. Question 1 will be examined in phenomena 1-4. We may test

for differences in the trace metal content and model how the trace

metal content changes with spatial scale. Variations in effects 5

and 6 may answer question 2 and indicate the appropriate location

to sample, the variation in trace metal content and, hence, the

a_propriate sample size for further work.

Four hundred and nineteen leaf samples were analyzed by induced

plasma s[_ectrosco_y and atomic absorption for 14 elements including

the trace metals of specific interest---Zn, Pb, Cu, Cd. The results

of these analyses are given in Table IA-3.
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Several conclusions and conjuctures should be noted.

i. There does not appear to be any significant variation in the
concentration of elements with orientation. This means we can

drop this as a potential source of variation and reduce by a

factor of 4 our sample size in future collections. (We repeated

this sampling procedure in June 1980 to test the validity of the

October 1979 results; analysis is not yet completed.)

2. There is a significant decrease in the concentration of several

elements (see Table IA-3) with height in the canopy. (Nelson and

Labovitz are presently investigating the functional form describing

the manner in which concentrations decrease.)

3. The tree to tree variation is masking any significance between

sites or subsites. A further analysis of covariance procedure,

using analyses of soil chemistry as the covariate, is being per-

formed to determine if this tree to tree variation is due to local

soil variations or genetic factors.

RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

In FYS0 there was one data collection in June, July, August and

October, and two data collections in September. Students from the

University of Maryland were employed to assist in the data collec-

tions. This system permitted rapid collection of a large amount

of data. Each data collection consisted of leaf samples which were

subjected to reflectance measurements and chemical analysis and

was performed on the same sampling grid as the October 1979

experiment.

Reflectance measurements were accomplished using a three band hand-

held radiometer (Tucker et al., 1980). Figure IA-6 (after Tucker,

1978) shows the position of the three bands superimposed on a

typical vegetation spectrum. These bands mimic Thematic Mapper

(TM) bands 3, 4 and 5. TM 3 is related to the amount of chlorophyll

present. TM 4 is positioned to capture information in the photo-

graphic infrared regions, where vegetation is highly reflective.

TM 5 is interpreted as a measure of the amount of leaf water present

in the vegetation.

Analysis of the data collected in FYS0 field season should be com-

pleted in late December 1980 or early January 1981. However, pre-

liminar% results from June 1980 are given in Table IA-4 and Figures

IA-7 and IA-8. Before sunm_arizing the results, we should like to

stress that tho trends have not yet been confirmed by analysis of data

fr_m other months, nor was the June e_periment designed to compensate
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for certain potential sources of bias (as was done in later months).
Table IA-4 demonstrates a significantly higher radiance in all three
bands from clipped vegetation at the mineralized site (Julia)
versus the non-mineralized site (Sarkis). These results are con-
sistent with those of other researchers for spectral regions

equivalent to TM 3 and TM 4 and at variance with the results of

Barber and Horler (1979) for TM 5. Further, Figure IA-7 shows a

distinct trend of increasing radiance values as one moves towards

the former mine shaft opening on the Julia site versus the "flat"

surface described by the radiance values measured at the Sarkis
site.

SIGNIFICANCE

We are rapidly achieving a position where definitive statements

(definitive in a statistical sense) can be made about the relation-

ship between the presence of mineralization and the reflectance

of vegetation in a piedmont type environment. Development of

exploration procedures or protocols based upon these relation-

ships will be of great value in the reconnaissance stage of

exploration for similarly vegetated metal sulfide deposits. In

performing this research, we have also learned a great deal about

how to sample a vegetated population and structuring data collec-

tion teams.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

In FYSI we will repeat the experiment at Mineral, VA in order to

determine the reliability of FY80 test site results. A second

test site similar in physiography to Mineral, VA will be chos6n

and monthly data collection performed. We will also expand our

remote sensing data to include wide band thermal measurements

testing hypotheses about stomatal dysfunction and consequent evapo-

transpiration changes. A summary of proposed research to cover the

FY80-83 period is given in Table IA-5.
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S. THEMATIC _IAPPER SIMULATOR FLIGHT OVER THE

COTTER BASIN GEOBOTANICAL ANOMALY

BY

A.W. Siegrist, E. Masuoka, C.C. Schnetzler

OBJECTIVE

The next generation of land observinq systems, to be inaugurated

by Landsat D in 1982, will carry an advanced scanner known as the

Thematic Mapper. This scanner will cover a broader spectral region

and have more optimally chosen bands than the presently flying

Multispectral Scanner. The objective of this study was to deter-

mine if the Thematic Mapper's spectra _I regions are useful to detect

geobotanical anomalous areas.

BACKGROUND

Abnormal metal concentrations in plants may stress the plants

internal constituents to the point of modifying the spectral

reflectance of the species. In both laboratory and field experi-

ments, several authors (Barker and Horler, 1979; Birnie and

Francica, 1979; Birnie and Dykstra, 1978; Canney et al., 1970;

Collins et al., 1977; Howard et al., 1971; Lyon, 1975; Press, 1974;

and Yost, 1975) have studied the optical properties of plants as

heavy metal concentrations were allowed to influence physiological

processes such as the balance between chlorophyll synthesis,

chlorophyll breakdown, growth and leaf structure. Table IB-I presents

the significant results of these numerous studies by plant species

observed, type of metal stress and the direction (increase or

decrease) in which reflectance values of stressed plants tend in

comparison to background plants. For example, Barber and Horle_"

(1979) report that Pisum sativum stressed by abnormal cadmium con-

centrations exhibit, as compared to control plants, increased

reflectance in visible wavelengths (.475, .550, .660 _m) simultan-

eously with decreased reflectance in infrared wavelengths (.850,

1.65, 2.20 _m). On studying this table, it may be stated generally

over a variety of species, metals, and experimental conditions that

metal stressed plants, in comparison to background plants, exhibit

incre._sed reflectance values at visible wavelengths and decreased

values at near infrared wavelengths (1.0-2.5 _,m regions). Results

at visible wavelengths dre explained by depressed total leaf

chlorophyll concentrations per unit leaf fresh weight. Results

at near infrared wavelengths, provided by Barber and Horler (1979)

only in the 1.5-2.0 _m region, may be associated with changes in

leaf structure which increase the internal scattering or trans-

mittance of leaves.
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Collins et al. (1977) surveyed conifer forests covering copper
sulfide bodies in an area ef Lewis and Clark County, Montana

known as Cotter Basin. Visible and near infrared (.45-1.00 _m)

reflected radiance data were collected by an airborne, 500-band,

high resolution (0.0015 um bandwidth) spectroradiometer. Using

this instrument anomalous spectral reflectivity properties were

detected in the conifers_ Specifically, the reflectance spectrum

over the mineralized zone shifted towards shorter, blue wavelengths

in the 0.70-0.78 %Lm region.

The present study was undertaken in order to determine whether a

spectral anomaly is demonstrable with Thematic Mapper Simulator

(TMS) data over the same site as the vegetation-spectral anomaly

demonstrated by Collins et al. (1977) with the narrow-band spec-

troradiometer. From the results published by other workers and

presented in Table IB-I, it is expected that an anomalous site should

exhibit increased reflectance values in visible wavelengths and

decreased values in infrared wavelengths in comparison to a back-

ground site.

RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Thematic Mapper Simulator (TMS) data were collected over the

Cotter Basin, Montana, test site on August 29, 1979 by a NCI30B

aircraft flown at an altitude of approximately 3 km (10,000 ft).

The scanner has an active scan anqle of 100 degrees and a spatial

resolution of 2.5 milliradians. Each pixel is approximately 7.5

meters on a side. The TMS simultaneously records dispersed electro-

magnetic radiation in eight discrete channels, the seven Thematic

Mapper channels, plus a band in the 1.0 to 1.3 _m region.

"Anomalous" and "background" sites were outlined within the TMS

data by referring closely to Collins' vegetation-spectral anomaly

as well as to the soil geochemistry anomaly as given by Collins.

Initially, the anomalous site was selected entirely within Collins'

vegetation-spectral anomaly (which was within the soil geochemistry

anomaly) and is referred to hereafter as the small anomaly. The
background is located outside of both Collins I vegetation-spectral

anomaly and the soil geochemistry anomaly, located at approximately

the same angle from flight line nadir and on similar topography as

the anomalous site. Each contain about 500 pixels and covers a

ground area approximately 160 meters on a side. From the means

and standard deviations of each site, for each band, t-values

were calculated and tested to determine if significant statistical

differences exist betweeD the mean reflectance values of the

anomalous and background sites in the various spectral channels.

The means, standard deviations and t-values are given in Table 2.

Negative t-values indicate that reflectance values from an

anomalous site are higher than values from a background site,

positive t-values indicate that reflectance values from an

anomalous site are lower than a background and NS indicates that
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the reflectance values are not significantly different from one
another. As can be seen from Table IB-2, all but the 1.0-1.3 um band
showed significant differences between the small anomalous and
background sites. The increased reflectance of the small anomaly
over the background sites in visible wavelengths is consistent
with previously published results (refer to Table IB-I) whereas
increased reflectance in near infrared wavelengths is not.

Having produced results which were only partly consistent with
other studies, larger sites were chosen. The large anomaly test

site incorporates the Collins vegetation-spectral anomaly area

plus the soil geochemistry anomaly. The large background site was
chosen outside of both of these but at approximately the same

distance from flight line nadir and on similar topography. Each

of these sites contains approximately 2000 pixels and covers a

ground area of approximately 345 meters on a side. Results of

the t-value test on larger sites were somewhat different. TMS 1

was still statistically different, but in an opposite sense; like-

wise TMS 4. The thermal band, TMS 8, show no statistical difference.

The other five bands show the same direction and general statis-

tical difference as for the small test sites--that is, the reflec-

tance values for the anomaly are greater than those for the _ack-

ground over both visible and near infrared wavelength regions.

Fearing the possibillty of autocorrelation between observations

biasing the t-values, every 10th line and every 10th pixel were

sampled from the large sites (thus, only about 20 pixels/site
were used instead of 2000) for TMS channels 3, 4, 5, and 6 and

t-values were recalculated. The results are generally the same

as for the total test sites for all channels except TMS 4, in

which case, there was no significant difference between the anomaly

mean reflectance and the background mean reflectance.

Finally, it was suspected that perhaps the large anomaly site

included excessively high reflectance pixels attributable to

small test pits and/or road surfaces, not related to the problem

of vegetation-spectral anomaly versus background. Therefore, the

large sites were modified to exclude the excessively high outliers;

again the results for the three bands were geDerally the same,

except t-values were even higher, but TMS channel 4 results were

not significant.

To sumn_arize, TMS channel 1 gave mixed results--both tests were

statistically significant but in opposite directions. TMS channels

2 and 3 gave statistically significant results which were consis-

tent with a fairly large body of laboratory, field and aircraft

data. TMS channel 4 had mixed statistically significant results

in two tests and two "not significant" results in the special

autocorrelation and outlier tests. The previous laboratory, field

and aircraft results are mixed for this spectral region--in some

cases showing small increases and in others small decreases. There
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is essentially no other data with which to compare our results for
channel 5, which showed significant variations in 3 of the 4 tests.
Both channels 6 and 7 consistently show statistically higher
reflectance in the anomalous sites compared with the background
sites, contrary to the small amount of laboratory data available.
The thermal channel, TMS 8, shows mixed results on the two tests--
a small but significant t-value, and a non-significant value.
The data also suggest that anomalous sites have a "richer texture,"
or greater variation in reflectance (as shown by the standard
deviations in Table IB-2) than the background sites.

SIGNIFICANCE

This study suggests that the Thematic Mapper can be used to detect
geobotanical anomalies. In particular, it indicates that the near
infrared regions, especially the 1.55-1.75 um region, could be
the most sensitive region to measurements of stress related

changes in vegetation spectra. There is also the suggestion thlt

the degree of variation in reflectance may be indicative of stress

in plants.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

During the next few months, several aspects of this data will be

examined further. We will try to examine the non-geochemically

related, "natural," varietion in vegetation spectra in the region,

again trying to hold known parameter change, such as topography

and scan angle variation, to a minimum. Also, we will expand the

attempt to remove autocorrelation to all eight bands. If the

basic conclusions do not change as a result of this further

analysis, Barber and Horler will be asked to repeat their initial

laboratory analysis which indicated that near infrared reflectance

should decrease with increased metal content, an effect opposite

to that which we observe at Cotter Basin.
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C , FUNDAMENTAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PLANT SPECTRA

AND GEOBOTANICAL STRESS PHENOMENA

by

E. Masuoka

OBJECTIVE

As part of an integrated program of fundamental and applied research

in geobotanical exploration, NASA is sponsoring research at Imperial

College (London, England) to study the optical and physiological

responses of plants grown under conditions of metal stress. This

approach will provide important fundamental information about the

spectral properties of plants growing in metal-rich solutions,

which can be used in the planning and interpretation of remote

sensing field studies.

Current research conducted at Imperial College is directed toward

investigating three potential signatures of metal stressed vegeta-

tion: a shift of the chlorophyll absorption edge to shorter wave-

lengths (Collins et al., 1977 and Chang and Collins, 1980) (see Figure

iC-l) ; increased reflectance in the visible wavelenqths (Horler
et al., 1980 and Canney et al., 1970); and increased canopy tem-

peratures (Canney et al., 1972 and Horler et al., 1980)

BACKGROUND

Peas, soybeans, and sunflowers were grown in aerated hydroponic

solutions containing nutrients and varying amounts of copper, lead,

cadmium or zinc. Measurements of reflectance at wavelengths charac-

teristic of the first six Thematic Mapper (TM) bands (see Table 1C-l),

measurements of thermal emissivity and measurements of the dimen-

sions of roots and shoots were recorded throughout the experiments.

A separate study of oaks (Quercus rober) growing on mine tailings

at a copper-arsenic mine was undertaken to determine if the labora-

tory results concerning heavy metal stress and reflectance could

be duplicated at a field site.

RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Experimental results indicate that the increase in reflectance in

the visible wavelengths noted in the leaves of metal stressed vege-

tation is associated with the destruction of chlorophyll or the

inhibition of chloropILyll synthesis. The experiments also revealed

that not all plants exhibit higher reflectance calues under metal

stress. Of special interest were the oaks which showed no change

in the visible bands, but a significant decrease in reflectance in

two of the infrared bands, 0.8 and 1.65 um. Work in the red region
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of the spectrum, from 0.675 to 0.725 um strongly suggests that the
'red shift' of Chang and Collins (1980) is due to a reduction in

the total chlorophyll in the leaf (Horler et al., 1980).

Results from experiments which measured the effects of heavy metal

stress on plant canopy temperatures, show that plants growing in

a solution containing 200 ppm copper or 200 ppm cadmium were lOC

warmer than controls. However, experimental results also revealed

that metal stress is impossible to detect when plants are in a

state of water stress. Under water stress the canopy temperature

of both metal stressed plants and controls rose 3.5 ° (Horler et al.,

1980).

SIGNIFICANCE

Results of the reflectance experiments suggest that if reflectance

measurements are to be used to detect geobotanical anomalies, the

researcher must have an intimate knowledge of the normal reflectance

values of each major plant species in the survey area, because there

is no general relationship between reflectance and metal stress

which holds for all species. Results of experiments studying the

'red shift' suggest that the development of highly sophisticated

sensors to detect changes in the proportions of different zhlorophyll

pigments is unnecessary because the 'red shift' is due primarily

to a decrease in total chlorophyll. Results from the thermal experi-

ments aue significant because they suggest that the best time to

look for geobotanical anomalies with thermal remote sensing is

during periods of ample rainfall.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

In the future the work at Imuerial College will center on examining

the effects of climatic and edaphic variables, i.e., ambient light,

humidity, temperature, soil pH, etc., which may complicate the

extrapolation of laboratory results to the field. These experi--

ments will be carried out in field plots, where anomalous soil

conditions will be created by mixing mine wastes containing copper,

lead, and zinc into uncontaminated soil, and in a forest in North

Wales, which is growing on a massive porphory copper deposit.

REFERENCES

Canney, F.C., T.D. Hessin and W.G. Burqe, "Analysis of Thermal

Patterns ef Geochemically Stressed Trees at Catheart Mountain,

_4aine," 4th Annual Earth Resources Program Review, NASA,

Ilouston, Texas, p. 57-1, 1972.

Chanqe, S. II. and W. Collins, "Toxic Effects of Heavy Metals on

Plants," Abstracts of 6th Annual Pecora Syrup., Sioux Falls,

South Dakota, April 1980.
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Meeting, Seattle, Washington., Abstracts with Programs, 932-
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Horler, D.N.H., J. Barber and A.R. Barringer, "Effects of Heavy
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Int. J. Remote Sensing 1 (2), in press, 1980.

Horler, D.N.H., J. Barber and A.R. Barringer, "Effects of Cadmium
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D. EXPERIMENTAL APPLICATION OF LANDSAT TO

GEOBOTANICAL PROSPECTING OF SERPENTINE OUTCROPS IN TfIE

CENTRAL APPALACHIAN PIEDMONT OF NORTH AMERICA

by

Howard W. Mielke*

OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this research is to test the use of the Landsat as

a tool for geobotanical prospecting of serpentine outcrops.

BACKGROUND

Geobotanical prospecting is the branch of earth sciences which

employs field observation of the distribution of vegetation as a

tool for locating mineral deposits. One example of geobotanical

prospecting was the staking of claims and purchasing of land having

potential chromium deposits in the Appalachian Piedmont of the

eastern United States during the nineteenth century. These chromium

deposits, associated with sites having serpentine outcrops, could

be easily distinguished from sites containing other rock types by

their vegetation. One of the most productive chromium mines was

located within a larqe Maryland serpentine outcrop called Soldiers

Delight.

This serpentine outcrop currently supports a stunted tree-flora

with an open canopy that is dominated by Virginia Pine (Pinus

virHiniana), Post Oak (_uercus ste]clat _) and Black_ack Oak (Quercus

mar ila0dica). In contrast, the neighboring ultramafic and schist

rock outcrops support a robust tree-flora with a closed canopy

consistinq of a variety of species and dominated by Chestnut Oak

(Quercus l)rinus) and White Oak (Quercus alba). Prospectinq for

potential chromium deposits was a ma{ter-6_ search for the atypical

scrubby and open canopied tree-flora amonq lands supportinq agri-

cultural production or dense deciduous forests.

The overal study site extends along the Appalachian Piedmont from

southeastern Pennsylvania through Maryland to northern Virc]inia
and covered an area of 13137 km L (5072 mi2). The Pennsylvania and

Maryland sector of the study, an area of 7778 km 2 (300] mr2) ,

includes serpentine outcro[_s with their we] ] documented occurrences

of ._,',,_,'ntine mineral deposits '_he Vir_]inia sector an area o[

5359 km _ (2069 mi2) , was included because the _)re-_ence or' serpentine

outcro[_s there has not been as well documentt_d as in the sector

north of the Potomac. The inclusion of both re<lions with documented

scrpentine outcrops as well as an adjacent area provided a moans of

evaluatinq the methodolo_ly and application of Landsat as a tool for

<leobotanical prospecting.

*Macalester Colle_;e, St. Paul, MN. 'fhis stud}' was performed while

author was an ASEE Summer Fellow at Goddard, and this report is

excerpted from GSFC Technical Memorandum 80741 (see Publication).
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RECENTACCOMPLISHMENTS

Four Landsat passes, in February, April, July and October were
analyzed on Goddard's AOIPS system. It was initially assumed that
early spring, late fall or winter, when deciduous trees are leaf-
less, were the times of year when conifer sites could be most
easily distinguished from deciduous leaf-bearing trees. However,
analysis of the CCT's revealed that the best time of the year for
distinguishing coniferous sites from deciduous sites was in summer
(mid-July) when all vegetation was in full leaf. At that time, sun
angles are highest, the image is brightest and produces greatest
contrast giving maximum resolution. Subtle vegetation differences
are most easily observed from Landsat at the height of the growing
season. Also, because of the brightness of the summer scene,
image enhancement (subroutines which increase contrast) was not
required. This is an advantage because each transformation of the
image tends to degrade some aspect of its quality.

Two well studied and documented serpentine bodies were chosen as
training sites--Soldiers Delight, northwest of Baltimore and
Nottingham Park in the State Line District of Pennsylvania. Using
the serpentine multispectral signature, a total of 159 sites with
50 pixels or more were identified in the study area (Figure ID-I).
A subset of 41 of these sites were chosen for on site visit

(numbered sites ,)n Figure i), and a further subset (23) were sub-

jected to soil chemistry analysis and tree identification and

measurement. Of these 23 sampled sites, eight had many chemical

and vegetation features similar to the training sites. Thus the

overall success rate was eight out of 23 samples or about a 35 per-

cent success rate in identifying serpentine sites. However, the

distribution of successfully identified sites was not even over

the overall study area. North of the Potomac River eight of 12,

or 67 per-cent, of the sampled sites had soil chemical features

which linked them with serpentine outcrops while south of the

Potomac none of the Ii sampled sites were, in fact, serpentine.

This apparently is because north of the Potomac the broad leaf

deciduous forest dominates, but south of the Potomac the natural

vegetation is dominated by needle leaf evergreen coniferous species.

In the study sites north of the Potomac, a multispectral signature

based on conifers facilitated discrimination of anomalous vegeta-

tion when compared to the background vegetation. However, south

of the Potomac the target sites were indistinquishable from the

natural background vegetation.

S IGN IF ICANCE

While the study demonstrated that south of the Potomac another multi-

spectral signature should be develo_>ed, on the 777_ km 2 (3003 mi 2)

sector north of the Potomac this study established the effectiveness

of the multispectral imaging satellite as a tool for quickly and

accurately locating mineral sensitive vegetation comnaunities over

vast areas of [and.
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FUTUREEHPHASIS

No expansion of this work on serpentine is planned _ol the near
future. A study of the use of geobotanical analysis of satellite
data for general geologic mapping in the Appalachian area is being
planned.

PUBLICATION

Mielke, H.W., "Experimental Application of Landsat to Geobotanical
Prospecting of Serpentine Outcrops in the Central Appalachian
Piedmont of North America," GSFC Technical Memorandum 80741,
July 1980.
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CHAPTER 2

MAGNETIC FIELD MODELING

edited by

R.A. Langel

OVERVIEW

The objective of the magnetic field modeling program is twofold:

o To develop techniques for determining accurate, up-to-date

models of the earth's main magnetic field and its secular variation.

o To develop methods for obtaining, verifying and representing

crustal geopotential fields so that these data can be used for

developing broad-scale models of the composition, structure and
evolution of the earth's crust.

A key to research in geomagnetism is the ability to represent mag-

netic fields from sources internal to the earth in terms of mathe-

matical functions and/or maps which are easily reproducible and in

a form usable for modeling studies. Our primary data source is

from satellite-borne magnetometers (POGO in the past and Magsat

currently), supplemented by data from geomagnetic observatories,

aircraft, ship and land surveys, and repeat stations. The internal

geomagnetic field has a natural division into fields from the core

of the earth and fields from the earth's crust. The mantle should

not be a significant source of magnetic field because its tempera-

tures are mainly above the Curie isotherm, thus eliminatin_ rock

magnetism, because the internal circulation of conducting material

is believed to be slow compared to that of the core, and because

the material circulated is of lower conductivity than that in the

core. Thus modeling divides itself naturally into modeling of the

core field with sp'lerical harmonic functional representations and

modeling of the crustal field with maps and equivalent source
functions.

The object of modeling of the core field is, first, to maintain a

useful representation of the time-varying field-f-or purposes of

navigation, magnetospheric physics and back<,round removal in the

study of crustal and magnetospheric fields; and second, to serve

as a source of information regarding processes in the earth's core.

• i¸
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While modeling of the core field is an old, established discipline
of geomagnetism and is pursued by several groups around the world,
in many respects it is still in a rudimentary stage of development.
No existing techniques are useful for extrapolation of the field
more than one or two years into the future with acceptable accuracy,
which means that we do not understand the mechanism for geomagnetic
secular variation, nor do we even know how to model it properly.
Recent research seems to indicate that some of the changes formerly
attributed to changes of the internal field are in reality due to
changing currents in the earth's magnetosphere, a phenomena not
yet well modeled in itself. In addition, measurements from magnetic
observatories, although accurate in themselves to within about
fifty gamma or better, have not been capable of representation by
global models any better than an rms of several hundred gamma.

Research is thus directed toward the general problems of accurate
modeling of the core field of the earth and its long term or
secular variation.

The object of modeling the crustal field is to provide a tool, or
tools, to the solid earth geophysicist and geologist for regional
scale crustal modeling. Because crustal fields at satellite alti--
tude are very small (0-20 gamma) in the presence of the core field
(20,000-50,000 gamma) and magnetospheric fields (0-2000 gamma),
detection and representation of such fields is first of all a
problem of extracting the signal from the background "noise" of
the other fields and then developing appropriate mathematical
representations of the resulting fields, such as equivalent source
models. A good beginning has been made in solution of these
problems and some useful results will be presented in the following
sections.

Because data from the Magsat spacecraft became available during
1980, a large portion of the work reported has to do with processing
and analysis of that data. This includes exciting new results in
modeling both core and crustal fields. An overview of the Magsat
program is contained in the July-September 1980 issue of The Johns
Hopkins APL Technical Digest (volume i, no. 3).
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A. PROCESSINGOF THE MAGSAT DATA

by

R.A. Lancel and J.H. Berbert

OBJECTIVE

The objective is to prepare the Magsat data for analysis and to

distribute tnat data to _nvestigators.

BACKGROUND

Magsat is a spacecraft dedicated to measuring the magnetic field

near the earth. It was launched at 1416 UT on October 30, 1979

and re-entered the earth's atmosphere at 0720 UT on June ii, 1980.

Data acquisition began on November 2, 1979 and continued until a

few hours prior to re-entry. Two instruments provided the field

measurements. A cesium vapor magnetometer measured the magnitude

of the field (scalar field) to an accuracy of about +i gamma and

a fluxgate magnetometer measured the components of the field to

about +3 gan_a. On-board star cameras, sun sensor and a pitch

gyro were utilized to measure the attitude of the spacecraft to

an accuracy of a few tens of arc seconds. Because the star

cameras were located on the main body of the spacecraft while the

sun sensor was located at the end of a boom, with the vector mag-

netometer, an optical attitude transfer system (ATS) was incorporated

to relate the location of the end of the boom relative to the star

cameras.

CALIBRATION OF VECTOR DATA

Because fluxgate magnetometers are subject to drift, a procedure

was devised to utilize the scalar data to redetermine the calibra-

tion parameters of the fluxgate magnetometer (Lancaster et al., 1980).

The procedure has been applied successful_y. In doing so it was

observed that the fluxqate calibration parameters were indeed changing

with time. As a result, the calibration _arameters have been recom-

puted at four day intervals. An additional complication was caused

by the partial failure of the scalar magnetometer. This magnetometer

actually contains two sensors, designated A and B, which can operate

either togetl_er or singly. Beginning in earl}" December_ only sensor

A was utilized, except for selected days when both sensors were

turned on. The single sensor calibrations differ slightly from the
combined sensor calibrations, q he reason for this is still under

investigation.
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Figure 2A-I illustrates the quality of the results. Calibration
parameters were derived utilizing data from November 22, 1979.
• hose parameters were then utilized to reduce selected data from
other days. For each of those days the field magnitude computed
from the fluxgate magnetometer was compared to that measured by
the cesi_ magnetometer. The mean rms and maximum difference are

plotted. It is apparent that the calibration from November 22 data
becomes less accurate as the time of the data differs more and more

from November 22. The symbols plotted to indicate maximum differ-

ences are A, B or C depending on whether scalar sensor A, B or both

were operable. On November 22 both sensors were operating. Examina-

tion of the curve for mean differences shows that when only sensor

A was operating the mean difference increased. This is indicative
of the differences in calibration as a function of the mode of

operation of the scalar instrument.

ATTITUDE OF THE VECTOR COMPONENTS

Although the relative a]imnments of the ATS, sun sensor and star

cameras were carefully measured prior to launch, it became apparent

that one or more of these shifted during launch and that some shifts

were occurring during flight. The Attitude Determination and

Control Section at GSFC were able to compute the relative realign-

ments in a very satisfactory manner but there is no information in

the attitude data itself to determine the new absolute alignment.

To resolve this problem we took advantage of the fact that the

spacecraft is rotating relative to the earth and that, therefore,

any magnetic field bias caused by an attitude bias which is con-

stant or nearly so, in the spacecraft, or measurement, coordinate

system, is rotating with respect to the earth's fixed geomagnetic

field. Accordingly, the software for deriving the spherical har-

monic representation of the earth's main field was modified to also
derive attitude biases. The results were successful to within about

20 arc seconds and were utilized to make the final adjustments

necessary for the Magsat fine attitude data.

PROCESSING OF THE DATA

Decommutated data is furnished by the Information Processing Division

in three forms:

(I) The magnetometer data on DECOM tape;

(2) Intermediate accuracy, attitude data; and

(3) Final accuracy (FINE) attitude data.

We in Code 900 then sub]ect the data to a two-stage preparation

process prior to sending it to the investigators. In the first

step only intermediate accuracy attitude data is available. The
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results of this step are to eliminate most of the spurious data, to

verify the times assigned to the data, to eliminate duplicate data

and to put the data in an accessible, time ordered, format. In the

second step a further check is performed to eliminate outlying

(spurious) data points and to apply the fine attitude solution.

The data is then forwarded to the National Space Science Data Center

for distribution to investigators.

As of this writing (12/15/80), of the 223 days of data acquired,

we have processed 180 days through step one and 17 days through

step two.

REFERENCES AND PUBLICATIONS

Lancaster, E.R., T. Jennings, 51. _iorrissey and R.A. Langel, "Magsat

Vector Magnetometer Calibration Usinq Magsat Geomagnetic Field

Measurements," GSFC Technical Memorandum 82046, November 1980.
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B. SPHERICAL HARMONIC MODELS OF THE CORE FIELD

by

R.A. Langel, G.D. Mead and R.H. Estes

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of developing spherical harmonic models of the

earth's main or core field are to provide a current, accurate

representation of that field and its secular variation for all

applications; to provide a research tool for study of the earth's

deep interior, and to enable backqround removal of the core field
in the determination of crustal fields.

BACKGROUND

Until Magsat was launched in October 1979, our basic data set

was from the POGO satellites. This has been supplemented by

data from maqnetic observatories, repeat stations, shipborne and

aircraft surveys, and land surveys. Magsat successfully acquired

data from November 2, 1979 to June ii, 1980. During past years

GSFC has published a series of models based on the P']GO and sur-

face data which have become the standard for the rest of the

scientific community. However, some basic problems in re_)re-

sentation accuracy still remain, both for the main field and for

its secular variation. These problems include accounting for the

larqe residuals in the land-based data and the seemin_ inability

to accurately predict secular variation for any appreciable time

into the future. Some progress was noted in these areas in last

years report and additional proc]ress has been made in 1980.

RECENT ACCOMUL[SIIMENTS

Ma_Js._t" _ode is

With the acq isition of vector data from the Maqsat s[_acecraft

it became |_ossible to derive an accurate up-to-date model of the

main field. The first such derivation, denoted MGST(]/80),

([,an_iel et at., 1980a) utilized vector data accurate to only 20

.Irc-minut,.s but a subsequent model, denoted MdST(6/80), (I,anqel

et al., 1980b) utilized d_Ita accurate to 20 arc-seconds. These

models were of de,free and order thirteen and made no attt,mpt to

m,_de[ the st.cu[ar variation.
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MGST(6/80) is regarded as the most accurate model of its kind ever

derived. This model utilized data from November 5-6, 1979 and fit

that data with root-mean-square deviations of 8.2, 6.9, 7.6 and 7.4

nT for the scalar magnitude, Br, B%, and Be, respectively. Table
2B-I contains the resulting coefficients. The model includes the

three first-order coefficients of the external field. Comparison

with averaged Dst indicates that zero Dst corresponds with 25 nT

of horizontal field from external sources. When compared with

earlier models, the earth's dipole moment continues to decrease at

a rate of about 26 nT/yr, as shown in Figure 2B-I.

In response to a request from Dr. Edward Benton of the University

of Colorado (a Magsat Investigator), we also derived models of

degree/order 5, 7, 9, ii, 14 and 17. These will be utilized in

trying to pin down accurate low degree and order (i.e., _8) terms

which can be projected to the core/mantle boundary.

Stern and Bredekamp (1975) showed that field models derived from

scalar data only (e.g., POGO) are likely to have systematic errors

in certain series of spherical harmonics, which they called "Backus"

series after George Backus who did the pioneering work leading to

the results of Stern and Bredekamp. These systematic coefficient

errors have little effect on the scalar field computed from the

model but can result in large discrepancies in field direction,

i.e., in the component data. Magsat furnished an opportunity to

test and demonstrate this effect (Stern et al., 1980). Since

MGST(6/80) utilized vector data they systematic errors should not

be present. Another model was created utilizing Magsat scalar

data only. Examination of the coefficients indeed showed systematic

errors of the type _redicted by Stern and Bredekamp (1975). Further,

a plot of the component differences showed large systematic errors

in the model derived only from scalar data. Figure 2B-2 shows

these errors in the vertical component.

Models with Magsat and Pre-14aqsat Data

Utilizing software changes reported lest year together with the

correlative data reported last year, p_eliminary models for the

epoch 1960-1980 have been developed. These models incorporate our

latest efforts in attem[)ting to understated and represent the secular
variation.
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The data utilized includes: (i) Magsat data from November 5-6, 1979;
(2) our standard selectlon of POGOdata; (3) data from 167 magnetic
observatories selected for best geographic coverage; (4) selected
repeat station data in derivative form; (5) marine magnetic data
selected from regions where other surface data are sparse. The
marine data were low-pass filtered to minimize the contribution of

crustal anomalies. Aeromagnet[c data were not used because we are

encountering difficulty in assessing its accuracy.

Last year we reported on a new technique intended to account for the

presence of crustal anomaly fields in the observatory data. Such

fields can be substantial, tens to hundreds of gammas, and almost

certainly are the cause of the high residuals of observatory data

to past field models. The following excerpt from last years report

summarizes this technique:

"Annual means from a world-wide network of magnetic observatories

represent the most useful data set for determining the secular

variation of the internal field. The incorporation of annual

means data into a main internal core field model for a particular

epoch, however, suffers from the fact that the magnetic field

measured at the observatory is the vector sum of the main internal

field and a contribution due to local crustal magnetization,

1 c

where _Bc may change appreciably over the distance of a few kilometers.

While B i varies with time, however, Bc remains constant. Thus models
of secular variation based ol_.time derivatives of annual means

observations, i.e. ,

B = B.
1

are not influenced by the local anomalous field.

GSFC has developed a field modeling technique which solves for the

main internal field and its secular variation simultaneously, using

both annual means and other data types (satellite, marine, airborne,

survey). The annual means data is accommodated by solving for the

local observatory bias, Be, at each observatory. This allows the
data to properly distribute its influence amon_ the secular varia-

tion and constant _arameters of the model in a least squares sense.

The local biases, B c, which are estimated along with the field

model, _rovide some iJhFsical measure of the local anomaly field."
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Availability of Magsat data has enhanced the solution for observatory
"anomaly" field by providing an independent vector data set at an
altitude where the effects of such fields are small. Table 2B-2
summarizes the "anomalies" found at various observatories utilizing
this technique.

In order to represent the secular variation of the earth's field the
solution often includes not only the spherical harmonic coefficients
b_t also their first and, sometimes, second derivatives. A problem
then encountered is that the representation of secular variation
rapidly deteriorates outside the time interval of the data. This
deterioration increases in severity as the derivatives used increases
from first to seconi. We found, however, that, when the solution
for observatory "anomalies" is included, the secular variation does
not deteriorate nearly as rapidly. Furthermore, when third time
derivatives were included the predictive capability was improved
rather than made worse. This is illustrated by two field models
of degree and order thirteen in constant and first derivative terms,
five in second derivative terms and four in third derivative terms.
Both of these models were derived utilizing data from the POGO
spacecraft and data from 167 magnetic observatories. However,
model A included solution for the observatory anomalies whereas
model B did not. The observatory data utilized extended through
1977 for most observatories with a small amount of data in 1978.

The predictive capability of these models was compared by computing

residuals of Magsat data to each, as shown in Table 2B-3. Clearly

model A is the better predictor.

Based on these results it was decided to proceed further with models

incorporating station anomaly solutions and third derivatives of

the spherical harmonic coefficients. As of now we have not suffi-

cient evidence to determine an optimum degree and order for the

spherical harmonic coefficients and their derivatives. Spectral

and statistical significance studies of those parameters are now

underway. Meanwhile, we have utilized 13th degree and order for

the constant and first derivative terms, sixth deqree and order

for the second derivative terms and fifth degree and order for the

third derivative terms. Two such models were derived. PS_G(7/80)

utilized observatory, repeat, POGO and selected marine data from

1960 through 1980. This model is regarded as our "best pre-Magsat"

model. GSFC(e/80) results from the addition of Maasat data to the

data utilized in PMAG(7/80). Table 2B-4 summarizes the statistics

relevant to these models and, for comparison, the recently published

(Barker and Barraclough, 1980) model used in the British and U.S.

Naval 1980 World Magnetic Charts, WC80, the model (Peddie and

Fabiano, 1976) utilized in the USGS 1975 world charts, and the

MGST(6/80) model. From the 'Fable we note:
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i. The GSFC(9/80) model represents the Magsat data almost as
well as does MGST(6/80) even though GSFC(9/80) is applicable for
20 years while MGST(6/80) is for a single epoch.

2. PMAG(7/80) represents Magsat data sub:'tantially better than
other pre-Magsat models.

3. Both PMAG(7/80) and GSFC(9/80) represent the POGOdata better
then either WC80 or ACW75.

It is not really fair to compare the representation of surface data
between models since some models include solution for the obser-
vatory anomaly fields.

Figure 2B-3 shows how these procedures allow accurate representation
of observatory data during the time span of the data utilized in
_ .... _i _ data ..I_ is for _ ebs_,atory at Amber]ey.

The three measured components, yearly averages, are plotted with

X, Y, Z symbols. The predicted field from GSFC(9/80), taking the

observatory anomaly solution into account, is i_presented by the

numerals i, 2, 3 connected with wolid lines. The solid lines

represent the measured field very well for 1960.5-1975.5 but

increasingly diverge for years prior to 1960. This is typical

for prediction outside the range of data included in the spherical
harmonic derivation. For some observatories the divergence is much

greater than for Amberley while for some it is not as large.

The predictive capability of GSFC(9/80) seems to be acceptable

back to about 1955 or 1956, a range of 4-5 years outside the data

span of the model.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

It is now necessary to thoroughly evaluate the new technique used

in these models. Further, we must develop a quantitative measure

for deciding on the proper degree and order of the spherical har-

monics and their derivatives. One problem that is apparent is

that when using derivatives of the harmonic coefficients, any

prediction must eventually diverge because the number of deriwl-

tives that can be meaningfully determined is not enough for the

series to converge, even asymptotically. Another area which needs

attention is the possible inclusion of aeromaqnetic data. This

wi I i require a thorough evaluation o _ the quality of the data and

the development of a method for removinq anomaly fields from the

data.
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Table 2B-I

The MGST(6/80) field model. All coefficients in nT.
Mean radius of the Earth = 6371.2
Mean epoch is 1979.85.

m m

n m gn hn

I 0 -29989.6
I I -1958.6 5608.1
2 0 -1994.8
2 I 3027.2 -2127.3
2 2 1661.6 -196.1
3 0 1279.9
3 i -2179.8 -334.4
3 2 1251.4 270.7
3 3 833.0 -251.I
4 0 938.3
4 I 782.5 211.6
4 2 398.4 -256.7
4 3 -419.2 52.0
4 4 199.3 -297.6
5 0 -217.4
5 1

5 2

5 3

5 4

5 5

6 0

6 1
6 2

6 3

6 4

6 5

6 6

7 0

7 1

7 2

7 3

7 4

7 5

7 6

7 7

357.6 45.2
261.0 149.4
-73.9 -150.3

-162.0 -78. I
-48.3 91.8

48.3
65.2 -14.5
41.4 93.4

-192.2 70.6
3.5 -42.9

13.7 -2.4
-107.6 16.9

71.7
-59 0 -82.4

1 6 -27.5
20 5 -4.9

-12 6 16.1
0 6 18.1

i0 6 -22.9
-2 0 -9.9

INTERNAL

gnm mn m h n

8 0 18.4
8 I 6.8 6.9
8 2 -0.I -17.9
8 3 -10.8 4.0
8 5 -7.0 -22.3
8 5 4.3 9.2
8 6 2.7 16.1
8 7 6.3 -13.1
8 8 -1.2 -14.8
9 0 5.6
9 i 10.4 -21.1
9 2 i .1 15.2
9 3 -12.6 8.9
9 4 9.5 -4.8
9 5 -3.3 -6.5
9 6 -1.3 9.0
9 7 6.8 9.5
9 8 1.4 -5.9
9 9 -5.1 2.1

I0 0 -3.3
10 I -3.5 1.4
10 2 2.5 0.4
i0 3 -5.3 2.6
I0 4 -2.1 5.6
10 5 4.6 -4 2
I0 6 3.1 -0 4
I0 7 0.6 -I 3
I0 8 1.8 3 5
10 9 2.8 -0 5
I0 I0 -0.5 -6 2
Ii 0 2.4
1i I -1.3 0.7
Ii 2 -I .9 1.7
Ii 3 2.2 -I.I
11 4 0,1 -2,7

COEFFICIENTS

m h mn m gn n

II 5 -0.4 0.6
11 6 -0.3 -0.i
II 7 1.7 -2.4
II 8 1 8 -0.3
11 9 -0
II I0 2
II 11 3
12 0 -I
12 1 0
12 2 -0

6 -I .4
I -1.6
5 0.6
6
4 0.6
I 0.6

12 3 -0.1 2.3
12 4 0 6 -1.5
12 5 0
12 6 -0
12 7 -0
12 8 0
12 9 -0
12 I0 -0
12 II 0
12 12 0

5 0.5
6 0.2
4 -0.4
1 0.0
4 0.0
2 -I .5
7 0.3
0 0.7

13 0 0.0

13 1 -0.5 -0.4

13 2 0.3 0.4

13 3 -0.7 1.6

13 4 0.0 0.0

13 5 1.2 -0.6
13 6 -0.4 -0.I

13 7 0,4 0.8

13 8 -0.6 0.2

13 9 0.2 0.8
13 I0 0.I 0.5
13 11 0.4 -0.I

13 12 -0.4 0.0
13 13 0.0 -0.I

[XTERNAL COEFFICIENTS

- m m

n m gn _ln

1 0 20.4

1 1 -0.6 -0.4
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STATION

ADOIS ABABA
AG|NCOURT
ALERT
ALIBAG

ALNA AIR
ALRER|A
AHBERLEY
ANNANALA |NAGAR
AP|A
AQUILA

ARGENTINE ISLND
BAKER LAKE

BANGU|

BARROW
BELSK
BEREZNAYKI

BINZA
BJORNQYA

8OULDEK
BYrD
CASTLE ROCK

CHA PA
CHAN_0H FOKET
CHELYU_KIN
C01HBKA
COLLEGE

DALLAS
DIKSON

OUMBAS
DOURBES
DUMONI OUKVILLE

OuSHET[
OYMER
FORT CHURCMILL

FREOER|CKSUURG
FUQUEM_
FU_STNFELO_RUCK

GMANGAKA
GU_HAVN
GURNOrAYELHNAYA

GKEAT WHALE R

GRUCKA

GUAM

HALLEY _A¥
HAKTLAN0

HEL
HEKRANUS

HONOLULU
HUANCA¥0
HYOERAdAO

TABLE 2B-2: OBSERVATORY ANOMALIES

LAT. LONG. ALT. ANOMALY BIAS
X

NORTH EAST DOWN

9.03 38.76 Z.6* ,89,5 15.1 1,8.6
*3.78 -79.27 0.18 -*5.7 175.7 -l*O.*
82.50 -62.50 0.0b 5.7 3'.6 -1'3.2

18.6' 72.87 0.01 -80.2 *63.7 669.0
*3.25 76°9Z 1.30 125°9 *2.Z -152.1
36.85 -Z.*6 0.06 -6.0 8°6 22.2

-'3oL5 172o72 0.0' -**,0 -16.8 70.1

11.37 79°68 0o0 219.5 -80o* -17'°6
-13.81-171.78 0°0 --86.9 208.1--1017.2

*2.38 13.32 0.63 -8., *Z.2 9.5

-bS.Z* -b*e26 0.01 69.3 -83.5 512.8
6*.33 -96.03 0.0, 1,9.0 -,1.9 -103.8
6*.33 -96.03 0.0, 219.* -109.7 -11,.3

,.** 18.56 0.6, --85.b ,2.0 95.0

,.** 18.56 0.** -119.3 3b.b 107.3
71.30-156o75 0.0 23.9 -66.1 -32.0
51.8, 20.79 0.18 96.5 153.5 31,.0
,9.82 73.08 0.0 -*23.8 1,.7 338.9

-*.27 15.37 0°0 -1,*.* -118.0 -177.5
7..50 19.20 0°08 -107.b .0.7 37.8

7*.50 19.20 0.08 -IL9.9 5*.6 2.5
7,.50 19.20 0.08 -122.1 67.1 28.0
,0.1,--105.2, 1.65 -52.5 53.5 -160°3

-80.02-119.52 1.52 -Z*.2 37.5 -1,7.2
37.Z*-12Z.13 0.66 -XZ8.b -16.5 5.7
22.35 103.83 1.55 -119.b -90.5 -2.9
,8.0Z Z.2b 0.15 -79.7 -2,.5 119.0

77.7Z 106.28 0.01 -,9.7 -95.0 -80.1
,0.22 -8.,2 0.10 -5.* -22.8 *8.0
6..86-1.7.8. 0.09 -L7.2 -60.7 -107°3

32.99 -96.75 0oZ1 -15.1 23.8 -73°5
73.55 80.57 0.02 -11,.5 -1,0.0 -278.3
73.55 80.57 0.02 -10,.5 -1*7.b -268°0
62.07 9.12 0.66 -93.7 -79.0 -236.8

50.10 *.59 0.23 -7.7 -16.8 98.*
-t)¢).bb 160.01 0.0* --17Z.8 -389.2-Z687.b
--Tbeb6 1"0.01 0.0" --1Z.0 -'19°3-Z852.9

6Z.09 **.70 0.98 -238.* ,.8 -82.7
50.72 30.30 0.18 -Zb.6 90.1 117.9
58.77 -9,.10 0.0, -1,0.2 .6.8 -Z55.8

JB.2L -77.37 0.07 Z8.1 -69.7 1Z0.5
5.67 -73.7* 2.5' I*,* -88.7 215.8

'8.17 11.28 0.57 -31.2 -5.9 1'.9

-31.78 115.95 0.06 -51.0 -127.8 122-5
b�.Z_ -53.52 0.01 207.6 -257.3 *69.0
63.68 132.17 0.30 -13.3 -23.5 -37.8

55.27 -77.78 0.02 298.3 113.5 -58.9
6'.63 20.77 0.23 -_0.0 -68.9 -51.1
13.58 1'*.87 0.06 17".9 10'.3 -Z.7

-75.5Z -26.68 0.C3 -26.3 600.2 -7.6
5L.00 -,.68 0.09 -5_.6 7.0 b*.2
5*.61 18.81 0.0 31.8 -157.2 -73.6

-3'.*2 19.Z_ 0.03 -17.6 Z_.O -5.7
_.3Z-198.00 0.0 -17_.* 11Z.9 -30*.6

-IZ.')_ -75.3* 3.31 90.3 ,8.5 Z*_.8
11.,1 7_.55 C.50 352.2 109.6 _57.0

BEGINNING

TIME

1960.5
1960.5
1961o9
1960.5

1963.5
1960.5
1960.5

1960, 5
1960o 5
1960.5

1960.5
1960.5
1969.5
1960.3

1969.5
1960, 5
1960.5

1965.5
1960.5
1960.5
1965.5

1970.5
196'. 5
1962 • 5

1970.5
1960.5
1c)60.5

1960.5
19600 5
1960.5
1964.5
1960.5

1963.5
1960.5

196005
1960.5
1973.5

1960*5
196". 5
1965.5

1960.5

1960.§
1960.5
1960.5

1960.5
1960.5

1966.5
1960.5

1960.5
],960.5
1960.5

1960.5
1960.5

1961.5
1960._

1965.5

ENDING

TIME

1970.5

1969.1
197,. 5
1973o5

1976,. 5
197605
1976o 5
197,. 5

197605
1976°5

1967.,5
1968 o 5
1976.5
1968o5
197,o5
197705

197605
1976,,5
196605

1966°5
1969°5
1972.5

1977,5
1968.3
1976.5

1975o5
197505

197605

1976.5
1977.5
197'.5
1962.5
19760 5

197'.5
1976.5

1972 • 5
1975.5
197b.5

1976.5
1976.5
1977.5
197,.5

1970.5
1976.5

1973.5
1976._
1975.5
1976.5

1977.5
1966.5

]976.5

19 b8.5
19 75.5

1977.5
1976.5

1976.5
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STATION

TABLE 2B-2:

LAT. LONG.

ISIAN@L KN01LL| ,1.06 29.06
KAK|OKA 36.23 1,0.19

36.23 1_O.19
KELE$ _l._Z b9.Z0

KEKGUELEN -_9.35 70.20
KIEV 50.72 30.30
KLYUCH| $5.03 82.90

KRASNAYA PAKHRA 55._8 37.31
KSARA 33.82 35.89
LEIRVOGUR b*.la -21.70
LERWIGK b0.13 -1.18
LOGRONO _2._b -2.51
LOPARSKOYE 68.25 33.08
LOURENC0 RARQES -ZS.qZ 32.58

LOVO 59.35 17.83
LUANOA BELAS -B.qZ 13.17
LUNPING 25.00 121.17

L¥0V *9.90 23,75
LW|R0 -2.25 28.80
N BOUR 16.39 -16.95
NACQUAR|E ISLN0 -5.,50 158.95

MAGADAN b0.12 151.02
MAURIIIUS -Z0.09 57.55

HANSON -67.60 62.88
REANOOK 5*.62-113.33
NERANS_TSU "3.91 1"*o19

MiKNYY -65°55 93.02
M|SALLAT Z9.52 30.89
MOCA 3°3, 8ebb
NOLOOEZHNAYA -57°67 *5°85
WOULD BAY 76.Z0-119.60

NUNTINLUPA 1,.38 121.01
NA|ROU| -1.33 36.81

NA_$SA_$$UAQ 51.10 -*5.20
NEWPORT *d.Zb-117.12
NiEfl£GK 5Z.07 12.57
N0V0LAZAREVSKAY -70.77 11.03
NUKNIJARVI b0.51 2*.55

OTTAWA *§.*0 -75o95

PAflAGYURISHTE 6_.52 2,.18

PAKARA_180 5.81 --55.22
PAKATUNKA 5Z,90 15a.63
PATRONY 5_.17 10,°65
P|LAK -31.57 -53.83

PLAISANCE -_0.,3 57.67
PL_$H_NITZ| 5*°50 27°88

5..50 27.ee
POOKAR TUNGUSKA 6LebO 90°00

PORT mURESbY -9.61 167.15
P_UHONICE *9.99 1..55

_UETTA 30.19 66,95
30.19 66.95

QULACA -Z2.10 -65.61

ktb0LuTE oAY 76.70-9..90
_OUURENI 6q.30 7.89

6*.30 7.89

66.30 7.89
RUOE $_0V 55.66 IZ.,b

OBSERVATORY ANOS_LIES (cont'd)



STATION

TABLE 2B-2:

LAT. LONG.

OBSERVATORY ANOmaLIES (cont'd)

SABHAWALA 30.36 77.80
SAN JUAN 10.38 -66.L2

10.12 -66.15

SAN NIGUEL 37,77 -25.65
SANAE -70.30 -2.3?

-70.30 -2,37
SCOTT BASE -77.85 166.78

SINOSATO 33.58 135.9,
SITKA §7.06-135.33
SOOANKYLA 67.37 26.63

SOUTH POLE --8g.99 --13.32
ST JOHN S ,1.59 --52.68 0.0
STEKOLiNIY 60.12 151.02 Q.0

STEPANOVKA 46.78 30o88 0.14
SYQWA 8ASE -69.0L 39.59 0.0
TAHITi -17.57-1,9.58 0.0

-17.57-14g.58 0.0

TANANKASS£I 22.79 5.53 1.38
TANANA_IVE -18.92 47.50 1.38
TATUOCA --1.20 --48.51 0.0

TENRAN 35.7* 51.38 1.36
TENERIFE 28.48 -16.28 0.3L

TEOLOYUCAN 19.75 -g9.18 2.28
Lg.TS -99.18 2.28

THULE lI 77.,8 -69. L7 0.06
TIHANY *b.90 17.89 0.1g
TIKSI 71.58 129.00 0.0,

71.58 129.00 0.04
TURSK _o.,7 8,.93 0.11
TOOLANGI -37.53 1,5.,1 Oekb

TKELEW -.3.25 -65.32 0.03
TRIVANORUR 8.,8 76.95 0.30

8o*_ 76.95 0o30

TSUNE8 -19.22 17.70 0.0
TUCSON 32.25-110.83 0.77
UELEN 66.16-169.8, 0.01

TKONSO 6g.66 18.95 0.12
ULAN 8ATOR *7.85 107.05 0.0

VALENTIA 5L.g3 -10.25 0.01
VANNOVSKAYA 37.95 558.11 0.57
VA$SOURAS -22.*0 -*3.65 0..50

VICT0_IA ,8.52-123.,2 0.18
VOSTOK -78.*.5 106.87 3.50
VOYEYKOVO 59.95 30.70 0.07
VYSOKAY DU_RAVA 56.73 61.07 0.29

50.73 61.07 0.29
WILKES -60.25 110..58 0.01
W|NGSI 5J.7, 9.07 0.05

YAKUTSK 02.02 129.72 0.10
¥AN_[-dAZA_ *L.33 69.62 0.81
YUZHNU SAKHALSK *b.95 1,_.72 0.07

qo.9.5 1,_.72 0.07
_AYMISHCHE 5_o8J *_.85 0o08

ALT. ANOMALY BIAS

X Y Z

NORTH EAST DOWN

0.68 -15.2 -27.8 63.0

0.10 61.0 33.9 220.6
0.*0 -139.3 182.0 213.6
0.18 684.7 421.2 1711.*

0.0_) --91,_ --19.1 28.6
0.0§ --90.7 --72.7 -5.8
0.0 -2276.1 -936.6-3766.9

0.06 -44,6 29.4 20.g
0.02 -11.6 -14.9 -82.9
0,18 --1L64.6 --10'.3 -578,9

2.80-L342.7-3_6g.b 7g.8
9.0 26.5 -2.1

-289.9 -7,2.5 52.5

-123.L -698.5 68.1
-2,.3 -82.9 -14.7

-633.1-1078.3 297.7
-6760B -691.9 -209.7

126.4 -208.8 -7808
37109 0.2 -'47o3

31o* -L77.5 89o7
-11,ol 13.9 -192.2
-470.4 87.5-L051.2
-124.0 3.0 -11.9

-67.0 3801 -g8.7
-55.9 10'.9 13.3
-L6.6 -L6ob -27.7

-LL2.2 -Lsg.o -L34.O

-86.1 -16'.1 -86.0
-21.7 -6,.5 -239.8
-48.9 -22.6 42.6

l?o.g 5.0 2508
215.3 99.0 79.5
259.0 19502 73.0
-5.g -60.0 63.0

-LLb. L -67.1 167.1
-L04.6 2501 -LL?.*

55.5 --402.0 197.6
-69.2 -L7.3 -95.2
118.3 -56.1 25.4

171.'5 93.4 58.8
**..5 -L26.5 -71.9

-17o6 -6o6 -32802

-17.9 129.6 111.0
64.8 23.2 -2bl.b

-2gL.6 -L23.5 -521.*

-297..5 -112.0 -*82.8
619.2 -296..5 29._

_*.4 46.1 -5,o7
*0.5-'L18,.3 113.7

-30L.6 5L.0 -96.3
36.0 -L6'5.b -1'51.3

-84.3 -4_.7 116.8
-29*.'5 -3L.5.7 -2_0.2

BEGINNING

TIME

1964.5

1960.5
1965.5
1g60.5

1962.7
197L.7
1960o 8

1960.5
1960.5
1960.5

1960.5
1968.8
L966, 5

1960, .5
196006
1966.2
1973.5

1960.5
lg60.5
L960.5

196005
1960.5
1960.5

1971,5
L960.5
1960. '5
1960.5

1970.5
1960.5
1960.5
1.960,.5

1960.5
].965,5

1 964.8

1960.5
1960.5

kgbO.5
J gb6* .5
1960.5
1900..5

1900.5
1960.5
1960..5

lgbO. 55
igbo..5

1967.5
Lgbo..5
1_b0.5
L960.5

Lqb_.5
19b00'5
1970.5

/gb0.0

ENDING

TIME

1973.5

1964.5
1977.5
1976.5

1970.5
1975.5
1976.5

1975.5
1977.5
1975.5

1971.5
1976.5
197605

197605
1968, 5

19720.5
1973,5

1970 * 5

1974.5
1971.5

1970.5
1975.5
1970.5

19750 5
1973,5
1976.5
1967.5

1976.. 5
196g, 5
1976.5
1970.5

19640 5
197405

1975.5
L977.5
1976.5

1971.5
1975.5
1976.5

L97,. 5
197305
1976.5
1976.5

19760.5
1966,5

1976.5
1966.5
1976.5

1975.5
kg76.5
1909. '5

].976, 5

1977.0
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TABLE 2B- 3

DATE TYPE

Magsat;

Scalar

X_component

Y-component

Z-component

STATISTIC

rms

mean

std. Dev.

rms

mean

std. Dev.

rms

mean

std. Dev.

rms

mean

std. Dev.

A

88.1

-37.5

79.6

72.9

-40.2

60.8

56.6

0.6

56.6

96.1

-10.2

95.5

MODEL

B

246.0

41.9

242.4

322.9

-7.5

322.8

444.3

-3.2

444.3

598.9

8.9

598.8
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C. t,_GNETIC ANOMALY REPRESENTATION AND INTERPRETATION

by

R.A. Langel

OBJECTIVE

Fields from crustal anomalies are of small magnitude relative to

the main field of the earth and to many magnetospheric fields.

The objective of this effort is to carefully separate the fields
from these three sources in order to isolate the crustal fields

and to represent them in a manner suitable for analysis by geo-

physicists modeling the structure, composition and evolution of

the crust.

BACKGROUND

Anomalous magnetic fields at satellite altitude represent a small

(0-20 nT) field in the presence of larger core (300000-50,000 nT)

and external (0-I,000 nT) fields. Isolation of the anomaly field

from the core field depends upon the assumption that the geomag-

netic power spectrum can be broken into a longer wavelength portion

from the core and a shorter wavelength portion from the crust

(Cain et al., 1974; McLeod and Coleman, 1980). The core field is

then ;epresented by a spherical harmonic analysis of appropriate

degree and order. This procedure is valid except in the region

where the two contributions are almost equal. This appears to be

at or near degree and order thirteen. Further research is needed

for a more definitive determination of the best degree and order

field model to utilize. External fields at low latitudes, except

for the equatorial electrojet, are also mainly of longer wave-

length than the anomalous fields and their main e{6ects are

filterable. At high latitudes external fields often have the

same spectral characteristics as anomaly fields and are not

easily separated by filtering techniques. Successful techniques

involving visual inspection of all data remaining aftex" an initial

computer screening have beeh successfully applied to high ]atitude

data, as reported in the reports of the previous two years. Some

of these results have now been _)ublished by Lanqel et al. (1980).

After the anomaly field has been isolated it is necessary to reduce

it to a constant altitude and at the same time provide a mathemat-

ical representation which can be re[)roduced at different altitudes

and on different pro_ections. This is accomplished with the equi-

w]lent source program described two years ac_o an<| applied to data

between _50 ° in last years rei_ort.
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The application of these techniques to Australia, mentioned in last

years report, has now been published (Mayhew et al., 1980).

RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Equivalent Source Representation

The equivalent source map from POGO data has now been extended to

all latitudes. A global map is presented in Figure 2C-I. These

contour plots are free from the effects of altitude variations

from location to location and have most of the noise filtered out.

There is, however, an obvious mismatch ef the high and low lati-

tude portions at +50 ° and at -50 ° latitude. This is because there

is an ambiguity in zero level in both data sets which cannot be

resolved.

Regional Studies

The effort tc model Greenland reported on last year has resulted

in the first draft of a paper. This work is cooperative with

Dr. Leif Thorning of the Geological Survey of Greenland.

Magsat Results

Sufficient scalar data is now available from Magsat to begin the

isolation of magnetic anomalies. As shown in Figures 2C-2 and 2C-3

the early Haqsat data verifies the previous POGO results. On these

figures the underlying anomaly map is derived from POGO data,
the dark line is the sub-satellite track for one orbit of Magsat,

and the plot at the top of the fiqure is the anomalous field from

Magsat determined by subtracting a thirteenth degree and order

model (NGST(3/80)) from the Hagsat scalar data. The corresponding

anomalies are numbered for ease of identification. The two data

sets are in close agreement.

Utilizing the techniques developed over the past few years with

POGO data, we then derived the scalar magnetic anomaly map shown

in Figure 2C-4. With only a few exceptions, this map confirms the

existence of the major anomalies already known from the POGO data.

This is important in view of the fact that the anomaly field is

small compared to core and external fields. The detection of

near identical anomalies in two independent data sources is a

strong indicator of their reality.

Comparison of Figure 2C-4 with the comparable POGO map shows more

tILan agreement, however. The Magsat map shows significantly better

resolution. For example, the positive anomaly over the Michigan

Basin is now clearly seen and the trend connectinq it with the high

over Oklahoma shows that the contours of trend on the POGO map were

in error.
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The data used to derive Figure 2C-4 was from the early portion of

the mission. Because the altitudes decreased steadily, future maps

will utilize data from lower altitudes. This is expected to sub-

stantially improve the resolution. Figure 2C-5 gives an indication

of how resolution increases as altitude decreases. The anomaly map

is from POGO data. The solid line shows a common track location

for OGO-4 and Magsat. The scalar residual fields from the two

spacecraft are shown on the right. The OGO-4 altitude was 414-420

km whereas the Magsat data, acquired the day prior to re-entry,

are at 187-191 km. Examination of the plots show clearly the

existence of anomalous fields in the Magsat data which are only

hinted at in the POGO data.

Magsat has also acquired vector data. Analysis of the data is

considerably more time consuming than for scalar data and no

anomaly maps have been prepared. Figur_ 2C-6 shows one full orbit

of data. The plots are of residuals to a thirteenth degree and

order field model. Anomalous fields are clearly present in the

scalar data at the top. In the X and Y components, external

fields are present as indicated by the fluctuating residuals near

the poles. Two anomalies, however, are clearly present in the

vector data. in the center of the plot at about 5-10 ° north lati-

tude is a low in scalar field and a corresponding low in the X and

Z components. This is the Bangui or Centlal African anomaly. Just

to the north of Bangui, at about 60°N latitude (at 4:42:39 UT) is

another low in scalar field with corresponding lows evident in the

X and Z component. This anomaly is over northern Scandanavia.

Thus it is clear that anomalous features will be detectable in the

vector data.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

As noted, the joining of the high and low latitude data sets in

Figure 2C-2 is not entirely satisfactory. Future work includes

selecting an overlapping data set to seek to s_oothly join all

parts of the map.

The zero level of the data continues to be ambiguous and certain

biases are known to exist in the resulting maps. Work is needed

to understand more precisely the severity of this problem and to

minimize its impact on interpretation of the maps.

The above problem areas apply to Magsat as well as to POGO. In

addition, the remainder of the scalar data will be utilized to

make a final map, as well as maps of the polar regions, and we

will attempt to extend our techniques to the utilization of

vector data in the derivation of anomaly maps.
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Equivalent source representations will be derived using Magsat
data but this will await the completion of selection of the best
data and derivation of averaged maps.
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D. PRLLII,IINARY MODELING OF MAGS_T ANO_LALY DATA

by

P.T. Taylor

OBJECTIVES

As part of the Magsat data analysis program an effort is being

made to ascertain the amount and nature of geological informa-

tion encoded in these low-level magnetic component data. After

the initial _lagsat profiles became available it was decided to

initiate a preliminary model study over a well documented

geological/geophysical feature•

BACKGROUND

Both aircraft and satellites have recorded the presence of a

large negative magnetic anomaly located in west-central Afric

(Figure 2D-I) ; geographically this feature covers part of the

Central African Republic and Republic of the Congo. This anomaly

has been named dor the large city situated near its center,

Bangui.

Previous studies of this maanetic anomaI',' have been carried out

(Regan and ,'larsh, ]980) usin<l the POGO seri_s of satellites•

Magsat also recorded the Ban<:ui anoma],/ during its lifetime in

orbit, in order to understand more full\" the nature of this

magnetic field anomaly measured by Maqsat, we constructed a

relatively simnle computer model to represent this feature• The

anomaly model :_ro(:ram SPHERE (yon Frese et a]. , ]980) was use<] _n

this effort. The mode] parameters were selected b,," usin<_ the

Geoloc_ical :,lap of the Central African Republic as a c:uide

(Mestrand, 1964; Fic, ure 2D-l).

The model anomaly profiles were computed at an elevation of

450 kin, recional field was 33,000 nT, inclination was -]0 ° (u!>

and declination was 8° (west) and a magnetization of 0.01 cgsu

was used; the maqnetic field anomaly parameters were comnuted

b,," removinc, the POGO2 72, within SPHERE, from the total fLeld

data. The dimensions of the anomalous body were taken as I000 km,

777 km and 29.5 km thick at a depth of 0. 5 kin. The bod_" was t lied

or skewed some 26 ° counter clockwise off an east-west axis with the

southwest corner actin<_ as a }>ivot _oip, t. The i>roc:ram SPHERE

calculates a two-dimensional anomalous ma(Tnetic field for th<"

followin<:: total ftel.d ( B; Ficure 2D-2; nortll-south comi_onent { X] ;

east-west con'conent (Y) and vertical con;_>onent (Z) . From these

contoured mode] a::oma]'." data il'i,,ure 2D-2) :'rofil<,s were extracted

and com::ared with the same four com_'onents (?bserved durinc: a

:.".acsat orbit (Fi<_urc 2D-3). These observed data wore adjusted to

a main field datum which i:roduced t::e best a.:roement between

model and p'rofi]es. A small chan<le in maonetization of the

bed\' would }'reduce the san',<?effect In an," case the r_acn_,tic• , j - p •
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anomaly-matching procedures are relative, lacking an absolute

datum. The main purpose or goal in anomaly-model field matching

techniques is to duplicate the shape of the anomaly, the anomaly

levels can be adjusted by varying magnetization or field.

RESULTS

With the exception of the east-west (AY) component (Figure 2D-3)

the match between the mode] and observations is quite good. The

contour map of the anomalous east-west magnetic component (AY)

indicates the smallest anomalous field variations. The maximum

absolute anomaly amplitude variation for bY is 20 nT as compared

to: _X, 32; _Z, 32; and AB, 27 nT. This surprisingly close

agreement could indicate several important geological implica-

tions. The main source for this magnetic anomaly is due to

induced magnetization and not remanence. If our value of

magnetization is correct, then the caustive body could have as

much as 5% magnetite (Lindsley et al., 1966). Since the bY is

the smallest variable field component, small deviations from

the model would tend to be amplified. Alternatively, there may

be an east-west component of remanence superimposed and nearly

opposite in direction with the inducing field.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

In view of the promising results frcm our initial efforts to model

the Bangui anomaly it is likely that other geological structures

will be amenable to mathematical representation. At present, an

effort is underw0y to model Magsat data over the Arctic Basin.

The primary aspect of this study will be the evaluation of the

Magsat data with regard to potential economic resource.

REFERENCES

Lindsley, D. H., G. E. Andreason and J. R. Balsley, "Magnetic

Properties of Rocks and Minerals," in S. P. Clark, ed., Hand-

book of Physical Constants, Geol. Soc. of America, Memoir 97,

543-553, 1966.

Regan, R. and B. Marsh, "The Bangui Anomaly," in press, 1980.

yon Fzese, R. R. B., W. J. Hinze, L. W. Braile and A. J. Luca,

"Spherical Earth Gravity and Magnetic Anomaly Modeling by

Gauss-Legendre Quadrature Integration," Dept. of Geosciences,

Purdue Univ., W. Lafayette, IN, 116 p., Prepared under

NASA/GSFC Contract NAS 5-25030, 1980.
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F_ure 2D-3: Plots of bl,_gsat Profile Data (Solid. Line)

and Profiles from Model Anomalies (Dashed).

Ami_litude Scale is Relative but Latitu6,e

Scale is Constant.
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CHAPTER 3

CRUSTAL STUDIES

edited by

H.H. Thomas

OVERVIEW

Crustal studies using satellite geopotential field data are an aid

to understanding subsurface qeology and tectonics. Techniques,

once established for satellite data, will constrain models of the

evolution and state of the earth's lithosphere as well as provide

compositional data necessary for resource studies.

Geophysical models are generally compromises among several data

inputs; the solutions are normally non-unique, so the qreater the

number of constrai:lts the better the model. It is not, however,

feasible to sample the earth's crust in a very fine grid; generali-

zations on the earth's composition and structure are necessary to

study the earth's problems in an expeditious and economic manner.

Comparative planetology approaches have long been the basis for

speculations on the earth's interior and evolution. We are

especially interested in the earth's differentiation and rediffer-

entiations because:

a. Differentiation of th, earth produced the crust, that part

of the solid earth that is most accessible to us.

b. The crust is qenerally thought to contain most of the

earth's mineral resources.

c. Much of our satellite geopotential anomaly data is compatible

with sources in the crust.

Catalogs of terrestrial and extraterrestrial land forms and struc-

tures will eventually give data sets where the effects of varying

planetary size, thermal activity and atmospheric compositions on

tectonic processes can be determined. Comparisons between terres-

trial and martian pseudocraters are examples of data which give

information on volati]es and volcanics of terrestrial planets.
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The science of interpretation of satellite potential field data is
still very young. Basic information is required on the stability
of geopotential anomalies through time and geologic activity. We
must ask ourselves to what extent are geopotential anomalies
created/destroyed/preserved during major periods of plate tectonic
activity.

Crustal thickness (depth to Moho) data are necessary for the inter-

pretation and correlation of magnetization with thickness of the

upper and lower crust. Although gravity anomalies are not restricted

to the crust, crustal thickness is one of the first parameters to

be considered in their modeling. Good correlation between crustal

thickness and apparent magnetization contrast is found for the

United States.

Comprehensive geophysical modeling of a large satellite magnetic

anomalv in Kentucky continues with the analysis of a new Tennessee

Valley Authority aeromagnetic survey. Denser flight lines in the

survey allow the construction of a three-dimensional geophysical
model.
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A. COMPARATIVE PLANETOLOGY/CRUSTAL REDIFFERENTIATION

by

Paul D. Lowman, Jr.

OBJECTIVE

To investigate the chemical redifferentiation of the primordial
crust of the Earth.

BACKGROUND

Granite or granite gneisses dominate the terrestrial crust in most

Precambrian shield areas, to the point that continents are fre-

quently characterized as "granite" in contrast to the basalt of

oceanic crust. On the other hand, granite (chemically speaking)

is very scarce on the [qoon, even if we include the KREEP composi-

tion breccias, and apparently equally scarce on Mars. It has been

proposed (Lowman, 1976, 1977, 1978) that a major reason for the

abundance of granites on Earth is that they result pri_aril3, from

"redifferenti_tion" of an originally intermediate composition

crust with bulk composition equivalent to andesi_:e (Figures 3A-I,

3A-2). Redifferentiation is probably a composite process, including
partial melting, metasomatism, and hlgh-gra_e metamorphism, whose

ultimate result on the Earth has been production of a vertically-

zoned crust consistinq of granitic rocks in the upper levels and

granulites (high-grade metamorphic rocks depleted in water and

lithophile elements) in lower levels. Redifferentiation has

happened repeatedly in the Earth's continental crust because of

the high level of tectonic and igneous activity accompanyinq the

planet's continuing crustal evolution. The Moon, however,

essentially stopped evolving about 3 billion years ago with the

eruption of the last mare basalts. Mars evolved somewhat further,

but did not reach the stage of full plate tectonic activity

involving re_)eated heatinq and reworkinq of the crust. The

scarcity of granites on the _1oon and _lars is thus the result of

their arrested crustal development.

Redifferentiation of the Earth's crust is relevant to GSFC programs

for several reasons. One is that it has permitted construction of

a generalized crustal model with implications for the interpreta-

tion of satellite magnetic data, since such interpretation involves

assumptions about the lower continental crust. Another is that

redifferentiation may be expressed as radiometric a_e provinces,

such as the Grenville province, which could in principle affect



satellite magnetic anomaly patterns since both radiometric ages
and magnetic properties of crustal segments can be strongly
affected by the thermal events responsible for redifferentiation.
Finally, redifferentiation has undoubtedly affected the distri-
bution of metallic mineral deposits, and must thus be considered
in planning orbital resource surveys.

RECENTACCOMPLISHMENTS

As outlined in RTOP 677-45-01, it was proposed to continue studies
of redifferentiation by several approaches, including synthesis of
data on st-ucture of the continental crust from investigations
such as the COCORPseismic reflection profiling, literature
searches on the subject of high-grade metamorphism and anatexis,
and field studies of critical Precambrian areas. Two areas picked
for investigation were the Baltimore gneiss domes, thought to
represent upper crust diapiric granites formed by redifferentiation,
and the Lewisian rocks of northwest Scotland, thought to represent
the residual granulite lower crust. During the summer of 1980, a
six-day field reconnaissance was made in the Scourie-Laxford Bridge
area of Scotland, with the following results.

The area investigated was part of the Archean foreland northwest of
the Moine thrust (Figures 3A-3, 3A-4). This is a rugged but low-
lying area of Archean rock exposed along the northwest coast of
Scotland (Figure 3A-5) and known, from geophysical evidence, to
underlie much of the thrust. The area is well-exposed, both along
the coast (Figure 3A-6! and inland, permitting rapid mapping of the
gross structure and lithology. Findings of the mapping can be dis-

cussed under two headings, with reference to the map: the Scourian

complex and the Laxfordian complex.

The Scourian Complex

Rocks of the Scourie area (Figures 3A-6, 3A-7) are strikingly differ-

ent from those of most Precambrian igneous and metamorphic terrains

in several characteristics:

i. There are almost no granites, granite peqmatites, or granite-

bearing migmatites.

2. There are very few schists, reflecting a general scarcity of

platy minerals (in particular biotite).

3. The rock is relatively undeformed, with few faults.

4. There is little if any mineralization or hydrothermal altera-

tion.
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The Scourian complex in this area was found to consist of about

i000 meters of granulitic gneisses (probably much more, since

seismic data show the Moho to be at a depth of 26 km). In detail,

the section is made up of interlayered felsic and mafic layers,

with felsic rocks about 80% by volume of the total. Major minerals

of the felsic rocks are plagioclase, quartz, and pyroxene or

amphibole (chiefly pyroxene). The mafic members, generally layers

or lenses, include pyroxene, amphibole, and feldspar. Structurally,

the Scourian granulites at the type locality are relatively simple,

dipping more or less uniformly to the northwest at shallow angles

generally less than 35 ° • Occasional small isoclinal folds,

locally referred to as "intrafolial" folds, occur, but the amount

of deformation visible in the area covered (essentially a 5 kilometer

traverse across strike) is surprisingly slight. It should be

mentioned that published literature on the area, such as the papers

by Watson (1965), Bowes (1969), and others, make it clear that the

lithologic and structural characteristics described above are

reasonably typical of the Scourian qranulites all along the Scottish

coast.

The Laxfordian Complex

The Laxfordian rocks, just northeast of the Scourian complex (Figure

3A-4), contrast with the Scourian in every way. First, they are

much more strongly deformed, as indicated by the steeper dips (90 °

in some places). Secondly, they are lithologically very different

(Figure 3A-8), consisting of amphibolites, granitic qneisses, bio-

tite schists, migmatites, and discrete granite intrusions

(locally known as the "Laxford granite sheets"). In brief, they

are typical of many Precambrian amphibolite facies assemblages.

There is general agreement on the relationships between the Scourian

and Laxfordian complexes. The Scourian rocks are granulite facies

gneisses, characterized by extremely low water and lithophile

element (K, Rb, Na) contents, resulting from the high temperature

and pressure of the metamorphism. The Laxfordian rocks, which are

lithologically and structurally gradational with the Scourian com-

plex, are widely believed to have been formed by retrograde meta-

morphism of the Scourian granulites. This retrograde metamorphism,

probably accompany..,g the intrusion of the Laxford granite sheets

and many minor granite and granite pegmatite bodies, re-introduced

the water and lithophile elements driven out in the granulite facies

metamorphism. These events occurred at roughly 2.9 billion years

and 1.7 to 2.2 billion years ago, according to radiometric studies.
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Comparison with Crustal Models

From the viewpoint of comparative planetology, a major result of

this work is the finding that the Scourian complex closely matches

the generalized model for the lower crust proposed by Lowman (1976):

" ..... the metamorphic equivalents (probably granulite facies) of ....

a complexly interlayered series of andesites and subordinate basalts,

locally intruded by coeval diorites and granodiorites." The lower

crust in this model "would be depleted in alkalis and SiO2, so that
an average composition of around 55% SiO 2 would be expected.

The pre-metamorphic nature of the Scourian rocks is not agreed upon

completely, but the consensus is that they were formed by granulite

facies metamorphism of pyroclastic rocks of andesitic composition,

with some basalt. The work of Sheraton (1970) provides the strongest

support for this concept; he analyzed some 254 granulites from an

area just south of Scourie, finding an average SiO 2 content of 61%.

The Scourian rocks thus closely resemble the lower crust in Lowman's

model, and the high temperatures and pressures involved in their

metamorphism are of course independent evidence that they were at

one time deep in the continental crust.

From the viewpoint of crustal modeling, the Scourian and Laxfordian

complexes are of interest because they correspond closely to a

generalized crustal model proposed by Smithson (1978) on the basis

of COCORP reflection profilinq in North America and other evidence.

Smithson proposed that the lower continental crust in non-orogenic

areas consists of intermediate composition metamorphic rocks, with

low dips, of supracrustal origin. This model is strikingly similar

in composition, structure, and probable pre-metamorphic lithology,

to the Scourian granulite gneisses (Figure 3A-9). Smithson further

proposed that the upper crust (in crystalline terrains) consists

largely of amphibolite facies gneisses, migmatites, and schists,

strongly deformed by the intrusion of granites. This description

is similar to that of the Laxfordian complex, although these rocks

are obviously now at the same crustal level as the Scourian granu-

lites. In general, it is safe to say that the geoloqy of the

Scourie-Laxford Bridge area suggests that Smithson's model may be

valid for large areas of continental crust.

A preliminary review of the recent literature on the nature of the

lower continental crust indicates that the models proposed by

Smithson and by Lo_an resemble those of other authors (e.9.,
Nueller, 1977_. The features of several such models have therefore

been combined in a preliminal-" composite cross section (Figure 3A-10)

for non-oroc:enic continentel crust in qranite-creenstone terranes.

This proposed model differs sharply from the formerly popular view



that continental crust had two major layers, an upper granitic
one and a lower gabbroic or amphibolitic one. The new model
consists instead of a thick sequence of originally supracrustal
metamorphic rocks of intermediate SiO2 content, except for the
very base of the crust where the abundance of mafic rocks increases
considerably. Its vertically-zoned composition is largely the
result of redifferentiation, which has depleted the lower crust in
water and lithophile elements during the generation of granite
magmas and diapiric intrusions that intruded the upper crust.

SIGNIFICANCE

The Archean rocks of the Scourie-Laxford Bridge area were clearly
once part of the lower continental crust, now uplifted and exposed.
These rocks have been shown to resemble, in structure, composition,
and pre-metamorphic orgin, models of the lower continental crust
derived independently from comparative planetology and reflection
seismology, thus giving strong support to such models. Scientif-
ically, part of the significance of this finding is that these
crustal models appear to contradict formation of continental crust

by lateral accretion of eugeosynclines. Such an origin would

result in highly deformed rocks intruded by granitic batholiths,

quite different from the Scourie complex. Geophysically, results

of this study imply that models for the lower crust involve dry,

intermediate composition rocks of granulite facies, rather than

the amphibolites or gabbros formerly popular.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

The data from Scourie are still under study; future investigations

should include petrographic analysis and measurement of various

geophysical parameters. Further field studies should be made of

granulites in North America to see if they resemble those of

Scotland. Alternate funding must be sought, since a proposal to

carry out investigations of this sort was rejected by NASA

Headquarters.
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Figure 3A-3: Landsat View of Northern Scotland; Scourie-Laxfo_d Bridge

Area at Bottom center. See Index Map in Figure 4. Landsat

Image Number 2194-10491.
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Figure 3A-10: Proposed Composite Crustal Model for Non-

Orogenic Regions Under Granite-Greenstone

Terrain.
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B. COMPARATIVE PLANETOLOGY: F_.RTH-LIKE VOLCANIC

STRUCTURES ON MARS

by

H. Frey

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this work are to map the global distribution

of martian pseudocraters and examine variations in their properties

compared with known Icelandic analogs.

BACKGROUND

We previously reported the discovery of martian analogs of

Icelandic pseudocraters (Frey et al., 1979). Found first in the

Cydonia region of the northern plains of Mars, these small mound-

like structures average under 1 km in diameter. They are extremely

numerous in Cydonia, with over 900 having been counted in the

original discovery mosaic. Most have subdued central pits at their

summits; these pits typically have diameters of half the basal

diameters of the mound. Their morphologic characteristics as well

as their distribution and number led us to conclude that these

features were similar to Icelandic pseudocraters_ formed where lava

flows come into contact with wet or marshy ground. A steam explo-

sion cools and lifts the lava, producing the characteristic mound-

like structure with a central vent. On Mars it is more reasonable

to invoke ice as the volatile material. Therefore the distribution

of these features may be an important clue to the distribution of

(lava and) ice at or near the martian surface at the time the

pseudocraters formed.

RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Theoretical studies by Rocha and Frey (unpublished) demonstrate

that ice is a suitable medium for producing the necessary steam

explosion required for the formation of martian pseudocraters. The

additional thermal energy required to volatize ice is still much

less than the thermal energy available from a typical lava flow,

even at 750°C. Furthermore, the calculations suggest that in

general larger pseudocraters will result from thicker lava flows,

which agrees with observations in the Lake Myvatn region of Iceland.

Finally, CO 2 ice is also a suitable volatile because its lower

melting temperature means greater pressure is available at a given

temperature. That is, it is even easier to form these structures

from CO 2 ice tl _ from water ice.
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Our mapping of the distribution of pseudocraters on Mars has con-
cent_rated in the northern plains and near the volcanic units around
the large Hellas impact structure. We have examined every available
image with sufficient resolution to show structures less than 0.5 km
across (range from spacecraft _ 2500 kin), some 4000 images to date.
We have found the pseudocraters in the _donia region to be much
more numerous than previously thought, and distributed over a
variety of terrain types. Dense fields some 300 km east of the
original discovery area have pseudocraters without central pits as
well as those with this characteristic feature. While most Icelandic

pseudGcraters near the type locality of Lake Nyvatn do have central
pits, those located elsewhere in Iceland often do not. A very
extensive field of martian pseudocraters, both with and without pits,
was found in volcanic terrain near Hellas. Other regions in which
these structures have been located include southwest Elysium and
Arcadia.

Properties vary among the recognized field_ For example, in

Cydonia the average pseudocrater diameter we measured was 800 m.

The Fellas pseudocraters0 seen at similar resolution, cluster around

600 _ diameter. The density of the Hellas structures is also

generally higher than that found in Cydonia.

Y'UTURE EMPHASIS

We are examining the stratigraphic relations between psendocraters

and the various terrains on which they have been located, in order

to develop a better understanding of their origin. We are also

cataloging the variations in observed properties of these features.

We expect to publish maps 41splaying these data and to continue our

examination of the more recent Viking Orbiter imagery now available.
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C. SATELLITE GEOPOTENTIAL ANOMALIES AND

CONTINENTAL RECONSTRUCTIONS

by

H. Frey, R.A. Langel, G.D. Mead

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this work is to investigate the nature and

distribution of satellite-derived magnetic and gravity anomalies

for past reconstructions of the continents in order to study the

permanence of crustal geopotential anomalies since the breakup

of Pangaea.

BACKGROUND

Previous study of POGO magnetic anomaly data has revealed numerous

anomalies over continental regions, whose origin is most likely in

the lithosphere. We and others recognize some continuity of

anomalies across the now-rifted continental margins of South

America and Africa (Frey, 1979; Frey et al., 1979). Likewise,

Langel (1979) noted continuity of a large positive magnetic

anomaly across the Australian-Antarctica rifted margin. To inves-

tigate the rea]ity of these features and their relation to litho-

spheric structures dating from before the breakup of Pangaea, we

undertook development of software on the AOIPS Image 100 interactive

computer that would allow reconstruction of the continents and dis-

play of geopotential and geological data for arbitrary continental

Positions.

RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

We have developed the capability of plotting continental 3utlines

from latitude-longitude data sets of arbitrary scale, and have

written the necessary software to move these continents to arbi-

trary positions Popular in the literature for both Gondwanaland

and Laurasia. On these repositioned continents we have plotted the

contoured values of 2 x 2 ° gridded magnetic anomalies (from POGO

data) and gravity data (from GEM 10B, degree and order coefficients

13-30). Examples of each of these for Gondwanaland only are shown

in Figures 3C-I and 3C-2. Similar plots exist for Laurasia.
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In general there is much better agreement or continuity of anomalies

across now-rifted margins for the magnetic data than for the gravity

data (compare Figures 1 and 2). This has a reasonable explanation

in that the source of the gravity anomalies, unlike the source of

the magnetic anomalies, is not necessarily restricted to the crust

or even the lithosphere. Mantle contributions to the observed

gravity signatures are to be expected at the degree and order used

here. Such mantle sources should be present-day inhomogeneities,

not structures persisting for 180 million years.

By contrast most magnetic anomalies in the POGO data set used here

probably are crustal in origin, and may be related to structures

that have persisted since Pangaea. Although these anomalies have

not been reduced tc the pole, there is a striking degree of contin-

uity or match-up of anomalies in these reconstructions. The strong

Bangui negative anomaly in equatorial Africa and the positive

anomaly to the south both have their counterparts in South America.

Much farther south, twin negative anomalies trend in the same

direction in South Africa and South America. The weak positive

at the tip of South America may be related to the positive located

over the Mozambique Ridge. Likewise a strong belt of contiguous

positive anomalies runs through eastern India, Antarctica and

southern Australia.

Similar matchups occur in the magnetic anomalies associated with the

northern continents. Especially striking are the large positives

in West Africa and the central United States, and a belt of strong

negatives running from Scandanavia through Greenland and into

Baffin Island. A similar band of positive anomalies runs north of

these negatives, linking northern Scandanavia, Greenland and Canada

in their reconstructed positions.

These results suggest that many of the large magnetic anomalies
observed in the POGO data are related to crustal structures that

data from before the breakup of Pangaea.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

To refine these observations we will, in the future, digitize and

incorporate into the interactive system continental shelf outlines

for more precise positioning of the continents. We are working on

producing a set of POGO data reduced to the pole in order to more

accurately locate the anomalies. Study is underway to develop a

gravity anomaly field that better reflects crust and lithospheric

structure than does the present model. We will incorporate GEM 10C

into this effort, and also plan to update the magnetic anomaly data

file with newly acquired Magsat data.
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D, CRUSTAL MODELING - YEARLY REPORT

UNITED STATES CRUSTAL STRUCTURE

by

R. J. Allenby

OBJECTIVES

The objective of this effort is to develop maps of crustal thick-

ness and top of mantle velocity (Pn) for the conterminous United

States and then investigate the relationships of anomalous map

areas with long wavelength magnetic and gravity anomalies
detected from satellites.

BACKGROUND

The success of interpreting satellite geophysical data, particu-

larly magnetic, is in part dependent on the accuracy of the

crustal thickness model used. Near surface magnetic anomalies

are a function of crustal composition and thickness. Across

regions of similar rock magnetic properties, thicker crust wi!l

exhibit higher magnetic values. This will be true down to the

Curie isotherm or, as proposed by Wasilewski et al. (1979), the

top of the Upper Mantle (the seismic Moho discontinuity), below

which boundaries rocks lose their magnetic properites. Gravity

anomalies, on the other hand, are not constrained by any depth
barriers.

RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

A survey was completed of all available seismic refraction lines

in the conterminous United States and neighboring Canada and

Mexico that penetrate the Mohorovicic (Moho) discontinuity

separatin_ the base of the crust and the top of the upper

mantle (Allenby, 1980). Refraction profiles were indexed to

their literature data sources (74 in all, including multiple

analysis on some lines). The final report contains maps of

crustal thickness and top-of-mantle velocity. A preliminary

comparison of crustal thickness and POGO satellite equivalent

bulk magnetization anomalies (Lanqel, 1979) suggests good

agreement between western U.S. negative maqnetic anomalies and

anomalously thin crust in areas like the Columbia - Snake River

Plateau and the Basin and Range Province (this correlation is

undoubtedly enhanced by the decreased depth of the Curie

isotherm caused by increased heat flow resulting from the shallow-

ness of the upper mantle). Other areas show little correlaticn,

for example, the large Kentucky magnetic anomaly a_,ears to be

underlain by a crust of nearly uniform thickness.
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FUTUREEMPHASIS

Continued work on understanding U.S. crustal structure and com-

position is planned using all available geophysical data.
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E. THE KENTUCKY ANOr_LY, CONTINUED

by

H.H. Thomas, M.A. Mayhew, P.J. Wasilewski

OBJECTIVE

The objective of studying the Kentucky satellite magnetic anomaly

is to develop as comprehensive a magnetic, geophysical and geologic

model of the region as is possible in order to provide a basis for

understanding the sources of satellite anomalies along with their

associated mineralogy and tectonics.

BACKGROU_D

We reported (Mayhew et al., ESAD Research Re_)ort, 1980) the
completion of a first ste_ in the geophysical analysis of the

Kentucky Anomaly. in summary, a 2-dimensional geophysical model

suggests that an intrusion of mantle mafic material during a

Precambrian riftin(! event is responsible for the satellite maqnetic

anoma 1y.

;{[;CENT ACCtX, IPLISIIMENTS

Recently released aeromacnetic maps from a Tennessee Valley

Authorit'_" survey show a clearly outlined ancmalous area al)proxi-

mately ]00 km to the west of tile modeled central Kentucky anomaly

and a smaller, less intense area to the east of the modeled anomaly;

somewhat better resolution was attained by the TVA survey over

existing surveys due to a higher density of fliqht lines.

A 3-dimensional model of the central Kentucky anomaly, usi_:g existing

<leophysical and the new aeromagnetic data, is very similar to tile

2-dimensional model previously reported. The modeled body, although

i_roviding an excellent match to the local qravity and aeromaqnetics,

accounts [or only 20% of the maqnetism at satellite altitudes;

upward continuation of all of the reoional aeromaqnetic anoamlies

does, ilowever, _rovide a <;ood fit to the POGO and 5ia(]sat anomalies

Com}_rehensive model in_ of all of the reqional aeroma(!netic anomalies

would be a normal next step, but a lack of _eismic data inhibits

suci_ model in(_ for the _)res_,nt. A request has been made for a COCORP

stud_ of tile ro<_ion; the line re,iuired will be lon_1 and ex,_ensive

and _>robahly won't be im_)lemented for a couple of %'ears. Until

COCo)R[ _ data becomes ava[lal,|e, we will make use of data from small

st,ismic surveys as the%" become available.
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Magsat data, particularly the vector and low altitude data offer
the best hope for a better understanding of the regional picture.

FUTUREEMPHASIS

Emphasis in the immediate future will be directed at analyzing
drill cores from critical areas in the Kentucky-Tennessee region.
Magnetic and mineralogic data for these cores will give information
on origins and relationships between magnetic properties and
regional tectonics. In the same vein, relationships will be
established between rocks responsible for magnetic anomalies and
the abundant sulfide ores in the region.
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CHAPTER 4

CRUSTAL DEFORMATION

edited by

S.C. Cohen

OVERVIEW

Improving the understanding of global and regional scale motions

of the crust and the occurrence of earthquake are the inter-

related goals of research efforts in crustal deformations and

earthquakes. Crustal deformations are important as the surface

expressions of fundamental geodynamic processes. They can pro-

vide information on stresses within the earth, the interior

rheo]ogy, and subsurface structure. Within the context of tec-

tonic plate theory they play key roles in deducing relative nlate

motions, studying the driving mechanics _or these motions, and

assessing plate rigidity. The understandin_ of crustal deforma-

tions also plays a potentially important role in explaining polar

motion and in interpreting gravity and magnetic fields and heat

flow. On a regional scale crustal deformations can provide

information on the accumulation of strain in earthquake-Drone

areas. _eodetic measurements of such deformation are potentially

useful for lon_-range earthquake forecasting; in addition, the
detection of other anomalous crustal movements could contribute

to shorter term earthquake predictions. The monitorinq of post-

seismic crustal motions can also be expected to yiel@ important

information on earthquake mechanisms, postseismic stress re-

distribution, and lithosphere and asthenosnheric rheology and
structure. Fundamental theoretical and comoutational studies of

both earthquakes and other processes that deform the earth's

surface are necessary to provide a framework for interpreting

geodetic measurements and for modeling the underlyin 9 physical
orocesses.

The research efforts of the Earth Survey Applications Division

include the Crustal Dynamics Project involving the measurement

and interpretation of time-dependent baseline distances and

directions amona numerous sites located within the United States

and worldwide. The Division's activities also include a program

o_ fundamental analytic and computational studies, mission simu-

lations, and supportive geologic field studies. The articles in

this section describe many of the research activities pursue in

1980 both in the Crustal Dynamics Project and the basic research

program.

d,
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Ae INTERCONTINENTAL BASELINES FROM LAGEOS

by

D.E. Smith

OBJECTIVE

The long-range objective of this study is the determination of

motions of the major tectonic plates from an analysis of laser

tracking of the Lageos spacecraft. The short term objective is

the development and demonstration of techniques for the analysis

of laser tracking data to provide intersite baselines accurate to

a few centimeters.

BACKGROUND

The Lageos laser tracking data is analyzed in approximately monthly

segments (30 to 35 days). An orbit is fitted to tne tracking data

for each of these periods beginning at launch (May i976) and extending

until April 1979. These 36 orbital arcs have been grouped according

to calendar year; eight in 1976, twelve each in 1977 and 1978, and

four in 1979. The eight orbital arcs in 1976 were then analyzed

simultaneously in a large least squares solution for station coordi-

nates, polar motion, corrections to Universal Time, tidal parameters,

and other parameters associated with the spacecraft and its orbit.

This analysis procedure was repeated for the data in 1977, 1978 and

1979. The gravity field used in this investigation was a special

one developed from an analysis of all the Lageos tracking data from

launch through 1978. This field was derived by permitting the

adjustment of a number of geopotential coefficients in the expansion

of the earth's gravity field in a combined analysis of all the data

for the period just mentioned. The process was iterative in that

initially some 64 coefficients were allowed to adjust but the results

showed that there was no justification in solving for over half these

terms. Ultimately, a set of approximately 25 coefficients were

adjusted and the field used in this analysis was composed of these

25 coefficients together with those from GEM l0 out to degree and

order 20.

The parameters of particular interest in the individual yearly

solutions were the tracking station coordinates and, to a lesser

degree, the station heights. The latitude and longitudes could not

easily be coml)ared in the different yearly solutions because polar

motion and Universal Time were adjusted and all the station coordi-

nates e>:cept one longitude were adjusted. The baselines between the

stations, however, are not affected by the adjustment of these other

parameters.
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RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Inspection of the solutions for each of the yearly groups of data

showed only five stations appeared in all four solutions and of

these, one station, Natal Brazil appeared to have major problems.

The baselines between the four other stations: Greenbelt, MD;

San Diego, CA; Arequipa, Peru; and Orroral, Australia are shown

in Table 4A-I. Further, an error in some of the data in 1976

from the Arequipa and Orroral stations was identified and

consequently the results involving these stations for that

period are shown in Table 4A-I in parentheses. (These data are

presently beinq corrected and the solution re-determined).

The four San Dieqo to Greenbelt baselines show consistency in
Table 4A-I at about the ten centimeter bevel. The lasers at

these two sites are the best NASA systems with ranging accuracies

of a few centimeters accuracy. The trend indicated in these

baselines is probably not significant since the formal uncertainty

in each baseline is several centimeters. Hcwever, the projected

chanae in this baseline is about +1.6 cm/yr based on _!ate
tectonic models 6or the relative motion of the Pacific and

North America. From the perspective of data quantity and

reliability the next best tracking station (in this qroup) is

probably Arequipa. Its accuracy is probably I0 cm in satellite

range measurements and the three reliable baseline determinations

to Creenbelt tend to confirm its good quality. No significant

chanqe in this line is expected from qeophysical considerations

and the three laser results indicate good precision. The San Diego

to Arequipa laser line does not show the same consistency as the

two lines from Greenbelt but the variation is probably consistent

with the standard deviations. All the lines to Orroral show laraer

spread than any o_ the others and consequently there may be some

datnproblems at this site. However, it should be remembered

that there is never any simultaneous observation of Lageos from

Orroral with any of the other three stations and hence the Orroral

nosition has been determined almost exclusively from the orbit

dynamics and will be very dependent on the accuracy of the

qravitv field model. In addition, it should be noted that in 1978

San Diego was operatinq durin_ July and Auaust only and that there

were no data from Orroral at this time. In Table 4A-2, the

solutions for the station heiahts are shown. The four values for

_reenbe]t show a spread of about 20 cm and San Diego shows a

s[)read of 29 cm indicating that the height determinations are

not as _ccurate as the baselines even for the best stations.

For Arequipa and Orroral the range over three values is 24 cm

and 34 cm, res_ectively. It is interestina to note, however,

that the best station, Greenbelt, has the best heiqht consistency

and _enerally gives better baselines to other stations.
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SIGNIFICANCE

The preliminary solutions obtained for selected baselines show
precisions of about 5 cm between the best laser stations and
about i0 cm in the height precision. These results are
approaching the level of accuracy (precision) that can be
useful geophysically. Improvements in the laser systems to the
1 or 2 centimeter level coupled with the development of an
improved gravity field model for Lageos (in preparation) should
give about 2 cm in baseline length and about 5 cm in station
height using the methods described here. It is also very
probable that other analysis techniques designed for specific
baselines or stations could give a further improvement over
this _eneral all-pourpose type solution.
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B. CRUSTAL DYNAMICS PROJECT: OBSERVING

PROGRAM FOR HIGHLY MOBILE SYSTEMS

by

H. Frey

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this effort is to develop a program of deployment

of highly mobile VLBI and SLR systems for the measurement of crustal
deformation and strain accumulation along plate boundaries and in

regions of high seismic activity.

BACKGROUND

The Crustal Dynamics Project was created by NASA for the purpose of

applying space technology to the precise measurement of ceodetic

parameters useful for determining (a) regional deformation and strain

accumulation in the western United States, (b) contemporary plate

motion, (c) the internal deformation of major oceanic and continental

plates, (d) the rotational dynamics of the Earth, and (e) the motions

and deformation occurring in regions of high earthquake activity.

The space techniques available to the Project are Very Long Baseline

Interferometry (VLBI) and Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR), both of

which are capable of providing extremely high precision baseline

determinations, between pairs of stations. Observing systems avail-

able to the Project consist of fixed, movable and highly mobile

systems. Proposed observing sites for these systems number over 200,

as described previously (Lowm.an et al., 1979; Earth Survey Applications

Division Research Report - January 1980, page 3-3). Budgetary con-

straints limit the number of available highly mobile systems and

their deployment; weather further constrains the observations with

SLR facilities.

RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

A detailed program for the deployment of highly mobile VLBI and SLR

observing systems has been devised, takinq into account (a) the

number of such systems and their ability to move between chosen

sites, (b) the period of time required on site to obtain the

necessary data, (c) the availability of supporting base stations

against which the hiqhly mobile systems work, (d) the scientific

priority of the science objectives of the Crustal Dynamics Project,

(d) the probability of obtaining permission to visit foreign sites,

(f) the expected rate of motions along various baselines, (_) the

number of baselines needed to define that motion, (h) the recommen-

dations and supporting programs of other cooperating _overnment
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and non-government organizations, and (i) current guidelines for
new systems expected to be available during the lifetime of the
Project (1981-1986). The plan is documented as NASA/GSFC TM 82029,
"Crustal Dynamics Project Observing Plan for Highly Mobile Systems,
1981-1986." It describes the month-by-month deployment of highly
mobile radio antenna and laser ranging systems. A brief outline of
the 1981 program is described below.

The small 4 m highly mobile VLBI system will make four observing
campaigns of approximately 5 sites each in 1981. Three of these
will be in southern California, at sites designed to be the end
points of baselines crossing the San Andreas and other faults of
the active boundary between the North American and Pacific plates.
This system works in concert with base stations at Owens Valley
Radio Observatory and Goldstone. Measurements are planned from
JPL, Pearblossom, Palos Verdes, La Jolla and Presidio, from which
previous VLBI measurements have been made. New observing sites
scheduled for occupation include Pinon Flats, Yuma, Monument Pk.
(a laser base station), Santa Paula, Vandenberg AFB, Gorman,
Anderson Peak and Pt. Reyes in the California part of the program.
In the western United States, Flagstaff, Vernal, Boulder and
Duckwater/Ely will be occupied to determine baselines stretching
across the Basin and Range into the more stable interior of the
North American plate. These locations are shown in Figures
4B-I and 4B-2.

The Transportable Laser Ranging System (TLRS) will visit 8 sites
in 198]. Four of these will be in California, including the VLBI
base stations at Goldstone and OVRO. This "mutual occupation" of
several sites by both kinds of systems is an important continuing

intercomparison of the techniques scheduled to continue throughout

the Project. The TLRS will also observe from Vandenberg and Yuma,

then move into the western United States to occupy Bear Lake,

Vernal, Trinidad and Flagstaff. These sites are shown, along

with laser ranging base stations, on Figure 4B-3.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

In 1982 the highly mobile system program calls for reoccupation

of these same sites but also the addtion of a number of new sites.

These are described in detail in the above referenced document.

In general the program expands to include TLRS sites in Baja

California, Easter Island and the west coast of South America.

Additional sites in California will be occupied by the mobile

VLBI. In the 1983-1986 time frame new highly mobile systems

become available, and in addition to reoccupation of already

visited _=_es, campaigns in Alaska, central North America and the

Caribbea. -e scheduled.

, ,,_ --
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C. GLOBAL TECTONIC ACTIVITY MAP

by

P.D. Lowman, Jr.

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the global tectonic activity map were, first,

to provide an objective and reasonably complete representation

of geologic features active now or within the last million years,

second, to Frovide a tectonic activity representation suitable

for comparison with maps of identical scale and projection as

part of the geophysical atlas reported last year, and third, to

provide a tool for planning VLBI and laser measurements as part

of the Crustal Dynamics Project.

BACKGROUND

Plate maps are ubiquitous in the geological literature of the

last decade. However, regardless of the correctness of plate

tectonic theory, these maps are of little use for interpretation

of satellite geophysical data or for planning precise geodetic

measurements. The main reason for this is simply that these maps

are in general intended to illustrate a particular theory, and

since the theory is now acknowledged to be an oversimplification,

the maps are similarly oversimplified. For this reason, a

compilation of geological features active within the last one

million years was begun in 1977, and published in preliminary

form in the geophysical atlas (Lowman and Frey, 1979).

RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The tectonic activity map was presented to a geologic hazards

symposium at the 26th International Geologic Congress in Paris

in July 1980, and is in press for the proceedings of that sym-

posium. The map has been used by other writers for v_rious pur-

poses, with the author's permission, and hundreds of copies have

been sent out in answer to mail requests. It served as a base

map for the NASA OSTA "Application of Space Technology to Crustal

Dynamics and Earthquake Research," 1979.

The latest up date of these tectonic activity maps are shown in

Figures 4C-i, 4C-2 and 4C-3.

SIGNIFICANCE

The tectonic activity map fills a cartographic gap between con-

ventional geologic maps and maps showing historically active

features (volcanoes or earthquake-generating faults). Furthermore,

it brings out a number of neglected scientific problems or

phenomena, including the following.
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I. The map demonstrates that contrary to orthodox theory, the
earth's crust cannot be described in terms of "a small number of

well-defined plates" as called for by LePichon and his colleagues

in the standard plate tectonics text. This is more obvious in

southern Asia north of the Himalayas, an area cut by so many

active faults that it is impossible to define meaningful micro-

plates. Authorities on the area, such as Molnar and Tapponnier,

have in fact found slip-line field theory necessary to describe

the deformation of this region.

2. The wide extent of diffuse plate boundaries is demonstrated,

particularly in North America, Europe, and Asia. These boundaries

are generally neglected in most treatments of plate tectonics and

related topics. Discussions of the San Andreas fault, for example,

generally consider the east block to be part of the North American

plate, but as the map shows, the San Andreas is just the beginning

of the plate boundary zone.

3. The symmetrical structure of many fold belts is shown; examples

include the Andes, Alps, and Zagros Mountains. This symmetry,

expressed as opposing thrusts, is well-known in the pre-plate

tectonics literature, but is neglected in plate theory.

4. The wide distribution of volcanoes on the upper blocks of

continent-continent convergence zones is shown clearly. This

phenomenon has not received nearly as much attention as has the

volcanism of ocean-continent subduction zones. The question of

heat sources for this vulcanism deserves study.

5. The apparent structural unity of the Himalayan-Alpine chain

is puzzling. It is not at all clear why, for example, a unified

zone of overthrusting should extend along the north front of the

Pamirs-Zagros-Carpathians-Alps if this chain is the result of the

interaction of independently-moving micro-plates. This is

another structural relationship not shown on conventional plate

maps.

6. The map combines the measured plate velocities at spreading

centers compiled by Minster and Jordan with a detailed tectonic

representation. This permits easier understanding of the relation

between spreading rates, seismicity, and vulcanism. The general

decrease in spreading rate northward along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge

is _n interesting demonstration of the rotational nature of plate

movement.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

Work has begun on a complete revision of the tectonic activity

map. The new edition will provide better representation of the

Antarctic on the equatorial projection, and will show continental

margins as opposed to coastlines. It is planned to digitize the

data to be plotted.
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D, POSTSEISMIC CRUSTAL DEFORMATION

by

S.C. Cohen

OBJECTIVES

The postseismic crustal deformation study centers on the develop-

ment of models of the time-dependent displacements, strains and

stresses associated with earthquakes and postseismic rebound.

The research objectives are the elucidation of the mechanisms

for crustal deformation and the development of an improved under-

standing of regional and global geodynamic processes.

BACKGROUND

If the earth exhibited only elastic behavior in response to an

applied stress and if slip occurred along a fault only at the

time of an earthquake there would be no time-dependent post-

seismic effects. The displacements, strains and stresses would

be governed by the elastic rebound occurring at the time of the

earthquake and there would be no further adjustments. However,

the earth behaves as an elastic body only on the time scale of

an earthquake. Or a somewhat longer time scale flow occurs at

certain depths within the interior. In particular the conditions

in the upper layers of the mantle including the asthenosphere and

lower lithosphere are such that creep should occur in response to

an applied stress. This time dependent softening and flow of sub-

crustal layers of the earth couples back to the more brittle and

elastic surface resulting in geodetically significant time-

dependent surface deformation. The details of the deformation depend

on the rheological laws _overning the rock creep, the geometry of

the fault and the apD!ied stress field. The model discussed below

incorporates these _undamental controlling properties into an

analytic and numeric description of how the earth deforms over time.

RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

A numerical model of postseismic deformation associated with a

shallow strike-sliD source such as the San Andreas Fault is currently

under development. The model represents the earth as a three-

layer medium. The upper layer represents the brittle elastic

portion o = the lithosphere. Present in this layer is a vertical

Diane across which slip occurs at the time of an earthquake. The

second laver extends from the bottom of the upper lithosphere to

the top of the asthenosphere. The model takes the dilational or

volumetric behavior of this layer to be elastic. The deviatoric or

shear response is viscoelastic. The viscoelastic model is a three

element solid consisting of an elastic element with ri_idity,_J,_

in series with a parallel combination o_ elastic (riqidity,_b)

and viscous (viscosity,_) elements. The significance of this
model is that it accounts for both instanteous, transient, and

lona term behavior of the viscoelastic layer. Specifically for

a suddenly applied stress such as an earthquake, the substance is

elastic with riaidity,_m. For slowly applied stress it is also elastic

but with a smaller rigidity, _--- . This means the substance

4-18



can permanently support a portion of a suddenly applied stress

but creeps for partial relaxation. The third layer, the asthenos-

phere begins at the bottom of the lithosphere. Its dilationaltheology is elastic and deviatoric rheology is viscoelastic, the

viscoelasticity taking the form of a saris combination of elastic

(rigidity,//') and viscous (viscosity,_') elements.
L

The numerical analysis is carried out using finite element

techniques. To date a two-dimension vertical cross section has

been used in the calculations with the displacements occurring

orthogonal to this plane. For the results discussed below the

i following parameters have been used: upper lithosphere depth:
0-20 km, fault depth: 0-20 km, lower lithosphere depth: 20-75 km,

asthenosphere depth: 75-400 km, elastic and viscous parameters:

. _=_=_=_'=5.10 II dyne/cm,_=_'=5.1019Doise, fault slip =_50 cm.

The computed surface displacements are shown in Figure

4D-I. At the fault the coseismic displacement is 50 cm and there

is not postseismic displacement. At 100 km the coseismic

displacement is 7.5 cm and the postseismic adjustment adds another

6.5 cm of which somewhat more than 2/3 is due to asthenospheric

flow but a significant portion is also due to lower lithosphere

creep. At 500 cm, the coseismic displacement is only about 1 cm

but the postseismic creep contributes another 7 to 8 cm. In this

latter case it takes about 85 years to achieve 90% of the post-

seismic deformation whereas at 100 km it requires about 40 years.

These results depend on the assumed viscoelastic properties and

source geometry. An important implication is that it is not

necessary for the asthenosphere to be very close to the surface

to get appreciable postseismic readjustment following a shallow

earthquake. In fact the lower lithosphere creep may also produce

substantial surface deformation.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

Models of po_tseismic deformation have evolved in concept and

development to the point where it may now be possible to be_in

makina meaninaful comparisons with observations. Since

1onq term qeodetic data is mast readily available for thrust

earthquakes it will be necessary to extend the present strike-

slip work to that case. In addition important questions concerning

the significance of nonlinear stress strain-rate, creep laws and

the existence o6 low rigidity fault zone materials must be

investigated. Finally, full three-dimensional models should

be comstructed.
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E • MANTLE CONVECTION AND SUBCRUSTAL STRESSES UNDER THE

UNITED STATES

by

Han-Shou Liu

4

i

ib

OBJECTIVES

Runcorn has developed a theory of m_ntle convection and pointed

out the significance of the subcrustal stress fields as inferred

from the geoid. By applying the laminar viscous flow model of

the earth mantle developed by Runcorn, Liu has endeavored to find

a band pass of harmonics from the satellite and surface gravity

data in the geopotential which would provide stress conditions

for the development of geodynamical features in Africa, Asia and

Australia. These stress conditions are due to mantle convection.

It is well known that the peculiarities of the geological and

geophysical features in the western United States are very

prominent. Therefore, it is desirable to apply these ideas and

methods to investigate the tectonic, metallogenic and seismological

provinces in the United States and shown how many of their
features are in accordance with crustal deformation associated

with stresses due to mantle convection.

BACKGROUND

One of the most convincing surface expressions of mantle plumes is

in the western United States. According to the mantle plume

hypotheses, the rising mantle convection currents are supposedly

concentrated in the mantle plume beneath the Yellowstone Park

region. A theoretical model of mantle plume is shown in Figure

4E-I. At the top of the plume, the flow becomes horizontal and

outward from the center of the plume forming the asthenosphere, a

layer of low viscosity near the top of the mantle. The velocity of

the radial flow in the asthenosphere must be zero above the center

of a radially symmetrical plume, increasing outward to a maximum

at a radial distance similar to the radius of the plume. At great

distances from the plume the velocity of the radial flow decreases

asymrtotically to zero. The unknown viscosity and density variations

within the plume and probable variations in the plume radius with

depth and in the asthenosphere thickness with the distance from the

plume make it impossible to construct any accurate and reliable

flow model. However, one may assume that the horizontal component

of the mantle flow in the asthenosphere is purely radical with zero

velocity above the center of the plume and inversely proportional

to the radial distance at great distances from the plume and with

one maxima at an intermediate distance.

The horizontal radial flow near the top of a mantle plume exerts

stresses on the lower lithosphere. The velocity of this flow is a

function of the distance from the center of the plume. The radial

stress in the crust will be tensional over the plume but compressional

outside the plume, while the tangential stress is tensional throughout

the whole region of the radial flow (see Figure 4E-I). If both
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radial and tengential stresses are tensional, as above the plume,
the surface deformation will be related to normal faults. High
volcanic acitvity is expected but only small earthquakes will occur
because of the low tensile strength of crustal rocks. When the
radial stress is compressional and the tangential stress is tensional,

as in areas outside of the plume, the ground deformation will be

largely associated with strike slip faults. Volcanic activity is

expected to be low; but large earthquakes will occur because of the

relatively great shear strength of crustal rocks.

RECENT _CCOMPLISHMENTS

A fundamental question about the hypotheses of mantle convection
o!ume is the observation of mantle convection pattern under the

United States. Can one establish a flow pattern or stress field by

observational methods under the crust of the United States which

can fulfill the above criteria? The convection generated stress

field as inferred from gravity data (Figure 4E-2) seems to provide

evidence for such hypotheses of mantle plume.

SIGNIFICANCE

The subcrustal stresses in the interior of the United States are

large enough to cause isolated zones of persistent and potentially

hazardous seismicity. Seismicity in the western and eastern United

States may be influenced by the presence of subcrustal stress
concentration in the unhealed fault systems. From a dynamic point

of view, areas of stress cuncentration in the crust can be identified

if the subcrustai stress fields and fault systems in a particular

region are known. This can be done by applying stress analyses and

ohotoelastic experiments.

The secular strain change ellipses for seven strainmet_r sites in

the western United States are shown in Figure 4E-3. qhese secular

strain change ellipses are consistent with maximum extension in a

northwest-scutheasterly direction. The similarity of ellipse

orientation at seven sites may not be fortuitous, it may indicate

a coherent strain field caused by the upwelling mantle convection

cell under the western United States. Maximum extension at sites

from Number 1 to Number 6 seems to represent the tangential tension

outside the mantle plume. But maximum extension at Number 7 appears

to be related to the radial tension over the upwel]ing convection

cell.

The tectonic model of the Pacific plate movina northwest relative

to the North American plate implies that the regional stress in

California should be simple shear across the fault plane of the

San Andreas striking N45°W. This is equivalently equal components

of north-south compression and east-west tension. However, strain

accumulation at seven sites in southern California from 1972 to

1978 obtained by seismologists has shown a remarkable consistent

uniaxia] north-south contraction of about 0.3 per part per million

per year, the expected east-west tension is absent. Why does the

component of the east-west extension disappear, in opposition to the
associated considerable stresses, to form such a state of uniaxial

north-south contraction? The results of satellite determination of

subcrusta! stresses (Figure 4E-4) has shown that the subcrustal

stress field under the San Andreas lault in California is in the
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S45°W direction or equivalently equal parts of north-south
contraction and east-west comDression. Therefore, the measured
uniaxial north-south contraction could be formed by the super-
position of two stress systems, the north-south contraction and
east-west tension associated with the Pacific-North American
plate boundary plus the north-south contraction and east-west
compression of the subcrustal stress system caused by mantle
convection. In this case, the north-south components of the
stresses from both stress systems would provide the necessary
contraction and the east-west component of compression from
the convection generated stress field just cancels the east-west
extension associated with the drift of the Pacific plate. I_
this interpretation is correct, the remarkable upwellina convec-
tion cell under the western Unlted States (see Figure 4E-2) may
have profound in£1uence on the state of stress along the
San Andreas fault in California.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

The concept of ultimate mantle control, via zones of crustal

weakness, on the distribution of ore deposits will be verified

by satellite gravity data. A geodynamical basis for the future

exploration of mineral deposits will be found and this can

probably be attained by considering the known ore deposits in

the context of their tectonic settings influenced by the mantle

disturbance persisting throuqh long periods of geological time.

REFERENCES AND PUBLICATIONS

Liu, H.S., 1980. "Mantle Convection and Subcrustal Stresses

under the United States," Modern Geology, 7, 81-93.
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A. RADIAL AND TANGENTIAL TENSION
B, TANGENTIAL TENSION ONLY
C. RADIAL COMPRESSION AND TANGENTIAL TENSION

Figure 4E-I. Radial and tanaential tension and radial

comnression in the crust caused by the

unwellina mantle convection plume.
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ComDressiona] stress fie]d due to mantle convection

under the San Andreas =ault systems.
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F. CRUSTAL STRUCTURE AND DYN_4ICS OF SOUTHEASTERN U.S.

by

R.J. Allenby and M.A. Mayhew

OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of this effort is to develop structural and
tectonic models of the southeastern United States through a syn-

thesis and re-interpretation of seismic, gravity, and magnetic

data.

BACKGROUND

A knowledge of the thickness, composition and dynamic stability

of the Earth's crust is critical to locating geodetic sites for

NASA's crustal dynamics project, interpreting and modeling gravity

and magnetic satellite data. We are initiating such a crustal

study in the southeastern U.S. by re-interpreting deep refraction

data obtained by the 1965 East Coast Onshore-Offshore Experiment

(ECOOE), a cooperative effort that involved Ii participating

institutes and obtained over 1100 records from a shot and station

array covering portions of Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia,

North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Tennessee and Kentucky.

The accuracy of the initial interpretation of these results by

James et al., 1968, was reduced by his assumption of a simple, one

layer crust above the Moho--an assumption we now know to be

erroneous. Since then a substantial body of new refraction data

has been collected, improved velocity models based on surface

wave dispersion studies have been constructed, and long wavelength

satellite gravity and magnetic results have become available. We

propose to carry out a limited synthesis of these data, something

that has not hitherto been done.

RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

A computer program for invertinq Pn phase travel times to a 2-1ayer
crustal thickness model using a modified time-term approach is

operational, and some initial results using a selection of ECOOE

data have been obtained.
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The program performs an initial weeding of the shot-station pair
travel term data, eliminates redundant site locations, then per-

forms a least squares inversion by a standard method which gives

a solution for upper and lower crustal thicknesses (two parameters

per site) which minimizes the sum of squared travel time residuals

for an assumed pair of crustal velicities. Mantle velocity is taken

to be 8.10 km/sec., given by a straight line fit to the regional

travel time graph. An initial program has been extensively modi-

fied to reduce computer core requirements and permit inclusion of

all available data for the region in the analysis.

The methodology leads to stable solutions for crustal layer thick-

nesses which are reasonable and systematic for certain assumed

velocity pairs. Selection of a final model will be based on

statistical criteria, and on comparisons with regional gravity data

and results of individual seismic lines.

Present efforts are directed toward supplementing the ECOOE data

with Pn data from earthquakes, and toward developing software for

computer plotting of results and for gridding, contouring, and

modeling gravity data.

A regional structure/density model will permit construction of

static stress models, and will form a basis for modeling crustal

magnetization using Magsat data.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

Because of funding limitations, activity on this project will be

considerably reduced and will concentrate on the area of the

original ECOOE survey. Ground based and satellite geophysical

data peripheral to the ECOOE area will De incorporated into the

model as time and funds permit.

REFERENCES AND PUBLICATIONS

James, D.E., T.J. Smith and J.S. Steinhart, "Crustal Structure of

the Middle Atlantic States," Jour. Geophys. Res., 73, 1983-

2007, 1968.

Hales, A.L., "The East Coast Onshore-Offshore Experiment, I. The

First Arrival Phases," Air Force Office of Scientific Research,

Contract AF49(638)-1542, March 1967,
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CHAPTER5

GRAVITY FIELD MODELDEVELOPMENT

edited by

W.D. Kahn

OVERVIEW

Knowledge of the earth's gravity field is fundamental to
understandinq the dynamics of the earth. For solid earth
physics, knowledge of the variations in the gravity field
provides information on the earth's physical DroDerties and
aeodynamic processes and places constraints on the internal
structure of the earth. In oceanography, knowledqe of
departure of the actual sea surface from a uniaue equipotential
surface of the earth's gravity field (the geoid) can reveal
information on oceanic circulation. In addition, other areas
which benefit from knowledge of the earth's qravitv field are
satellite orbit determination and classical qeodesy.

This chanter describes: (I) a special investigation on the
cause of the force which causes a decrease in the semimajor

axis of the Laaeos satellite's orbit and to model it in the

Geodyn program; (2) current and future capabilities of the

Geodvn proqram are discussed. In particular, work to be

performed for using this program as the analysis tool in

support of the Gravsat mission, and (3) the successful develop-

ment of a specialized aravity field model which has improved

the accuracy of Seasat-I orbits. Such improvement in the
Seasat-I orbits will result in more effective utilization of

Seasat altimetry by the user community.
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A. UNEXPLAINED LAGEOS PERTURBATIONS

by

D.P. Rubincam

OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this work is to find the cause of the force which

is decreasing the semimajor axis of Lageos' orbit, and to model

it in the Geodyn program.

BACKGROUND

The semimajor axis of Lageos' orbit is decreasing at the rate of

I.I mm day -I (see Fig. 5A-I) due to an unknown force. It is

important to understand and model this force so that Lageos can

be used to make high precision measurements of plate motion and

other qeophysical phenomena.

Last year atmospheric draq from a combination of neutral and

charqed particles was singled out as the probable cause of the

orbital decay. This conclusion was based on two factors. The

first was that there may be substantial quantities of neutral

helium at Laaeos' altitude, which helps explain the draa on Lageos

and the "helium problem" of accounting for the escape of helium
0

from the earth's atmosphere. The second factor was that the

observed rate of orbital decay fell within the limits of

uncertainty of _hc rate predicted by various theories of charged

particle drag. However, the charged particle drag calculation

depended strongly on the charged particle number density at Lageos'

altitude, and the voltage on Lageos, as well as the theory used.
Since these were not well known or well understood, the calculation

was not very satisfactory.

RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Recent work has focused on reducing these uncertainties in the

calculation of charged particle draa on Lageos.

The charqed particle number densit_ at Lageos' a_titude is now
reliably known, it is about 2 x i0 particles m -s, and consists

mostly of hydroaen ions (Chappell, eta]., 1979).

Char_ed particle drag on sma]] charged spheres has been measured

in the laboratory by Knetchtel and Pitts (1964). Their experi-

ments give an emDirica] equation re]atinq the draq to the charge

particle number density and the vo]taqe on the satellite. This

approach removes the need to rely on the theories of charged

particle draa, all of which disagree with each other.

The new charqed particle draa calculation usinq this new informa-

tion shows that it accounts for at least 61 percent of the observed

draa. And since neutral hydroqen accounts for about another i0

percent, at least 71 percent of the observed orbital decay can be

atributed to atmospheric draq from a combination of neutral and
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charged particles• If it explains this much of the decay, then

this mechanism probably accounts for all of the decay• This is

because the estimate of charged particle drag may be slightly

conservative, and because neutral helium may be a significant

source of drag.

In summary, it appears that the unknown force acting on Lageos

is in fact atmospheric drag from a combination of charged and

neutral particles. A detailed discussion is reported in Rubincam

(1980a, 1980b). A similar conclusion was reached by Afonso

et al. (1980)•

SIGNIFICANCE

The atmospheric drag force can be modeled as a force with a con-

stant magnitude and a direction opposite to that of the satel-

lite's velocity vector• It has, in fact, been so modeled in the

Geodyn orbit determination program. This will allow other smaller

perturbations to be looked for, such as those due to general

relativity, as well as permit accurate geophysical investigations

to be done with Lageos.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

Future work will focus on the continued monitoring of the decrease

in the semimajor axis of Lageos' orbit, and possibly smaller

perturbations coming from other sources, such as general relativity.

REFERENCES AND PUBLICATIONS
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B. GEODYN PROGRAM SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

by

B.H. Putney

OBJECTIVES

The purpose of the Geodyn Orbit Determination and Parameter

Estimation Program is to recover geodetic arid geophysical
parameters from satellite data in a state-of-the-art manner.

BACKGROUND

In 1971 the Noname and Geostar programs were combined to form

the Geodyn program. The philosophy of the development has been

to mold the program very carefully to maintain computer effi-

ciency and good program structure, appropriate orbit and earth

modeling, precise satellite measurement modeling, efficient

numerical procedures and careful benchmarking. This care has

paid off in the production of several GEM's (Goddard Earth Model)

precise station locations, improved tidal, GM, and poTar motion

values, consistent baseline determinations _ Careful usage and
modeling using laser, altimeter and other satellite data from

the GEOS satellites, BE-C, Starlette, Lageos and Seasat satellites

as well as many others has allowed these accomplishments.

RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND SIGNIFICANCE

The Seasat operational orbits were determined this year. The

new time-dependent drag coefficients proved to be very useful.

A new data type, altimeter crossovers, was introduced.

The Crustal Dynamics work has required Geodyn to handle many

thousands of observations routinely. Since there are so many

observations, sampling residual printout has become an important
option.

In support o _ Gravsat and the Gravsat simulation, many changes

had to be made to Geodyn and many more will _ave to be

incorporated in the future. We needed dynamzc allocation of

gravity anomalies, surface densities and a new parameterization

"geoid heights." A new Global Positioning System (GPS) data

tyFe has been introduced. Provision needed to be made for blocks

less than 1 ° in the localized gravity parameterization. An

analysis of internal numerical procedures such as stepszze and

critical angle was required. In addition, a checksum for the

Gravity parameterization was needed by the analysts. A pre-

liminary report entitled, "Techniques for Reduction of Computer

Requirements for Gravsat Normal Equation Generation," was
Generated.
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In the genera] area cf modeling, the Jacchia 77 model has been
implemented as well as a revised, solid-earth tidal model and
general relativity model. The program now integrates in coordi-
nate or ephemeris time instead of atomic time so that relativity
can be properly modeled.

A software package is being developed to create normal equations
from observational equations. This additional flexibility will
be very important for future production work. Another important
area has been the rewritinq of Geodyn for a vector or parallel

processor. Meetings are being held to plain this future activity.

One major version GDYNS006 has been released this year.

Eocumentation in the mathematical and user guid areas has been

updated for Geodyn and documentation of the Table Update Program

has been created. GSFC has actively supported Geodyn users at

JPL, Ohio State University and the Netherlands. Conversion of

Geodyn to the Fortran Q compiler has given preliminary CPU re-

duction of more than 30%.

In the software development, we have tried to be responsive to

the current needs. Geodyn is a very complex program, consequently,

all modifications are difficult. As we handle so many observation

data types and complex earth models any modification in one area
causes problems to the other areas. At times, the modifications

seem to come slowly and with limited resources, progress is even

more difficult. Despite these problems, the program has performed
well.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

With the anticipation of the Gravsat mission large local gravity

type parameter solutions require many modifications to Geodyn.

The local representations of gravity anomalies, surface densities

and geoid heights must be made computer efficient. The order that

these parameters are stored in core becomes very critical from a

software point of view. The current numerical techniques for

computing the accelerations from these parameters is not adequate.

The resultant step function needs to be smoothed for accurate

orbit determination. Since these are local representations, it is

probable that the entire earth need not be used at each integration

step. This approximation needs to be introduced as an option.

This local property suggests using banded matrices for the

parameter estimation. In addition, blocks smaller than one decree

must be accomodated. The accuracies required in these solutions,

will require close examination of other program approximations.

It is now desirable to allow the square root matrix inversion

technique as an option in the Geodyn system. Both the Keplerian and

nonsingular elements need to be included in the partitioned

normal equations. A restart or continuation capability within a

single arc would allow arcs to be created in pieces just as the

normal equations allow the solutions to be produced in reasonable
subsets.
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By mid-1982, the 360/95 is scheduled to be phased out. This
computer has been the most heavily utilized computer of the
Geodynamics Branch and because of the phase out and other future

requirements, the Geodyn program needs to be studied for the

conversion to a vector or parallel processor. Part of this

study should be a document, containing the current modes of

operation in the branch and how the CPU and I/O is useful in

each case. The Boole and Babbage Analyzer is very useful for

these analyses. The subroutines of the program that are used

the most can be identified for further study and it can be

determined which sections of the program can benefit from the

redesign.

It is also required that a doc_ment be written outlining the

planned approach for the conversion, containing milestones,

manpower required, and identifying areas requirinq _urther

investigations. The important Gravsat modifications need to

be identified and implemented.



C. IMPROVED GRAVITY MODEL FOR SEASAT

by

F.J. Lerch

OBJECTIVE

The objective is to improve the gravity field model of the earth

to reduce orbit error on Seasat for more effective use of the

spacecraft altimetry. Seasat altimetry (±I0 cm) requires

precise knowledge of the radial position of the satellite for

oceanographic applic,_tions (e.g., tides and ocean circulation).

BACKGROUND

Seasat orbits have been computed independently by both NSWC

(Malyevac and Colquitt, 1980) and GSFC for applicatons with

altimetry in the Seasat project. Comparison of these orbits

(Marsh and Williamsom, 1980), have shown that their differences

in radial position correspond through power spectral analysis to

errors in the gravity field. The GSFC orbits were based upon a

gravity field (Lerch, et al., 1979) that employed data from the

GEM models and only ground tracking data (laser and S-Band) from

Seasat which excluded the altimeter data. Since comparison with

altimeter data (Table 5C-2) indicated that the GSFC orbits

could be improved, a new gravity field model employing Seasat

altimetry in the solution was derived. Although altimetry may be

used to derive the gravity field the Seasat project requires that

the orbits for the experimenters be derived directly from ground

tracking data onlv (laser and S-Band). Orbits being tested below

conform to this requirement. The gravity models developed are

s_)ecialized fields designed specifically to improve the Seasat

orbits and are not intended for generalized usaae with other
satellites.

RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The development of the new gravity model, PGS-S4 (l,erch, et al.,

1980), where altimetry data has recently been added is based upon

an extension of the previous Seasat gravity models PGS-SI, $2,

and $3 (Lerch, eta[., 1979). The data employed For these mode]s
is shown in Table 5C-I. Laser and S-Band data from Seasat was

spread over a 3-month lifetime on the spacecraft altimetry.

Harmonic analysis (Kaula, 1966) was performed to select the

aravitationa] terms in the models which are important for Seasat

orbits. Orbital position perturbations were computed using

Kaula's rule For the size of the coefficients and results are

_resented in Figure 5C-I for harmonics through de_ree and order

36. Perturbations above the solid black line, practically all

greater than 10 cm, were included in the adjustment of the gravity

Field. Althouah the recovery of the coefficients is based upon

the total position perturbations of Fiadre 5C-], which are mostly

due to the a]ongtrack component, it i_ the radial component which

is needed for accurate reduction of the sate]|ite altimetry.



TABLE 5C-I. DATA EMPLOYED MODELS FOR SEASAT

PGS-Sl DATA = GEM 9 + SEASAT LASER

PGS-S2 DATA = GEM 9 + SEASAT (LASER + S-BAND)

PGS-S3 DATA = PGS-S2 + GLOBAL GRAVIMETRY AND ALTIMETRY (GEOS-3)

DGS-S4 DATA = PGS-S3 + SEASAT ALTIMETRY

GEM 9 DATA

No. of No. o[ No. of Harmonics

Tv__ Obs. Satellites Arcs Complete

optical 150,000 24 287 16 x 16

electronic 477,000 ii 97 16 x 16

laser 213,000 9 127 22 x 22

SEASAT DATA

laser 16,5000 1 8 30 x 30

S-Band 5,±00 ± 8 30 x 30

TABLES 5C-2. ORBIT ANALYSIS EMPLOYING A GLOBAL COVERAGE

COVERAGE OF ALTIMETER CROSSOVERS

ON SEASAT

CROSSOVER

MODEl, RESIDUALS

ORBIT

ERROR

PGS-SI 3.0 m 2.1 m

PC,S-S 2 2.5 I. 8

PGS-__ 3 I. 9 I. 3

PGS-S4 I. 2 0. R

NSWC l. 45 I. 0
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Radial perturbations (Lerch, et al., 1979), being significantly
smaller than the total perturbation, are modeled down to a few

centimeters in the adjusted set of harmonic coefficients.

In PGS-SI and $2 the solution is based upon satellite data only

and the harmonics, solid through 30 x 30, are not completely

separate (ill-conditioned) in a normal least squares adjustment,

where only noise is minimized in the residuals. Tp achieve

separability (that is a solution for all the harmonics) least

squares collocation (Moritz, 1978) was employed where both noise

and signal are minimized collectively. The analysis for this

method of solution is given in the above referenced report for

Seasat. However, in the case of PGS-S3 where GEOS-3 altimetry

and surface gravity data are combined with PGS-S2, the normal

least squares method gives a well-conditioned solution (GEM 10B

plus Seasat data). As with GEOS-3 orbits this latter type of

solution (PGS-S3) gave better radial positions for the Seasat

orbits. PGS-S4 was formed by adding Seasat altimeter data to

PGS-S3, where the altimetry provides direct observations for the

satellite dynamical height perturbations.

Seasat altimetry data was employed to estimate the accuracy of

the radial position of Seasat orbits with use of the different

gravity models. This technique is based unon the condition that

at the crossover point of two altimeter tracks the difference in

the altimeter measurements is equal to the difference in the

radial position of the orbits. The difference in these two

quantities is called the crossover residual which should be zero

expect for errors in the orbits and small effects from altimeter

noise or sea state chanaes. Here it will be assumed that the

residuals are due to errors in each of the two crossing orbits.

A global set of 8000 altimeter crossover points were taken over

a 12-day period of Seasat altimetary. The rms of the crossover

residuals were computed and are given in Table 5C-2, where it is

seen that the PGS-S4 model gives the best results with orbit

errors of less than one meter.

SIGNIFICANCE

Orbit errors on Seasat have been reduced from 3m with GEM 9

(Lerch, et al., 1979) to 0.8 m with PGS-S4. For the first time,

a_ based upon the altimeter crossover results of Table 5C-2,

the GSFC orbits show improvement over the NSWC orbits. GSFC

orbits are dynamically computed over 3-day arcs whereas NSWC

orbits are computed over two-revolution arcs.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

It is desirable to reduce the orbit error on Seasat to an accuracy

of better than I0 cm for altimeter application. NSWC is planning

to improve their Seasat orbits with their Doppler tracking system.

In PGS-S4 only 8 days of Seasat altimetry was emnloyed as a test

case and it is planned to use altimeter data in a new solution

to cover the 3-month lifetime period.
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CHAPTER 6

GLOBAL EARTH DYNAMICS

edited by

D.P. Rubincam

OVERVIEW

The physics of the earth may be studied in a global sense as

well as in a regional sense. In some cases, the entire earth

participates in geophysical phenomena, compelling a global

viewpoint; an example is polar motion. In other cases, global

studies provide a perspective on the physics of the earth which

regional studies cannot; an example is the study of the earth's

external gravity field in relation to tectonically active areas.

The association of the Earth Survey Applications Division with

satellite orbit determination has emphasized the analysis of

satellite-derived data which give information on the earth's

global structure and dynamics. In this chapter, the results of

studies of the satellite-derived gravity field and polar motion

are presented. These studies range from the earth's internal

density structure to mantle convection to the track of the pole.



A. CONVECTION CENERATED STRESS FIELD AND INTRA-_LATE VOLCANISM

by

Han-Shou Liu

°

OBJECTIVES

Althouah most of the earth's volcanism occurs at or adjacent to

plate boundaries, volcanic activity has occurred within plates,

which cannot be associated with plate mar_in nrocesses. The

objective of this investiaation is to determine the distribution

of the intra-p!ate Cenozoic vo!.canism and how it is related to
the convection oenerated tension stress field in the lithosphere.

The products of Cenozoic volcanism are widely spread in both
oceanic and continental areas. In the ocean reaions, our know-

ledge is limited. _urther complexity arises as many of the
islands lie on or near crustal structures associated with spreading

and subduction n]ate boundaries and cannot be defined as intra-

plate volcanism, we shall concentrate on the discussion of conti-

nental volcanism in the Western United States, Australia, Asia

and Africa.

BACKGROUND

The subcrustal basalt maoma is quite incapable of breakinq

throuah to surface under its own power, unless wide open fissures

are available to it as channels aloha which it can rise. This

raises the question o _ how such abvssal _issures, of whose
existence there can be no doubt, have their oriqin.

Basaltic volcanism is a 6eature common to most rifts. In

basa]tic fissure eruptions, the fact that the emission of maamatic

materials beains immediately when the _issure is opened, indicates

that this opening takes place 6tom below and works its way upwards,

and that the maqma penetrates into the 9issure almost instantaneously.

It thus follows that the tensional forces which cause the formation

of fissures oriainate at the lower surface o _ the earth's crust.

The reason _or such tensional forces must thus be sought, not in

the crust itself, but in its substratum. In this subcrusta!

zone, displacements o{ material can anparently occur which cause

sufficiently stron_ tension in the overlying crust to overcome

the tensile strength of the crustal material

In _rinciple, _our di=_erent types of movement in the substratum

may cause tension in the overlvinc crust. These types o _ move-

ments are il]ustrated in Pio. 6a-l. The first is an acce]eratina,

horizontally directed current, which is transmitted by _riction

to the over]yin_ crust and causes tension in the direction oF

¢low. Secondly, i _ an ascendzna current splits into bilateral

or centrifugal branches, these wi]] obvious]v exert tensional

force upon the overlyine crust. Thirdly, horizontal and parallel

currents of difFerina velocities will set u_ torsional _orces in

the crust, which wi]] _ive rise to the o_enin_ of _ractures l_,ina

obliquely to the direction o _ _low. Fourthly, a uniform but di-

veraina current may likewise cause tensional _ractures, which in

this case will be parallel to the direction o _ Flow.
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Fissures which are formed in the lower parts of the earth's crust
cannot remain open and gaoinq, since the crustal materials are

nlastic under high pressure and so the fissure will soon close up

again. When the fissure originates at the base o_ the crust, or

even below it, in the substratum, and penetrates upwards, the

intruding magma not only keeps the fissure open, but wides it

_urther by virtue o_ its own hydrostatic pressure. It is a

necessary condition for the formation of all these abyssal
fissures that the tensional forces should be able to overcome

the tensile strength of the material concerned within a shorter

period than its relaxation time, whether it should be subcrustal

magma (with a relaxation time of thousands of years), or crustal
rocks.

RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

We have applied the gravity data to calculate the global stresses

due to mantle convection. Maps of these stresses are shown in

Figs. 6A-2 - 6A-6. In general, divergent arrows indicate tensional

stresses due to the uDwelling mantle flows and convergent arrows

represent compressiona] stresses resulting fom the downwelling

mantle flows. The tensional stress field in Figs. 6A-2 - 6A-6

consists of the four-basic stress patterns as shown in Fig. 6A-I.

SIGNIFICANCE

Convection generated stresses in the lithosphere are inferable

from the hiah degree harmonics of the geoDotential. Hot spots on

the earth's surface, marked by anomalous volcanism, could be

surface expressions or flaws of stress concentration in tension

caused by the hotter uowel!ing mantle convection currents. Wide-

spread Cenozoic intra-plate volcanism in A_rica, Asia, Australia

and the Western United States is almost exclusively restricted to

areas o_ the convection aenerated tensional stress _ield. This

non-random distribution indicates that during Cenozoic the convec-

tion qenerated stresses in the lithosphere have exerted a control

on the locations of these volcanic areas. In this case intra-

plate volcanism would be associated with tensional tectonics.

The absence of volcanism in the convection aenerated compressional

stress reaimes implies that the environment of compression in the

lithosphere is unfavorable for basalt magmas to miarate from the
asthenosohere to the surface of the earth. Based on the results

of this study, it seems reasonable to suggest that the convection

generated subcrustal tensional stress field as inferred from the

satellite and surface gravity data may be the genesis of the

Cenozoic intra-[_late volcanism.

fUTURE EMPHASIS

ObtaLning a aloba! distribution of stresses would be a great

achievement of science Unfortunately, stresses in the earth are

elusive variables which are difficult to obtain for even one point

in the crust. Stress measurement techniaues often yield conflicting

evidence concernin_ the state of stress in the crust. Because

stress measurements are costly, they are scarce. For example,

areat efforts have _ailed to achieve the qoal to develop a ma_ for

atl east, small nortion of the earth showinq the state of stress.
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At present there is a lack of experimental information on the
natue of thermal convection in the asthenosphere and on the
question of whether the lithospheric stress field is accompanied
by mantle convection. However, there appears to be a number of
geological phenomena in which convection generated stresses are
postulated to take place. A new look at these geodynamical
processes should be taken. The global distribution of the
Cenozoic intra-plate volcanism in which tensional stress field has

been documented suggests that intra-plate volcanics are not

immune to this stress process.

In the difficult problem of convection generated stress fields,

it seems better to start from the case where we have the most

important information (satellite and surface gravity data) and

to argue from it to the real problems in geophysics and geology,

rather than to allow techniques and preconceptions in fluid

mechanics to influence thinking about the mantle convection flow.

In this way, we may be able to d_velop systematic stress fields,

step-by-step, with critical guidance, and draw them together

into a unified pattern.

REFERENCES AND PUBLICATIONS
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B. GEOID ANOMALIES OVER SUBDUCTION ZONES

by

D.C. McAdoo

OBJECTIVES

The objective of this study is the determination of density structure

associated with major subduction zones. Longer term objectives

include: (i) elucidation of mechanisms by which apparent mass

excesses--at subduction zones--are supported or compensated; (ii)

estimation of the strength/rheology of the tongue of subducting

lithosphere and the surrounding mantle.

BACKGROUND

_rom examination of low resolution gl<ba] gravity maps it is evi-
dent that mass excesses occur near subduction zones. Theoretical

studies suagest that relatively low temperatures should nersist in

lithospheric slabs as they subduct and, as a result, that positive

density anomalies arise within the slab. To date, this study has

focused on definina these apparent mass excesses in various regions

and determining the extent to which they may be attributed to

density anomalies within the slab. Earthquake hyDocenter distribu-

tions (Benio{f zones) are used to constrain the position of the

slab mode]. Precise estimates of the intermediate _ave]enath

(1000-4000 km) component of the geoptential are crucial to this

study. GEOS-3 and Seasat altimetry provide such estimates--other

measurement systems generally do not. This work is described more

fu]]y in McAdoo (1980).

As indicated below the positive density anomalies which have been

inferred in this study for particular descending slabs are generally

]ess--by varyina dearees--than those predicted b\, a reasonable

thermal conduction model. These low values of inferred density

anomaly can be explained as the result of a particular "reaiona]

com:)ensation" (C,rigas, 1972) o{ anomalous mass in slabs. The exact

nature and mechanism of this compensation are not presently under-

stood, but are beinm activel]' investigated. In all likelihood this

mechanism of compensation is intimately related to the overall

dynamic interaction of slabs with their surroundinas and to the
Drocesses drivin_ ma_or u]ate motions.

RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Work (McAdoo, 1980) has been completed on subduction zones of the

southwest Pacific. Results include estimates of the averac_ed

anomalous mass her unit area for the New Hebrides and Tonaa-Kermadec

slabs or 3. _ x 105 and 1.0 x 105 qm cm -_. ", respectivelY. A aood

a<Ireement was found between the marine _eoid ebtained [rein direct,

(a]timetric} observations and the aeoid computed from the reoional

mode] (see an example in Fiq. 6B-l). It was necessary in this work

to mode] the _eoida] efCect arisina from a substantia} aqe (or

thickness) difference between the youna thermal lithsophere behind

_m
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arc and the normal oceanic lithosphere seaward of the trench.
This study has now been extended to the region of the Aleutian/
Alaskan island arc. Early results indicate that the portion of the
Aleutian slab west of 170°W longitude is subject to a partial
(-30%) regional compensation. On the other hand the New Hebrides and
Tonga-Kermadec slabs were found to have an apparent regional
compensation of _i0% and 65% respectively. These percentages
depend of course unon the particular choice of reference model for

slab thermal history. An observed geoid (mean sea surface) and a

model qeoid for the Aleutian region have been computed.

This computed geoid is preliminary. It is derived using a slab

model (anomalous ma_s per area which increases from O near surface
to 9.5 x 105 gm cm-- at 200 km depth) and a model of the mass void

associated with the actua] trench. The Aleutian Basin admittedly

has a complex history; however, it can be interpreted as having an

effective sea floor age which is sliqhtly less than that seaward

of the arc according to the thermal rejuvenation hypotheseis of

Langseth, et al., (1980). This study indicates that in the western

Aleutian arc the mass void of the trench proper does not noticeably

compensate positive mass anomalies within the slab, and that

sravitationally apparent density anomalies in the slab are concen-

trated at depth, perhaps extending to greater depths than the

seismically defined Benioff zone.

SIGNIFICANCE

This study provides estimates of mass anomalies associated with

various subducting s]abs. These estimates can be used to gain

understandina of mechanisms providing support or compensation of

descendina slabs and ultimately of mechanisms driving major motions.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

Estimates of density structure for subduction zones of the western

Pacific will be obtained. This particular work awaits forthcomina

results on regional hypocenter distributions. Heat flow findings

are to be more fully used. In the longer term, thermo-mechanical

mode]s of subduction processes will be developed and applied.

REFERENCES AND PUBLICATIONS

Criggs, D.E., "The Sinking Lithosphere and Focal Mechanisms of

Deed Earthquakes," in The Nature of the Solid Earth,
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C. INFORMATION THEORY DENSITY DISTRIBUTION

by

D.P. Rubincam

OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this work is to make a rational inference as to the

earth's internal density distribution and relate it to the

tectonics of the earth.

BACKGROUND

A basin problem in geophysics is how to make inferences about the

state of the earth's interior based on incomplete data. In this

case the data is the spherical harmonic coefficients of the earth's

gravity field. The lateral gravity field is generated by the earth's

lateral density distribution. However, an infinite number of dif-

ferent density distributions will give _ise to the observed gravitf

field. The problem is to choose the "most likely" lateral density

distribution out of the infinite possibilities.

A rational inference method called ITI, Information Theory Inference

(also called MEM, Maximum Entropy Method) has been applied to the

problem of the lateral density distribution. A discussion of ITI

may be found in Rubincam (1979). Briefly, IT! assiqns probabilities

to each of the possible density distributions. The Drobabi!itles

are chosen so as to maximize Claude E. Shannon's information measure,

subject to the constraints of the data. The density distributions are

then weighted by probability and summed to obtain the "most likely"

density distribution. This is in practice identical to the statisti-

cal mechanics am_roach of J. Willard Gibbs. The only chanae in the

approach is to make information theory its basis, rather than entropy.

This gives the approach more power and makes it applicable to problems

outside of statistical mechanics.

The ITI lateral density distribution has been derived from the GEM 10B

qravity field usina Maxwel!-Boltzmann statistics. It assumes that

the spherically symmetric part of the density distribution (which we

will call the radial density distribution) is known. For this the

Darametric earth model density distribution of Dziewonski, et al.

(1975) has been used. In practice it makes little difference what

radial density distribuiton is used, since it has been shown that

the ITI lateral densitu distribution is very insensitive to changes

in the radial density distribution. The derivation also assumes that

the lateral density perturbation is small compared to the radial

density distribution. This is a good assumption, since the lateral

chan_es in density seldom exceed 1 percent of the radial density.

A computer proqram has been written to display teh ITI lateral density

distribution in various ways, in order to observe correlations between

density and tectonics. This program allowa crustal model (and hence

the crustal aravity field) to be stripped of_ i : desired, and ITI

alqorithm amp]led to the remaining aravity sianal. Two crustal models

have been used: an isostatically compensated crust with a compensatio:

demth of 30 km, and an isostatically uncompensated crust 30 km thick.

6-14
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The ITI lateral density distribution at the earth's surface, with

the topography flattened to the surface and no crust stripped off,

is very similar to the GEM 10B gravity anomaly map. It shows

mass excesses at the trenches, oceanic ridges, and hot spots (but

not in all cases). It shows mass deficiencies at the abyssal

plains (again not in all cases), and at the glacially depressed

regions of the continents.

RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

One recent accomplishment is to examine the ITI density anomalies

near linear tectonic features, especially trenches and oceanic

ridges. The technique used was to determine the great circle

connecting two arbitrary points near the linear features. Then

cross-sections through the upper mantle were taken between the

two points, with each cross-section running perpendicular to the

great circle. After much experimentation this appears to be the

best approach for examining how the ITI density distribution

varies along and across a linear tectonic feature.

An example of such a cross-section is shown in Figs. 6C-I and 6C-2.

It is for the region near the bend in the Peru-Chile Trench.

Figure 6C-I shows the positions of the great circle and the cross-

section. Figure 6C-2 shows the relative density in the cross-

section. Relative density is defined as the lateral density

anomaly divided by the radial density distribiton. The isosta-

tically compensated crustal model has been stripped off.

Another recent result is the completion of the paper (Rubincam, 1980)

on inverting arid coordinates to find latitude and longitude in the

van der Grinten projection.

SIGNIFICANCE

The cross-sections of the trenches examined generally show high

density, as expected from the gravity field and plate tectonics.

However, the visual evidence for the sense of plate motion is so

far equivocal; Fig. 6C-2, for example shows little to indicate a

dense downqoinq slab. More data should be added to the ITI

algorithm to sharpen the density picture.

The ITI density distribtion under the Mid-Atlantic Ridge shows a

region of high density after the isostatic crust is removed. This

is at variance with plate tecotnics, which states that low density

material should be rising under the ridge. The disagreement is

likely due to the crustal model. An isostatically compensated

crust with compensation deDth of 30 km probably poorly models the

oceanic ridges. This indicates that better models are needed.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

The future emphasis will be on: continued examination of the ITI

density distribution near ]inear tectonic features; the comparison

of the ITI results with what is known about these features from

other meophysical data, such as seismic data; the knotty problem

of extending ITI to include seismic data; and better models of

the crust.
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Fie;. 6C-I. Position of cross-section of Peru-Chile Trench.
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De LATERAL DENSITY VARIATIONS IN ELASTIC EARTH MODELS

FROM AN EXTENDED MINIMUM ENERGY APPROACH

by

B. V. Sanchez

OBJECTIVES

The external gravitational potential of the earth can be expressed

in spherical harmonics and its components determined by analysis

of satellite data. Such an analysis indicates the presence of

lateral variations of density in the earth's interior. However,

it is not possible to define uniquely what these lateral density

variations are by inverting only the gravity data.

The objective of this investigation was to determine the lateral

density variations by means of static earth-tide theory in a

modified form, imposing the condition of minimum strain and non-

hydrostatic gravitational potential enerqy in the mantle and crust.

BACKGROUND

The question of lateral density variations and the internal stresses

they produce has imp,ications with respect to the possible existence
of mantle convection vithin the earth. Kaula (1963) used modified

static earth-tide theory to estimate the minimum shear stresses

induced by the internal density anomalies and concluded that the

stresses are probably excessive.

Lambeck (1976) has pointed out that the nonhydrostatic gravity field

implies the existence of free potential energy within the earth and

that there must be a capacity for rearrangements of mass toward

distributions of lower energy (assuming no new energy generation and

no kinematic constraints). A study by Rubincam (1979) indicates

that the maximum nonhydrostatic gravitational potential energy in

the mantle and crust is of the same order of magnitude as Kaula's

estimate for the minimum shear strain energy.

RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Modified static earth-tide theory was used to determine the interior

density anomalies. The lateral density variations were expressed in

spherical harmonics, the parameters which define the anomalies were

determined by imposing the condition of minimum strain and non-

hydrostatic aravitational potential enerqy in the mantle and crust.
The solution was constrained to satisfy the externa] boundary condi-

tions provided by the qravitational potential; the surface topography

was included in the prob]em as a ]oadina surCace density distribuiton.

The solution of the nrob]em required the numerical integration o { the

e_uations of motion governing the vibration of an elastic body as

we]l as the Poisson's equation for the _ravitationa] potential. The

static so]ution was obtained by settina the frequency equa] to zero.
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The transformation of Alterman, et al. (1959) was used to
obtain a set of six ordinary differential equations from the
original partial differential equqtions. The set of ordinary
differential equations was then cast into a transition matrix
form to facilitate the application of a least-squares minimi-
zation procedure. The elastic and nonhydrostatic gravitational
potential eneraies were expressed also in matrix form.

The nominal values for the earth's density and elastic para-
meters were obtained from the M3 model of Landisman, et al.
(1965), these values are given in table form and a cubic spline
interpolation was used to obtain their values as functions of
the earth's radius. The spherical harmonic expansion used for
the topography is the equivalent rock set given by Balmino, et ai.
(1973). The expansion used for the gravitational potential is
the Goddard Earth Model 6 by Lerch, et al. (1974) with the
hydrostatic components of the second and fourth degree zonals
subtracted out.

The interior density perturbations are determined for three
separate cases:

i)

ii)

iii)

minimization of the shear strain energy

minimization of the gravitational potential energy

minimization of the sum of the two.

The density perturbation field was obtained for each degree and

order up to degree and order eight. Table 6D-I gives the global

energy maanitudes for each case.

The surfaces of equal density perturbation evaluated at the sur-

face of the earth are shown i,, figures 6D-I and 6D-2 for two of

the cases; figures 6D-3 and 6D-4 present the sdrfaces of equal

radial displacement at the earth's surface; figures 6D-5 and

6D-6 show the surfaces of equal density perturbation evaluated

on an equatorial cross-section of the earth.

SIGNIFICANCE

The magnitudes of the density perturbations and dispacements at

the surface is larger by about a factor of two for the case of

minimum shear plus gravitational energy as compared to the mini-

mum shear case. The same result is observed for the density

anomalies as a function of depth. The minimum gravitational

potential energy case yields much smaller density anomalies but

unrealistically large dispacements. The depth profiles for the

density perturbation show a stratification with density excesses

and deficiencies alternating with depth. The minimum total energy

is obtained when minimizing only the shear strain contribution.

The results indicate that the addition of the gravitational poten-

tial energy in the minimization process does not significantly

alter the lateral density perturbation field, as compared to the

results obtained for the minimum shear strain energy case; certainly

the inability of the mantle to withstand the resulting stresses

elastically.
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Table 6D-I. Global energy magnitudes, units of 1030 ergs

DEGREE
Min. Shear

Grav.

N = 2 - 7.912

N = 3 - 5.966

N = 4 - 6.020

N = 5 -13.935

N = 6 - 1.412

N = 7 - 0.672

N = 8 - 0.432

Shear

Min. Gray.

Grav. Shear

0.178 -0.086 94.639

0.167 -0.120 204.381

0.566 -0.237 586.165

0.225 -0.321 1062.685

0.070

0.043

-0.174

-0.274

719.578

1249.120

0.029 -0.324 1307.191

-36.351 i.281 -!.539 5223.762
N

Total -35.070 5222.222

Min. (Shear + Gray.)

Gray. Shear

•-27.599 5.640

-13.683 1.120

-11.624 1.039

- 7.443 0.688

- 1.645 0.062

- 3.510 2.204

- 2.623 2.266

-68.130 13.021

-55.108
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Fiqure 6D-6.
Surfaces of equal density perturbation on an equa[orial
cross-section of the earth, units of _m/cm 3. Minimum
shear plus gravitational energy case.
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E. STUDIES OF POLAR MOTION AND UNIVERSAL TIME WITH LAGEOS

by

D.E. Smith

OBJECTIVE

The long-range objective of this analysis is an intercomoa_ison

of the rotation of the earth determined by satellite laser

ranging with the classical and other techniques for improved

separation o{ systematic errors from the geophysics. The near-

term objective is a comparison of Universal Time as determined

by laser tracking of Laaeos and the Bureau de l'Heure (BIH)

based on the classical astronomical methods.

BACKGROUND

A period of 30 months of deterT_,inations of Universal Time obtained

_rom laser trackina of the i ageos spacecraft have been compared

with the BIH results. The Laaeos values were obtained as part

of a larae analysis of the data for many narameters, including

polar motion, trackin_ station coordinates, tidal narameters, a

solar radiation mressure parameter and an along-track acceleration

o _ the s_acecra_t. The method of analysis consisted of determinina

32 monthly orbital arcs =or Laceos and simultaneously solvin_ all

32 arcs for a]] the parameters. The polar motion and Universal

Time (U.T.) were estimated every 5 days after the epoch of each

set o: orbital elements. It was impossible to determine a value

_or U.T. at the epoch o_ the elements in each arc because the

node o_ the orbit was beina estimated and is inseparable from time.

The initial determinations of U.T. were there;ore with reference

to the nodal value of the orbit at the epoch. In order to make

the U.T. estimate continuous over the 32-month period a correction

was ar>mliod to each value o < U.T. corresnonding to the difference

at the eDoch between the node and the node computed from the

r)revious orbital arc. A set of values o _ U.T. were _inallv

obtained for the 32-month period based on the continuous nodal

_recession of a sincle orbit, lhese values of U.T. were compared
with the :_ublished smootheJ Bil{ results for the same dates.

RECENT ACCOMP[,ISHME?:TS

In the com_)arison with BIH a linear trend was removed because it

re"resented an error in the :_recession of the Laaeos orbit in

inertia] st)nee and two r)eriods, 1050 days and 595 days. These

:_eriods at-? caused by the K_tand K 2 solid-e_rth and ocean tidesthat r_erturb the [,ac_eos orbl. These r,eriods ,]re not e.%:r)ected to

occur in the BIH U.T. values .]nd therefore it is legitimate to

romo\'e them :rom t_e com:_arison. A1. thouoh ti ]al :,<}rameters were

recovered in the ana]vsis o_" the data, those !onq ::}eri{-d tides

wou]_J not be accounted _'or in the recovered tic'a] \'aluos. After

those two tidal _eriods and residual slor_e were removed, the

differences between La<_eos ]nd BIH ['.T. hnJ definite structure and

are shown :n Figure 61:]-I.
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A spectral analysis of the differences shows significant power

at about 182 days and a small effect near 28 days. No other

spikes of significance appeared in the spectrum. An attempt

to remove the peak near 182 days with a single period was un-

successful and the reason is evident in Figure 6E-I. The ampli-

tude of the 6-month period seems to have changed dramatically

during the second half of the data thus preventing a single

frequency with constant amplitude from satisfying the data.

Mathematically, the near 6-month power can be absorbed by two

periods near 182 days, say 180 and 185 days, which combine to

give a 6-month period with decreasing amplitude. Alternatively;

a more geophysically acceptable representation is a single

6-month period whose amplitude changes significantly around

day 250.

SIGNIFICANCE

The cause of the 6-month period is probably the result of

systematic error in the BIH data. A 6-month period is not one

which might be expected in the Lageos data unless of geophysical

origin, b_t in the BIH the observing methods have a predominantly

annual and some semi-annual terms arising from seasonal effects

at the observing stations.

The other period observed in the comparison is a 28-day period

with an amplitude of a few hundreds of an arcsecond and is a

tidal effect in the earth's rotation. It is detectable in both

the Lageos data and the raw BIH data but is removed in the process

itself. The fact that no other signiflcant periods are detectable

in the U.T. differences indicates that there are no amplitudes

larger than about 0.001 milliseconds for periods larger than

i0 days and less than about 500 days.
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CHAPTER 7

SEA SURFACE TOPOGRAPHY

edited by

J.G. Marsh

OVERVIEW

The overall goal of this oroaram is to apply remote sensina data

to studies of dynamic ocean and Earth processes. The primary

data types are satellite altimetry data, orbit perturbation data

and gravity data. These data are analyzed in conjunction with

surface observations, for example, ocean temperature and density

measurements.

Global sets of satellite altimeter data have been collected

durinq two satellite missions: The GEOS-3 mission (1975 to 1978)

and the Seasat mission (1978).

Research proqrams are underway in the following areas to analyze

and interpret the altimeter data:

o The development and implementation of techniques for

the calibration and performance evaluation of the

altimeter systems.

o The commutation of reqiona] as well as _]obal mean sea

surfaces which can be used as basic reference surfaces

_or analyzing dynamic ocean tonography associated with

ocean circulation.

© Detailed analyses of the Gulf Stream and the associated

eddy systems to improve our understandinq of near

surface as well as abyssal circulation.

The analyses of orbit evolution data for the computation

of ocean tidal parameters which are important for studies

of dynamic ocean circulation modeling and for precision

orbit determination.

A description of these research programs is presented in the

fo]]owinq sections.

Contributors to the sea surface topography work include Robert Cheney,

Marie Co]ton, Vince Grano, Theodore Felsentreqer, Ronald Ko]enkiewicz

and James Marsh.
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A. MEAN SEA SURFACE COMPUTATION USING GEOS-3

AND SEASAT ALTIMETER DATA

by

J.G. Marsh

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this work is to compute a global mean sea surface

using a combination of satellite altimeter data and precision

orbital data based upon laser and Unified S-Band observations.

This surface will form the basis for dynamical ocean processes

analyses as well as for analyses of geophysical problems such

as mantle convection.

BACKGROUND

The GEOS-3 radar altimeter experiment conducted during the period

of 1975-1978 has provided a homogeneous grid of altimeter data

over the oceans with a resolution in most areas of a degree or

better. The precision of these data is on the order of 20 to 30 cm.

The data set considered in the past year consisted of over

1.5 x 106 observations recorded during 1975 and 1976.

During the time period of July to October 1978 the Seasat radar

altimeter experiment provided a global set of altimeter data with

a precision of I0 cm. An 18-day global set of the Seasat data was

initially preprocessed by the Jet Propulsion Lab and made available

to the Seasat altiemter/orbit experiment team for evaluation. This

data set consisted of about 700,000 observations and provided a

grid spacing of about 1.5 ° at the equator.

Techniques and computer programs have been developed and implemented

[or: removing the effects of orbit error from the altimeter data;

for editing the data; for gridding the data and forming sea surface

topography maps.

RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The GEOS-3 altimeter data were recorded in the form of short arcs,

most of which were a few thousand kilometers or less in ]enmth.

Ground-based laser and S-Band tracking data required {or precision

orbit determination were available for only a portion of the
altimeter data. In order to reference the altimeter data to a

common center-of-mass reference system, precision orbits were

computed covering 5-day arcs whenever possible. A total of 45

5-day reference orbits were ultimately computed using the GEM-10B

gravity model. Since orbit error is long wavelength (i.e., once

per revolution is the dominant frequency) the short altimeter

passes unsupported by the ground based data could be corrected {or

orbit error through the adjustment of tilts and biases (Marsh, et

al., 1979a). Due to the ]arae amount of data involved, the earth

was divide_ into 16 regions. The data in each region, except for

the reference passes, were corrected using the results of the tilt

and bias solutions and a]! the data were edited by comparing each

point to the surface qenerated by the entire data set.

7-2
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In this manner a data set covering almost the entire ocean surface

was created which contained alongtrack altimeter data which had

been corrected for orbital errors and edited to remove outliers.

This alongtrack data set was then gridded usinq a 6-parameter,

quadratic model of the surface at each grid point. The resulting

1 ° x 1 ° grid was contoured and is shown in Figure 7A-I. The

geodetic constants of this surface were adjusted to conform to the

1979 IUGG set of constants.

The GEOS-3 data was especially dense in the GEOS-3 calibration

area. Figure 7A-2 shows the groundtracks of GEOS-3 during times

when altimeter measurements were being recorded.

To use this dense data coverage to reveal the local short-wavelength

features of the geoid in this area, the technique used in producing

the global surface was modified. In the global solution, the passes

which belonged to the 5-day orbit set were not adjusted, and thus

the orientation of the surface was determined by these fixed passes.

For the "minimum constraint" solution, all the passes (except for

3 needed to provide a mean height and tilt to the surface) were

allowed to adjust, thus removing the local effects of the orbit

error as completely as possible. The data adjusted in this way

were gridded, on a 0.25 ° x 0.25 ° grid, and this g_id was adjusted

to the IUGG spheroid, and the resulting grid contoured. This

"minimum constraint" contour map is shown in Figure 7A-3.

Figure 7A-4 shows a contour map of the differences between the

GEOS-3 minimum constraint altimeter surface and the GEM 8 5'

detailed gravimetric geoid.

The GEOS-3 surface was adjusted to match the 5' gravimetric geoid

in a relatively flat area of the Hatteras Abyssal Plain

(6: 23°-31 °, _: 2S8°-292 °) by adjustinq the X,Y,Z coordinate of

its reference e]!ipsoid. Then this adjustment was applied to the

entire area to produce the comparison mad shown in Fiqure 7A-4.

The differences over the Hatteras Abyssal Plain are generally less

than 50 cm. The qulf Stream is noted in the left portion of the

figure. This comparison provides information on the precision of

the GEOS-3 and gravimetrically-derived topography.

Fiaure 7A-5 shows a preliminary qloba] sea surface which has been

made using the 18-day set of Seasat altimeter data, recorded during

July 28 to August 15, 1978, Marsh, et al., 1979b, 1980a. The sur-

face computation technique employed was similar to that used for

the GEOS-3 data. However, since the data was continuous and

accurate orbit data (Marsh and Williamson, ]980b) could be computed

for every pass o_ altimeter data, tilts and biases were not adjusted

for a subset o r the passes. Prior to surface computation analyses

with the Seasat data, a timing bias analysis was necessary. The

results of these analyses indicated that a timinq correction of

-79.4 m.s. should be applied _o the data (Tapley, et al., 1979),

Marsh and Williamson, 1980c.

The qloba] GEOS-3 sea surface has been compared to the GEM-10B

detailed qravimetric geoid and Seasat sea surface. All the surfaces

were computed on _ I ° x 1 ° arid. The rms differences between these

surfaces are: GEOS-3 - GEMIOB det. qeoid, RMS = 2.69 m.

_EOS-3 - Seasat, RMS = 1.30 m.
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SIGNIFICANCE

Using radar altimetry and precise orbit data, techniques have

been developed and utilized for the computation of mean sea

surfaces on a a global as well as a regiol,al scale. The accuracy

of the global 1 ° x I ° GEOS-3 and Seasat surfaces is on the order

of a meter or better and further improvements are expected as

orbit accuracy is improved and more altimeter data are made

available. Regional solutions covering a few thousand kilometers

have a precision of better than 50 cm. Since the accuracy of these

reference surfaces has already surpassed that which is available

from gravity data, it is believed that they will provide an

important reference for the measurement of temporal ocean circulation

phenomena. These mean sea surfaces will also provide the basis

for geophysical analyses such as mantle convection in the ocean

areas.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

During the next few weeks the remainder of the GEOS-3 altimeter data,

about 2/3 more than presently available, will be released by

Wallops F!iqht Center. Also the total 70-day Seasat data set will

be released by the JPL. These data will be combined for the

extension of the present analyses. Regional computations will be

performed as a ffunction of time in an attempt to reveal time-

dependent circulation features. Improved orbital force models, for

example, new GEM gravity will be tested _or improvement in computing

the GEOS-3 and Seasat ephemerides.
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B. ALTIMETRIC STUDIES OF OCEAN CIRCULATION DYNAMICS

by

R.E. Cheney, J.G. Marsh, V. Grano, M. Colton

OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this work is to derive ocean circulation informa-

tion from satellite altimetry. In principle, surface current

speeds can be measured by combining altimeter data with geoid

models to reveal dynamic sea surface slopes. While this approach

has been successful in the Gulf Stream system where a detailed

geoid model is available (Cheney and Marsh, 1980), such measure-

ments are not possible elsewhere. Until improved geoids are

available on a global scale, the major contribution of altimetry

will be measurement of the time-variable component of flow (the

eddy field). Accordingly, such analysis techniques are presently

beina developed in the Geodynamics Branch.

BACKCROUND

Altimeters have now been flown on two satellites; GEOS-3

qathered 25 cm data during ]975-78 and Seasat provided i0 cm

altimeter data for 3 months in 1978. Orbits for these satellites

were computed with an accuracy of approximately 1.5 m. The

altimeter and orbit data have been combined to compute mean sea

surfaces for various reqions of the world oceans (Marsh, et al., 1980)

and for the global ocean as a whole (Cheney and Marsh, 1980).

These sea heiaht maps provide more geodetic than oceanographic

information, since heights due to ocean currents are two orders

of maanitude smaller than the static topoqraDhy due to qravity

variations. However, the basic techniques involved in these

computations can be extended to identify and measure eddy-like
ocean features.

RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Two geoid-independent techniques are being investigated. Both

provide quantitative as well as qualitative observations of

eddy variability.

I. Crossover Differences

The point at which any ascending pass intersects any other

descendina pass is called a crossover. The time between the two

intersectin_ passes can be less than a day or as long as the

mission duration, 3.5 years in the case of GEOS-3. At the crossinq

points the _eopotential contribution is the same on both tracks, so

that the discrepancy in height between the two passes can provide a

measure of the dynamic variability. Orbit error must first be

removed by adjusting tilts and biases o_ the individual passes in

a least squares minimization of the crossover differences.
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To demonstrate this procedure, crossover difference statistics
were derived in the western North Atlantic using 425 passes of
GEOS-3 data taken over 1.5 years. Analysis of the 25,000 cross-
overs established by these passes clearly reveals the well-
known energetics of the Gulf Stream system (Fig. 7B-I). The
largest differences, 45-65 cm, occur in a continuous band along
the mean axis of the Gulf Stream, and the _evel of variability
gradually dimin'ished to less than 25 cm toward the mid-ocean.
These results are in agreement with similar maps derived from
standard oceanographic data (Wyrtki, Magaaud, and Hager, 1976;
Dantzler, 1977).

2. Collinear Tracks

Altimeter profiles along identical ground tracks contain the same

oravitational contributions due to sea surface topography. Time

variations in sea height due to dynamic phenomena can therefore

be detected in groups of collinear profiles. During _he final

26 days of Seasat the ground tracks were repeated at 3-day intervals.

A sample of these collinear data in the southwest Indian Ocean is

shown in Fig. 7B-2. After removal of the mean from each of the

eight profiles, a large transient is seen near 39°S-37°E, 800 km

east of the Agulhas Plateau. The disturbance has a horizontal

scale of 200 km, rms deviation about the mean of 22 cm, and the

total range of sea surface height variation is 70 c_n. This

undulation is probably due to a migrating eddy, as observations by

satel!ite-tracked drifters have revealed highly energetic vortices
in this area.

SIGNIFICANCE

A1timete[ analyses by crossover differences and collinear tracks

permit in_'esti_ation of global ocean variability independent of

geoid knowledge. Orbit error is also not critical since both

procedures involve orbit adjustment. The techniques are comple-

mentary in that the crossover approach provides good spatial

resolution over long times, while collinear data allow synoptic

observations but on a relatively coarse spatial _rid. Together

they should aive a quantitative description of ocean eddy energy

as well as the mean positions of major deep ocean currents.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

We plan to exploit these techniques in all ocean areas using

existing altimeter data sets. Results sho_lld be especially
im_ortant in remote areas such as the Southern Ocean where

conventional observations are rare. Once the data are reduced

to sea height variabilities, statistical analyses should provide

additional il,formation. For example, calculation of the structure

function may yield dominant eddy scales. Potential real-time

applications for NOSS (National Ocean Satellite System) may also

emerge from these studies.

L _ ei._-_s- _
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C. THE SEASAT ALTIMETER HEIGHT CALIBRATION

by

R. Kolenkiewicz

OBJECTIVE

The objective of the Seasat-Altimeter height calibration effort

is to obtain an accurate value of the precision of the altimeter

measurement, the bias in the altimeter measurement after it has

been subjected ho the process of correcting for the instrument

and geophysical effects during the computation of the altimeter

data tape and the bias in the time taq assigned to the measurement.

Applications of this information include, e.g., determination of

the semimajor axis of the ellipsoid best approximating the geoid.

BACKGROUND

The Seasat A spacecraft was launched from Vandenburg Air Force

Base on June 26, 197_. Until spacecraft failure Dn October 10, 1978,

the Seasat ultimeter has taken data on several thousand passes.

In order to obtain full usage of these data a calibration (or

height bi_s determination) of the altimeter is necessary.

rne _,a]idation of the altimeter measurement from the spacecraft

to the mean sea surface requires situations in which this distance

can be accurately inferred, independent of the altimeter data

itself. Effectively, this can be done using satellite passes which

are nearly overhead at island lasez tracking sites. This technique

has the advantaae that an accurate a priorl knowledge of geoid

heights is not required.

In support of altimeter height bias calibration, the Seasat orbit

was adjusted on September 10, 1978, to obtain a repeating (every

43 revolutions, approximately 3 days) qroundtrack which [,asses as

close as possible to the Bermuda laser site. Between September I0

and the spacecraft power failure on October I0, 1978, there were

10 North to South Bermuda overfliqhts with the groundtracks shown

in Figure 7C-I. All passes were supported by the NASA Spacecraft

Tracking and Data Network (STDN), with _our passes supported by the

Bermuda lasec. These laser supported passes nrovide the primary

information _or absolute bias calibration and stability analysis

of the Seasat Altimeter. The remaining six passes are useful,

however, for analvzin_ errors in smoothed and extrapolated altimeter

data across Bermuda. With extensive analysis, these passes could

also be used to held develop a geoid model in the vicinity of the

Bermdda laser and thus simolify future altimeter calibration efforts.

The Seasat altimeter calibration technique is based on _EOS-3

experience (Martin and Kolenkiewicz, 1980). It consists basically

of the use of altimeter passes over Bermuda with laser tracking

support (for accuLate orbit height determination) and altimeter

tracking, on both sides of Bermuda, which can be extrapolated to

obtain equivalent sea surface height measurements on the island

itse]:. The objective is to create an eauivalent altimeter
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measurement over the laser tracking site which can be related to
sea surface heights several kilometers away from the island with
an accuracy compatible with a total calibration error budget of

7 cm. A bias of this accuracy can then be used to produce

corrected altimeter data which will have the proverbial i0 cm

accuracy (Martin, 1977). Available geoid models cannot provide

the desired accuracy, so it is necessary to use the altimeter data

itself to provide the water-land extrapolation. No geoid model

was used.in the calibration analyses discussed below.

To demonstrate the elements of the overhead calibration technique,

consider the basic calibration geometry as shown in Figure 7C-2.

Assuming a pass directly over a laser tracking station with

continuous laser and altimeter tracking, the measurements directly

over the tracking station can be used for bias estimation by

equating the altimeter measurement, corrected to the ellipsoid, with

the laser measurement also corrected to the ellipsoid. Equating

the two measurements shown in Figure 7C-2,

- h t =h a b + _h + hg a = hg s + h m
+ R (1)

where

h
a

= measured altimeter height above the sea

surface corrected for instrumental and

atmospheric propagation effects and

s_acecraft center of mass offset.

b = bias in the altimeter measurement,

h t
+ _h = tide measurement as determined by the

tide guage at the time of the altimeter

pass. This measurement includes non-

tidal temporal sea surface variations,

h
ga

= qeoid height at the altimeter subsatel]ite

point,

R = measured distance from the laser trackino

station to the laser corner cube reflectors

corrected for instrumental and atmospheric

propagation effects and soacecraft center

of mass offset,

h
m

: height of the trackincT station above mean

sea level (the qeojd) at the tracking station,

h = qeoid heiqht at the trackina station.
ms

The altimeter measurement bias can thus be determined usina

Equation (I), from He expression:

n t - . h ]b = h a + + _h + hg a [R + hqs m
(2)
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The terms in brackets on the right-hand side of Equation (2)
constitute, the ellipsoida_ heiqht normally calculated in
orbit determination nroarams, while the terms outside the

brackets _ive the ellipsoida! heiaht based on the altimeter

measurements, a measured tide, and a qeoid model. The right-

hand side is thus the "observed" minus "commuted" measurement,

normally referred to as the measurement residual. The residual

can be ca!cu]ated whether the satellite is directly over the

laser site or not, a!thouqh only at the direct overhead point

will the two aeoid heights be identical and thus cancel.

In practice, the altimeter cannot accurately track directly

over the laser site because of land in the altimeter footprint,

and the laser does not track directly overhead because its Az-EI

mount cannot follow the hiah azimuth rates in the vicinity of the

ooint of closest approach (PCA] . However, the latter is not a

nroblem because an accurate overhead orbit can be estimated

with a qap in the data around the PCA.

After deletina measurement points which have been siqnificantlv

influenced by the presence of land in the footprint, the altimeter

data can be smeothed across Bermuda to obtain extrapolated alti-

meter residuals at the groundtrack point of closest aDprcach to

the ]aser site. These extrapolated residuals can then be used

along with the laser orbit and various corrections to obtain the

a]timeter heiaht bias.

RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

As the altimeter cannot oroduce sea surface measurements across

the island, the "residuals" were commuted, usina Emuation (2),

_or the period when the altimeter was not sicnificantly influenced
by ]and and extrar_olated across the island. Waveforms for data

noints in the vicinity of Bermuda were analyzed for all four

calibration masses, Table 7C-!, to determine any evidence of ]and

effects. AGC records for this data were also analyzed as an aid

in detecting the influence of land in the altimeter footorint,

althouah AOC e:fects on heiaht are only second order. All points

with any evidence of ]and in the waveforms were deleted. Any

additional points which showed evidence o_ anomalous heimht

behavior near Bermuda were also deleted. The resu]tina data set,

shown in Vicure 7C-3, with edited points indicated bv O's and

accepted measurements indicated by X's can be used to estimate

aeoid heiahts alon_ the qround truth across Bermuda for each of

the four calibration masses.

There are some simo_ifications that were made in Eauation (2),

nrimari]y in the h a term. In practice, this quantity must be
obtained from the measured altitude data, corrected _or pronaaa-

tion effects, instrumentation errors, and sea state effects. Most

of these corrections are at the centimeter or decimeter level. In

addition, there are _ few other corrections to be made due to

idiosyncrasies of some o_ the data and/or reductions.
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The raw smoothed altimeter residuals for a typical Bermuda over-
flight are shown in Figure 7C-4. The smoothed residuals were
obtained by usinq the ALTKAL smoother (Fang and Amann, 1977).
The points of closest approach to the laser site are indicated,
and the residuals at these times are listed in Table 7C-2 as
the starting point for the bias estimations. If these passes were
all over the laser site, we would have four different calibration
values. However, none of them cross directly over the laser.
Fiqure 7C-5 shows the different corrected residuals, plotted as
a function of distance from the laser site (measured in the
northwest direction). Assuming the geoid to be linear along this
direction, as has been confirmed by GEOS-3 altimeter data (Martin
and Butler, 1978), a strai,_ht line fit has been made to the four
points in order to estimate the corrected residual at the laser
site. The best estimate of the intercept with the zero distance
is 39.90 ± 0.07 m.

One final correction which has not yet been applied to the alti-
meter residuals is the effects of acceleration laa. The
acce]eration laa error is Accel/KA., where KA = 6.5/sec 2 For
all four Dasses at the closest approach to laser point, the lao
correction is approximately 7 cm. Addinc this correction and
the _eoid heiaht at the laser to the residual obtained from
Fiaure 7C-5 have_

Residual at laser site

+ Acceleration !aa correction
+ Geoid heiaht at laser site

39.90 m

.07 m

-39.97 m

Bias = 0.00 m

It is thus concluded that i{ the Seasat altimeter data is
accurately corrected for propagation effects, and is corrected

{or sea state bias with a procedure eouivalent to the one used

in the analysis, the appropriate bias for the altimeter

0.0 ± 0.07 m. Assumina a data noise ]eve! of 7 cm, which was

in fact observed at even the 10/sec data rate _or all the cali-

bration passes, the Seasat altimeter is indeed a ]0 cm altimeter.

SIGNIFICANCE

The aJso!ute bias calibration for the Seasat-A altimeter has been

measured. This correction can be applied to these data to enable

investiaators to determine important aeophysical parameters.

r"UTURE EMPHASIS

This work has been comD!eted. Results will appear in a soecia]

Seasat issue of the Journal of Ceophysical Research.
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CHAPTER 8

LAND RESOURCES

edited by

C. Lisette Dottavio

OVERVIEW

Over the years, man is becoming more aware of the utility and

importance of land resources such as timber, soils, and wetlands.

The management and conservation of these resources has become a

priority to insure their availability in the future. Successful

management is, in part, dependent upon the acquisition of accurate

and timely land cover and land use information. Satellite remote

sensor systems such as the Landsat Multispectra] Scanner, are uniquely

capable of providing this information because of the satellite 's

repetitive and synoptic view of the Earth's surface. Personnel

within the Land Resources Group of Goddard's Earth Resources

Branch are dedicated to evaluating and improving remote sensinq

systems and analysis techniques to provide the information required

for intelligent resource manaqement decisions.

The Land Resources Group consists of seven quantitative resource

discipline scientists with remote sensing backqrounds. Their research

activities include forest disturbance assessment, urban land and forest

land change detection, applie_ software development, and improved

land cover classification studies. The projects represent a diversit3"

of land resources applications, yet their results can often be integrated

to provide a greater understanc]ing of how best to monitor and assess

resource conditions using remotely sensed data.

A major research effort underway is coordinated with the AqRISTARS

Renewable Resource Inventory (RRI) Activities. _he Land Resources

Group is developing, and testing image analysis techniques that will

facilitate the use of remotely sensed data to accurately detect,

classify, anM assess the areal extent and severity of forest

distorbances. In addition to improving analysis techniques, personnel

are examining the spectral and spatial pro?erties of numerous forest

disturbances, and the use of satellite data to _etect major chanqes

in forest canopy conditions. This AgPISTARE/'_RI research is a product

of previous research on the use of Landsat to monitor gypsy moth

defoliation of hardwood forests. Another outgrowth of that work

is a three year Applications Pilot Test with the Pennsylvania Department

of Fnvironmental Resources to Memonstrate the technical feasibility

of conducting automated, annual assessments of insect defoliation of

hardwood forests using Landsat digital _ata.



Considerable effort is also being devoted toward examining the utility
of future satellite systems such as the Landsat-D Thematic Mapper
(TM) for resource evaluations. Studies will emphasize the use of
TM data to monitor rural areas disturbed by strip mining, to inventory
wetland habitats and forests, an4 to examine urban land cover.

Two other investigations are currently underway which address urban
land cover and applied software development. The former study will

finalize the development, evaluation, and documentation of urban area

change detection techniques which were initiated under a previous NASA/

Census Bureau Applications Pilot Test. The latter study is designed

to develop a method to classify high resolution remotely sensed

data into land use classes, such as industrial, commercial, or

residential based on the relative distribution of image components

such as roofs, pavement, trees, and lawn.

The variety of research topics listed herein illustrates the diverse

interests and expertise available within the Land Resources Group.

To facilitate the research activities, C_oddard has access to a

number of image processing and computer systems. Studies continue to

expand so that a more complete understanding of how to utilize remotely

sensed data in natural resource management can be obtained.
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A. DETECTION, CLASSIFICATION AND M_ASUREMENT OF FOREST DISTURBANCES

by

C.L. Dottavio and D.L. Williams

OBJECTIVES

A major effort underway at Goddard's Earth Resources Branch involves

the remote monitoring of natural and man-induced forest disturbances.

This research effort is designed to develop and test new or existing

techniques that will facilitate the use of remotely sensed _ata

to accurately detect, classify, and assess the areal extent and

severity of forest disturbances and stress condit'[ons.

BACKGROUND

For the past severa] years, research has been conducted by Goddard

personnel to determine the feasibility of using Landsat multispectral

scanner (MSS) data to identify hardwood _.orest stands that have

been defoliated by the gypsy moth caterpillar during the insect's

summer feeding cycle. As a result of the defoliation research, C.oddard

has been requested to oarticipate in the AqWI_TARS/_enewable Resources

Inventory (RR[) research activities.

The AgRISTARS/RRI research proqram initiated in FYd0 is a six year

program which emphasizes the development an8 eva]uation of new remote

sensing technology to be anplied in the inventory, monitorir<], and

managing of forest land and rangelana renewable resources. Goddard is

assuming total responsibility for a number of key research tasks

under AgEI_TARS/RRI Problem Area 4 - Detection, Classification, and

Measurement of Forest Disturbances. Among these tasks are included

a sensor parameter study, a forest disturbance assessment study, forest

change detection technique develonment, and an advanced change

monitoring system. During the past year, activities were initiated

on the first two tasks liste_. Subsequent research will involve all
the areas mentioned.

RECENT ACCOMPLISHMEm'S

Previous results in the gypsy moth defoliation study had shown

that aspect mav modify the spectral response of various hat@woof]

canopy conditons such that healthy vegetation and stressed veqetation

are often confused when classifying Landsat ._S.q data. A mreliminary

field investigation was recently completed to examine the raaiometric

properties of a hardwood forest as a function of canopy con(]itions,

aspect, time, and date. _he stu(_y was also designed to c]eve!op a

standardized, quantitative ground based technique to calibrate
Landsat classification results.

Diffuse radiance measurements were taken usinq a Mark II Three Rend

Radiometer. The instrument is designed to measure energy in three
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wavelength ragions that correspond to Landsat D's Thematic _,apper
bands TM3 (red, 0.63-0.69 um), TM4 (reflective infrared, 0.76-0.90 urn)

and TM5 (middle infrared 1.55-1.75 um). Radiance was measured by

holding the radiometer 45 cm above a levelled barium sulfate plate

located on the forest floor (see Figure .gA-I). The measurements were

taken under different hardwood forest canopy conditions throughout

the 1980 summer season and were used in subsequent statistical analyses.

Preliminary statistical analyses indicate that although percent

canopy closure accounts for most of the variability in diffuse radiance

measurements, the remaining variance can be explained by the interaction

of other environmental variables, such as aspect, time and date of

measurement, and canopy uniformity. The interaction of aspect with

date and time are particularly significant for the red and reflective

infrared radiance measurements. These interactive effects are most

likely indicative of effective solar angle, that is, incident radiation

as a function of topography and zenith angle. A singular effect

attributed to aspect, as might be expected from previous gypsy moth

studies, is not evident.

Another important observation made during the analyses centers on

diffuse radiance values for middle ranges of percent canopy closure.

As the percent of canopy closure decreased, the variability of

radiance measurements increased. Although a direct correlation between

the field radiance values and Landsat reflectance values cannot be

made, the field data gives several indications which are useful to

future Landsat base4 studies. For example, mo@erate defoliation

(30-60% canopy removed) may have such hiah spectral variability that

the class cannot be identified on Landsat data unless other environmental

parameters such as topography and zenith angle are considered.

J

The general conclusions reached through the results of this project

are in need of further research and evaluation. Anticipated research

efforts will involve a second field radiometer stuMy as well as a

spectral reflectance investigation to begin in the spring of 1991.

A second study, initiated "during the past year, involves the

use of ancillary data suc_ aS digital topographic terrain data, for

improved forest canopy condition assessment. Previous investigations

into the use of Landsat MSS data to identify insect defoliation
indicated that areas on northwest slopes which were identified on

ground reference data as light defoliation were classifie_ as moderate

defoliation using Landsat data. To alleviate this problem, Digital

Elevation Model (DEM) topographic data produced by the U.S. Geological

Survey has been processed to produce a slope orientation classification

for a study area in central Pennsylvania. The DEM slope classification

is being superimposed onto corresponding Landsat MSS data which contains

insect defoliation and onto a Landsat based forest/non-forest mask.

Using a layered classification approach to separate out forests on

particular slope classes, the analyst will then classify _efoliation

classes. Results of this activity will be documented in subsequent

r_ports.
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_R-tGINAL PA@'_ ;S

OF POOR QUALITY

Dif[use radiance measurements were ma'_e in three

wavelenqth reqions using a _lark IT-_bree _an<_ _a_iometer.
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SIGNIFICANCE

Ancillary data sets, such as topographic data, may help to eliminate

Landsat classification errors due to aspect. However, the fie_d

radiometer study indicates that many parameters other than aspect

effect the radiometric response assoCiated with forest canopy

conditions. As more research is carried out to identify these

environmental parameters and compounding interactions, the _bility

to identify and assess forest disturbances an_ stress conditions

from satellite altitudes will be greatly improved.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

The field radiometer study will be completed and a standardized,

quantitative, ground-based technique for assessing the density of

the forest canopy in order to calibrate remotely sensed estimates

of canopy stress will be developed. In addition, an evaluation of

(I) Thematic Mapper Simulator data and (2) ancillary information,

such as digital topographic terrain data, for improved forest canopy

condition assessment will continue.

Numerous other research activities will commence under the AgRISTARS

effort during the next year. Under the sensor parameter study,

three separate activities are currently underway or in the planninq

stages. These include:

i. Selection of optimum Thematic Mapper bands suite_ to identify

forest disturbances such as defoliation, fire, and clearcutting

(to begin 11/80)

2. Determination of the size distribution of various forest

types and forest disturbances and their relation to instantaneous

field of view (current activity)

3. Documentation of classification accuracies as a function

of resolution element size, for forestry and land resources targets

having varying levels of spatial complexity (current activity).

Another major effort, to be initiated, will examine forest change

phenomenon five acres or larger in size. An advanced forest change

monitoring system utilizing Landsat digital data and compute--aided

analysis techniques will be developed. In a_dition, on-goinj research

activities relative to the development, refinement ._nd evaluation of

image analysis techniques to detect, monitor, and assess insect

defoliation of hardwood forests will continue.

PUBLICATIONS

Dottavio, C.L., D.L. Williams, B.L. Markham, and _. Labovitz. 19_0.

Sensor Parameter Study: Literature Review and Vxperimental Dlan.

A final report prepare0 for AgRISTARq/Renewable Resources Inventory,

Task 4.1. NASA Technical Zen_oran_um TM-92034. 24 pa_es.

Dottavio, C.L. 1980. Preliminary Results: Effect of Forest Canopy

Closure on Incoming Solar Radiance. NASA Technical Memorandum,

under review.
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B. MONITORING INSECT DEFOLIATION OF HARDWOOD FORESTS USING LANDSAT

by

R.F. Nelson, C.L. Dottavio and D.L. Williams

OBJECTIVE

The defoliation of hardwood forests by insects is a serious problem

in the northeastern United States. The gypsy moth caterpillar, which

was introduced to this country during the nineteenth centry, has

defoliated millions of acres of hardwood forests 8urinq the last

decade. Over the past i0 years, the state of Pennsylvania has attribu_

the loss of $32 million worth of timber resources to this insect.

Resource managers must continually monitor insect movement and damage

to plan and implement appropriate pest management activities. This

research effort is designed to develop, test, and evaluate an automated

system to annually estimate the extent and severity of insect
defoliation of hardwood fores< using computer analysis of Landsat

digital data.

BACKGROUND

An ongoing research effort at _]ASA's Goddar_ SDace Flight Center

(GSFC) involves the use of Landsat multispectral scanner (MSS) data

to detect and monitor insect defoliation of harMwood forests. Nesults

have shown that defoliation of hardwood forests by the _ypsy moth

caterpillar is more reaSily identifiable using multitemporal aata

sets which represent forest canopy conSitions before and after

defoliation. The procedure for utilizing mu]titemporal data sets

to monitor insect infestation involves obtaining a Landsat image

of a Given area prior to infestation. -his image is classified

using computer-ai_e_ analysis techniques to identify the extent
of forest cover versus non-forest cover. A second image over the

same area is obtainea after insect _ama_e has occurred ana is then

digitally overlain onto the forest/non-forest classification map

derived from the previous imaqe. By following this procedure,

forested areas can be isolate,-] on the image exhibiting insect

¢]efoliation and subsequent analysis can be excluded to those areas

only.

Throughout these activities, the Pennsylvania Division of Forest

Pest Management, Bureau of Forestry, has been informally cooperating

with (]oddard by provi/!inq ground truth information anr_ field

expertise. Their interest in the gypsy moth project has ]eae _

to the initiation of a three year Applications Pilot _est (APT)

project. The objective of the AP • is to develop and transfer remote

sensing technology to the Pennsylvania a_ency so they can conMuct

annual surveys of _efo]iation damage using Landsat _S.q _ata. The

project is divi_ec_ into three phases: an initial test phase in which

the survey techniques will be i_entified and eleveloped; a quasi-

operational phase in which a Lan_sat data base will be created for the

state of Pennsylvania; and finally a technology transfer phase. _his

report will describe the results of the initial test phase.
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RECENTACCOMPLISHMENTS

Intrinsic to monitoring forest cover conditions is the determination
of the best time to observe changes in the forest canopy. A study
was undertaken to determine the temporal window within which the
extent and severity of gypsy moth defoliation could be monitored using
Landsat data. Subsections of six relatively cloud-free Landsat scenes
were obtained during the summer of 1977 over Williamsport, Pennsylvania.
The subscenes, which spanned 73 days between May 22 and August ?,
were examined to determine the nature and magnitude of the spectral
reflectance changes in healthy and defoliate@ forest over time. Study
areas were located in healthy, moderately defoliated, and heavily
defoliated hardwood Forest and their mean reflectances and variances
computed. This information was used to determine the separability of
the defoliated and non-defoliated areas throughout the summer. Results
indicated that (i) defoliated areas are most readily distinouishe@ in
late June; and (2) a two month window (from early _une to late July)
exists within which Landsat data is suitable for assessment of gypsy
moth related damage. Consequently, the effects of insect _amage can
be assessed at times other than peak defoliation, allowing areater
flexibility in the acquisition of cloud-free Landsat imaqery for
damage assessment. It shoul@ be noted that the date of peak defoliation,
as well as the length of the available window for damage assessment,
may vary from year to year due to ei:vironmental influences on bio]oqical
development.

Another goal of the APT is to fin(] a reliable, metho@ for classifying
defoliated forest. Previous work had shown that certain non-foreste_
land cover types were often confused with defoliated forest. In orr_er

to avoid these errors, a forest non-forest mask was generated usinq

a non-defoliated Landsat data set. The mask is created using a sinqle

class, two channel, Bayesian procedure to classify the Landsat

data, which is then density slice_ to pro_.uce the final forest

classification. After the forest mask was created, the _efoliated

Landsat data set was overlain onto the classification and insect

r!ama_e assessment began in the isolated foreste_ areas. Landsat data

covering defoliated forest were used to investigate _our methods of

classifying forest defoliation to determine which provide@ the most

satisfactory results.

A 52,_00 hectare area north of '!arrisburq, Pennsylvania, was classifie_

usin_ a supervised classification approach (P,ayes) , a band _/band

ratio approach (RV[), a secon< _ ratio approach usinq the mrans_ormed

Veqetative Index (TVI), an! a band 4, 5, and 6 polynomial transformation

approach devised by the Calspan Corporation (Ca]span). mhe natio

and Transformed Vegetation Inc!ices relate the [,anasat spectral

measurements to various ve Tetation Jensit%" in,_icators such as <]reen

leaf biomass.

A software packaqe called AS cESS2 was use_l to investigate which of

the four classification approaches most effectively delineate_ _ the

gypsy moth defoliation, mhe results of the four classifications
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were compared to a "ground truth" image manufactured by combining

the forest/non-forest mask and digitized aerial photointerpretation

information.

Results indicated that the _.ayes approach produced the most consistent

and intuitively reasonable results. The RVI and TVI approaches tended

to classify defoliated areas accurately, but did poorly in healthy

forest. The Calspan approach had the highest per-pixel classification

accuracy, but did poorly in classifying moderately defoliated areas.

The very low classification accuracies common to all four approaches

suggest problems with the photointerpretation information used as

gr.ound reference data. The ground reference data is being evaluated

to determine if revisions are necessary.

SIGNIFICANCE

A timely, accurate survey technique is being developed for forest insect

damage assessment. Current pest survey techniques, which include

aerial surveillance, ground surveillance, and aerial photography, do

not meet the criteria needed for a standardized, timely, and cost

effective monitoring procedure. The repetitive and synoptic coverage

provided by Landsat, plus the simple analysis techniques being _eveloped

under this APT, make the satellite sensor system an attractive survey

medium for monitoring widespread insect damage over large areas.

The tendency of Vegetation Index classifiers to accurately identify

defoliated areas indicate that these simple procedures may be useful

for monitoring forestry related oroblems if modifications can be

made to identify healthy forests with equal accuracy. The forest/

non-retest mask technique increases defoliation classification

accuracy. Finally, identification of the temporal window for insect

damage assessment will provide greater flexibility in acquisition of

cloud free imaqery for defoliation assessment.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

Evaluation of the Vegetation Index classification methods will be

continued and the best approach will he further refined for forestry

applications. In addition, APT Phase II activities will commence.

_oddar,-] will acquire imagery and computer compatible tapes for the

most recent, nonde¢oliated, and relatively cloud free Landsat coverage

of the entire state of Pennsylvania. _hese data will be used to

create a forest/non-forest data base for the entire state. Dersonne]

ail] oversee the generation of a Aiqita_]y mosaicec] Landsat data

base and data management system for the entire state. Pennsylvania

foresters will then be able to utilize this clara base for annual

statewide defoliation assessments.

PrTB[,ICAT TON.q

Nelson, P.F. 19_0. Defining the Tem[)oral Window for "_onitorinq
Defoliatior, usin_ Landsat. Presente_] at ]9_i Annual International

.qymposit, m on Remote Sensing, American qocietv of Photo_rammetry.

Washington, DC.



TABLE 8B-I. VEGETATIVE INDEX RATIOS

Ratio Vegetative Index (RVI)

Difference Vegetation Index (DVI)

Transformed Vegetative Index (TVI)

Green Vegetation Index (GVI)

MSS7/MSS5

2.4 X MSS7 - _[SS5

MSS7 - MSS5

MSS7 + MSS5
+0.5

-0.29 X MSS4 - 0.56 X MSS5 +

0.60 X MSS6 + 0.49 X MSS7

Perpendicular Vegetative Index

(PVI)

Linear Vegetative Index (LVI)

2
(SOIL5 - MSS5) + (SOIL7 - ",SS7)

Wh e r e

SOIL5 = 0.,_5 X MSS5 + 0.35 X MSS7

SOIL7 = 0.35 X MSS5 + 0.15 X MSS7

-2.5,9 X MSS4 - 7.28 X MSS5 + 0._8

X MSS6 + 3.59 X MSS7
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C. SURFACE MINE MONITORING

by

J. R. Irons

OBJECTIVE

A study was conducted to quantitatively compare the utility of several

remote sensing systems for the inventory an_ monitoring of coal

surface mines in the Eastern United States. _he study addressed

the impact of spectral and snatial resolution improvements planned

for future spaceborne sensors.

BACKGROUND

The study was conducted in cooperation with the Vnvironmental

Monitoring and Support Laboratory/Las Vegas of the Vnvironmental

Protection Agency (EPA). The EPA was interested in efficient an@

accurate procedures for surface mine inventory an_ monitoring.

Remotely sensed data were acquired over three Pennsylvania study

areas during the _a]l of 1978 and the _pring of 1979. _he _ata were

obtaine_ from the following sensors: the LanMsat-2 _u]tispectral

Scanner Subsystem (_SS) ; an airborne Thematic _._apper qimulator (T_._)

multispectral scanner; an_ a high altitu(_e aerial photographic

system (r^Tild-_!eerbruqg RC-I{_ cameras carrie_ aboard NASA's rT_?

aircraft). The stu._y areas were ]ocate.'_ within the _ain qituminous

Coal Field of the Appalachian Plateau. _he areas consisted mainly

of forest an_ agricultural ].and which had been extensively

disturbed by surface mininq. _weDty 150-hectare mine sites located

within the three areas were selected for intensive study. _he sites

provi,_ed a comprehensive cross-section of active, reclaimed, and

abandoned mines. A hierarchical classification scheme was _evelope_

for the thematic mapping of the study areas. _he scheme emphasized

land cover categories which were useful for the assessment of

mine reclamation and which were amenable to recognition through the

analysis of multispectral scanner data.

Prior to classification, the _iqital data from each of the multispectral

scanners were preprocessed to reduce geometric distortions. _he TMS

data were also resampled to simulate data acquire _ at the _0 meter

resolution planne_ for the Thematic _apper. _hematic roans were tben

generated via the @iqital analyses of each prenrocessed ,Sata set.

The areal extent of each land cover category within the 150-hectare

mine sites was estimated by the automate_ counting of the number of

pixels classifie, _ into each category.

The high-altitu_]e color an4 color infrare_ aerial photoc, raphs were

enlarqe@ to a scale of ]:12,000 and manually photointerprete(_. For

each lS0-hecta_e site, the area of each category was determined by

p lanimete ri nq.

The accuracy of the area measurements were assessed by a quantitative

comparison to ground reference data. _he qrounr_ reference data consisterl

of low-altitude, photointerpreted, co_or and color infrared aerial
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photograph}' acquired in the Fall of 1978. For each mine site,

area measurements were obtained by planimeterinq, and the

photointerpretation was field checke_.

R,'.CENT ACCOMPLI S}T>_ENTS

The objectives, methods, and results of this study were presented

in a poster board session at the Fourteenth International ._ymnoisum

on Remote Sensing of Environment, and a paper will appear in the

nroceedings. The reporte. _ results are summarized in _"able 8C-I which

compares the accuracy of area estimates _erive4 from the different

data sets.

SIGNIFICANCE

Although Landsat MSS data proved useful for accurately identifying

surface mines, the detaile_ categories liste_ in _able 8C-] could not

be consistently recognized via the _igita] analysis of _.qS data.

mhese cateqories represent the _iversitv of !ant _ cover Coun<_ within

mines, and this detailed information is required for the effective

monitorinm of mine operation an.4 reclamation. As shown in _able qC-l,

the areal extent of these categories were accurately mensurate_

using simulate<] Thematic .MaDper aata. _hus, the launch of the

Thematic Mapper should significantly enhance the utility of snace-

acquired remotely sensed c!ata for surface mine monitoring.

r',_T,p V _%"D;;A C.............. IS

A<]<!itional <!i_ital 9ata have been acquired over the stu_'_y areas by

the Seasat Synthetic Aperature R_ _r (SAR) and ]l-channel,

airborne, _',odular _'_Itispectral Ccanner (_!_S). The v,?c data were

acquire<9 in the Sprinq of 19°0. The collection of data _or the

Pennsylvania study areas t)resents an excellent opportunity for

ffurther research into the ?otential utility o _ Thematic _.apper _ata,

the utility of SA._ aata, o_timum spectral banr] selection, ana chan_e

detection. Future research into these tonics will _epend on the

fundinq situation.

A more ri<]orous evaluation of the potential utility of Thematic

:'apper 9ata will be the first priority. A]_itional ra_iometric

preprocessinq of the T'_S _ata will he consi_ere4 to more closely

simulate the data ex[_ected from the _hematic '_apDer. Alternate

approaches to the <_erivation of thematic maps from the "'_q _ata
will be investiqate(_. Croun_ reference _ata will be _i_it_ze _ ant _

e<]istere_! to the T_!S Jata. _he _i,_itization and registration

will allow the expression o[ thematic ma_ accuracy in terms o[ the

portion of pixels correctly classi:ie(_..

An _erson, A.T., et al. ]_. Lan£sat Imagery for .curface-_'ine

Inventory. Photo<_rammetric _n,,ineerinm and nemote .tensing,

Vol. ,I], do. 9: 102"-10%6.

Irons, 7._. , H. [achowski, an<] <'. Peterson. ln_e. nemote eensin_

of .Cur.race _'ines: A Comparative qtu_y o¢ Censor qvstems. Procee_inqs,

Fourteenth international _ymDos[um on Demote Sensin_ of Fnvironment,

San Jose, Costa Pica, April 2]-20.
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D. LAND COVER CLASSIFICATTON ACCURACY AS A FUNCTION OF

SENSOR SPATIAL RESOLUTION

by

B.L..Markham, J.R.G. Townshend* and _!.L. Labovitz

OBJECTIVES

The objecti_.e of this study is to proviae an understanding of

how the spatial resolution of a satellite sensor system affects

the accuracy of land cover classifications derived from the sensor

data. This information will be used to provide spatial resolution

4esiqn recommendations for future ].and observinq satellite systems.

BACK(;ROUND

A review of previous studies indicated that there are two couqteractinq

factors affectinq per-_ixe] ima_le classification accuracies as a

function of spatial resol, ut ion (_ownshen0, l_qn). The first _actor

involves the hi<]h frequency spatial variations in the spectral response

of some land cover classes, called scene noise. _hese variations

tend to increase the variances of traininq statistics at hitch spatial

resolutions, causinq more overlap between lan4 cover classes. This

results in potentially lower cla._sification accuracies than woul< _

,_e achieved with coarser resolutions. The secon ,_ _actor is re]ate_!

to the hiqher oercenta,_e o< boun,]arv (mixed_ _ixe]s associate _,with
coarser resolutions. The "ewer mixed <_ixels at finer resolutions

produce better classification accuracies.

Prior research on the combined effects of scene noise an4 boun4aries

on classification accurac'" has been limited, with conflictin_ results.

These 4isparate results are a consequence of the differences in the

internal characteristics an,:] sizes of the lan,_ cover types e\'aluateJ.

In this stu_,_ ', a nut,_ er of terrain situations are bein<! evaluated,

with \'aryin,1 lan,_ cover tarqet sizes an_ internal characteristics, in

order to t,rovid.e a more com_lete, explainable r_icture of the relations.hi',-

of classification accuracy' to s_atia] resolution.

q[:;('2NT ACCO:!PI,Iq}!_'r'NTS

'Two separate approaches are bein,] use_ to evaluate the spatial

resolution classificat ion accurac%" interaction. '_he first is ]

m<_re em_[rical a!_roacb involvin_ the use of aircraft mt_li_t_ectra]
scanner lata which is !e,lra,_e _ to simulate coarser resolutions. "he

second ap!_roach is more theoretic,al, usin,_ a ,_ri,!lin,_ al,_orithm
to si,-_late the scannin,: process an,! a ,!i,_it i,Te _ ]an ! <-c_t-_-:- :,_,,_, to

rei_resent the ,:roun( _, scene.

For the em:,irical stu,_._ ", two sets of aircraft multisr_e(,tral scanner

*Dr. Townshend held a ":ational Research Council Ass,qciateshi,,, at

t;o_.J.ar,_,,_.urin,_ the perle= October lq'q-<,,:_tezJ_er ]qao.
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data were collected at a nominal 5 meters resolution. Modular

Multispectral Scanner (M2S) Data in eleven channels were collected

on April ii, 1980 and Thematic Mapper Simulator Data were collected

on August 27, 19_0.

Target areas were the same for both flights, consisting of three

flightlines of marsh, agricultural, forest and urbanized land in

eastern Maryland. Digital data for the April flight was received

on June 30, 1980. Data from the August flights has not yet been

received.

A spatial resolution degradation filter developed by Sadowski an_

Sarno (1976) was used to create data sets with I0, 20, 40 and 80

meter resolutions for the April data. Statistics were generated

at each resolution level for the same training areas of various land

cover types. A maximum likelihood decision rule was used to

classify the degraded images.

Land cover data has been interpreted for one test area consisting

of predominantly salt marsh and water from aerial photographs imaged

simultaneously with the scanner. The land-water boundary was

digitized, registered to the scanner data and gridded @ 2.5 meters

resolution. Two images of the photointerpreted data were generated:

(i) a bit image with "l's" in pixels containing a boundary and

(2) an image where each grid cell (pixel) containe_ a number

corresponding to the dominant land use type (i.e., land or water)

in that cell. The first image was used to determine the number of

boundary pixels at each resolution level. The second image was

compared pixel by pixel witi_ the classified images to determine

overall classification accuracies. This image was also combined with

the boundary image to determine pure (non-boundary) pixel classification
accuracies.

For the one test site completed, scene noise was relatively low. For

the water training class, no change in variance was apparent with

changing resolution (Fig. 8D-I). The salt marsh training class sho_ed

a moderate decrease in variance with resolution degradation. As

expected, in this case with low scene noise and relatively distinct

spectral signatures of the two classes, classification accuracies of

pure pixels were high at all spatial resolutions, increasing only

slightly at 90 meters (Figure RD-3}. Boundary pixels were important

in this area (Figure 8D-2). As a result, boundary effects dominated,

resulting in improved overall classification accuracies with improved

spatial resolution (Figure ND-3).

In the theoretical study, the major accomplishments have been the

development of a sophisticated gridding algorithm and the digitizing:

of two _:etland cover type data sets. This gridding algorithm takes

a digitized cover map and calculates the area of intersection of each

grid cell with the land cover polygons, essentially simulating a

scanner's operation. It generates frequency histograms of percentage

area of intersection of grid cells and target types. This can be done

8-15
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for different sizes and shapes of cells and thus enables evaluation

of the boundary pixel problem, e.g., one can examine the number

of pure pixels, 90% pure pixles, etc. at many resolution levels.

Two data sets, covering wetland areas (one inland, one coastal)

have been digitized and edited and are ready to be run through

the gridding algorithm.

SIGNIFICANCE

This study is currently in the data analysis stage with only preliminary

results available. The empirical results for the one test site

completed indicate that continued improvement in digital classification

accuracy is possible with increasing resolution (to 5m). Although

intuitively plausible, similar results have rarely been shown to

occur with actual data. A significant achievement of this effort is

that two procedures have been developed and tested for evaluating

classification accuracy with varying spatial resolution, laying the

foundation for continued research.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

Work is continuing on both aspects of this study. A minimum of

two data sets which are more complex than the initial wetland site

will be evaluated under the empirical approach. Under the theoretical

study, the already digitized wetland data will be analyzed with the

existing algorithm. For both studies, the targets evaluated will be

shifted more towards the forestry discipline. In particular, gypsy

moth and spruce budworm damage will be examined with the theoretical

approach, pending the availability of suitable data. In addition,

refinements of the gridding algorithm may be instituted to allow

evaluation of the scene noise problem.

REFERENCES

Sadowski, F. and J. Sarno. 1976. "Forest Classification Accuracy

as Influenced by Multispect[al Scanner Spatial Resolution".

Environmental Research Institute of Michigan, Report I09600-71-F,

130 p.

P[_BLICATIONS

Townshend, J.R.G. 1980. "The Spatial Resolution Power of Earth
Resources Satellites: A Review". NASA/GSFC TM-99.020 (A preorint

of an article to appear in Physical Geography).
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THE CENSUS BUREAU/NASA URBANIZED AREA APPLICATION PILOT TEST

by

D. L. Toll

OBJECTIVES

The overall objective of this Applications Pilot Test (APT) is to

develop and evaluate remote sensing techniques to delineate and

periodically update urbanized area boundaries in the United States.

The primary objective is to develop procedures using Landsat MSS data

for accurately detecting changes from non-urban to urban land cover.

Other objectives inc]ude: (I) assessment of the cost-effectiveness,

accuracy, timeliness and increased capability of using Landsat

technology operationally, (2) training of Census Bureau personnel,

and (3) evaluation of sensor payloads in addition to Landsat MSS,

including the proposed Space Shuttle Payload, Landsat Thematic Mapper

simulator data and Seasat Synthetic Aperture Radar data.

BACKGROUND

The Census Bureau/NASA Urbanized Area Application Pilot _est

is concluding its fourth and last year of a program to develop

procedures utilizing satellite data for the Urbanized Area Poundary

Program at the Census Bureau. The specific approach utilized in the

APT has been to evaluate the use of satellite data to replace or enhance

the use of aerial photography and ground site visits for the preliminary

delineation of urbanized areas occurring within the approximately

300 Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas. Initial work in the APT

successfully demonstrated the utility of digitally processed Landsat

enhancements and classifications in the delineation of urbanized areas.

In another approach, multitemporal I,andsat imagery were used to detect

changes in urban expansion. As a result of an evaluation by Census

Bureau geographers, they recommended that change detection procedures

be the primary ar_a for further aevelopment. Hence, the emphasis for

the last year has been to develop cost-effective and accurate procedures

to detect non-urban to urban land cover change. Due to budget cutbacks,

however, these procedures will not be evaluated for Census Bureau

applications in Fiscal Year 1981.

RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Of the various change detection procedures evaluated using Landsat MSS

data, an "image differencing" approach provide4 the hi_hest accuracies

for detecting urban expansion (see Table 99-I_. _gis a<r)roac_ utilizes

two Landsat scenes, where radiance values from one date are subtracted

from the correspondin_ location of the second date. Typically, Landsat

MSS band 5 (.60-.70 _.m), the vegetative cover aiscrimination band,

provided the overa]l highest accuracies. An evaluation of various

preprocessing methods to improve accuracies for an image differencing
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change detection analysis indicated that overall accuracies were
generally reduced. These methods included a principal component
transformation, low and hiqh pass filter, and data normalization
procedures. An analysis of the optimum time of year to conduct
change detection has indicated that the entire vegetative season
is adequate for change detection analysis. Wide temporal differences
between Landsat scenes used in change detection (i.e., non-anniversary
dates), however, also resulted in changes occurring from differences
in solar elevations and phenolo95, as well as to land cover changes.

Because Landsat MSS data was the only digital remote sensing data

routinely available for urbanzied area evaluation, nearly all of the

analysis procedures were completed using Landsat MSS data. However,

because of the potential of other remote sensing systems to meet

Census Bureau geographer goals, other system payload were examined.

This included: (i) the Landsat-D payload, (2) the Space Shuttle

payload, and (3) the Seasat Synthetic Aperature Radar. Preliminary

analyses have indicated that all of these sensor systems provide

capabilities for use in urban area delineation.

SIGNIFICANCE

By effectively developing and evaluating procedures to delineate

urbanized areas, it is possible to upgrade procedures in thp urbanized

area boundary program at the Census Bureau. This "_'ork is also

advancing the state of the art in change detection methodology.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

Because of budget cut-backs there will not be a cost-benefit analysis

or a tzansfer of technology during FYSI. Emphasi_ will be placed on

the analysis and documentation of change detection work completed

during FY80.

REFERENCES
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Richmond

MSS band 4 differencing

MSS band 5 differencing

MSS band 6 differencing

MSS band 7 differencing

MSS band 5 low

passed differencing

MSS band 5 high

passed differencinq

principal component
transformation prior

to differencing (first

component)

principal component

transformation prior

to differencing (second

component)

post-classification

comparison

Denver

MSS band 4 differencing

MSS band 5 differencing

MSS band 6 differencing

MSS band 7 differencing

principal component
transformation prior to

differencing (first

component)

principal component

transformation prior

to differencing (second

component)

post-classification

comparison

Overall Change
Detection

Accuracy (%)

Non-Urban to Urban

Change Detection

Accuracy

(1-Omission Error)

(%)

Commission

Error (%)

91 54 6

89 76 9

85 61 13

81 33 14

88 69 9

86 68 12

87 50 9

87 55 9

87 69 10

79 63 14

85 61 6

83 61 i0

71 70 28

78 56 16

79 48 Ii

69 61 23

Table 9E-I. Summary of change detection accuracies/errors
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F. CLASSIFICATION OF HIGH RESOLUTION REMOTELY SENSED DATA

VIA COMPONENT FREQUENCY ANALYSIS

by

S. W. Wharton

OBJECTIVES

The objective of this study was to: (i) demonstrate the need for

classification procedures designed to process high spatial resolution

remotely sensed dat_; and (2) develop an alternative classification

method to classify informational classes such as industrial, commercial,

or residential, based on the relative distribution of image components

such as roofs, pavement, trees, lawn, etc. surrounding each picture

element (pixel) .

BACKGROUND

The spatial resolution of remotely sensed data determines the number

and type of informational classes which can be identified using

computer assisted classification methods. For example, Landsat data

gathered over an urban residential area at 80 m resolution could

allow broad information classes (i.e., land) such as industrial,

commercial, residential, etc. to be ext,-acted by direct analysis.

However, imac_ery gathered by an aircraft sensor at a 7 m resolution

would contain data representing separate individual cover types,

including roofs, paved surfaces, lawns, trees, etc. These

constituent subclasses make up the 80 m informational classes.

Classification procedures which have been primarily designed to

r_rocess Landsat or similar resolution data, tacitly assume that

all of the informational target classes can be mapped by a simple,

direct analysis. These procedures may not be effective in classifying

land use with hi¢!h resolution data.

An alternative c!assificatior_ method was developed for high spatial

resolution cTata us[n_ color infrared aerial photoc!raphy and Linear

Arra _ Pu_hbroom Radiometer (I,APR) (7,2 m resolution) data collected

over Laud-el. M_ryland in June ]979. mhe study area is characteristic

of communities un{iergoincT _esi:!e_tial expansion and industrial

develo[_ment in the Ba]t[more-9,'ashington metropolitan area and contains

!t n_::d>er of land cover types amenable to this type of analysis.

RECENT ,_,. . ..l; I...............

I.:sinc: _'is<:ll analysis of th< aerial photoqraphy, the stu<_,y area

wa_; se<;mer_te. _. in_.:o four broad _roups ret_resentinr_ various aggregates

o,_ ,:'aLe_::ory :>,ibtfpes, namely, low density sinqle unit c!wellinq

"resi_v_,ntial (Ty[_e I), high density single _mit dwellinq residential

(Typ_ l]): multi_',nit dwellinc_ apartment complex (Type I!I) ; and

irld_:stria!/commercial (Type IV). The major distinguishable cover

subtypes ,cere roofs tR), paved areas (P), _rees (T) , and lawn or



field (L). Other less heterogeneous categories such as forests,
brushland and open fields could not be divided into cover subtypes.
An estimate (Table 8F-l) was made of the areal proportion of the category
subtypes within each broad category by repetitively counting the
number of dots within each subtype on a grid covering the aerial
photography.

Based upon these results, it was concluded that conventional classifiers

could not classify land use with high resolution imagery. Three

classification methods including a parallelepiped classifier on

the GE Image-100, an ESOCLS cluster analysis program on the HP3000

IDIMS image analysis system, and a supervised training approach

using the IDIMS maximum likelihood classifier were applied

to the LAPR imagery. These classifiers were unable to distinguish

the four brcad categories; rauher they categorized the image into
subcover types.

An alternative approach to classify land use was developed which

consisted of two stages, namely: (i) derivation of sub-category

signatures by grouping data with similar spectral responses (cluster

analysis) and production of a classification map; and (2) identification

of informational categories by analysis of the relative distribution of

sub-categories within the classified image. E::isting cluster analysis

procedures were used for the first stage. Research emphasis was placed

upon the development of methods to analyze spatial distributions.

A series of six programs was developed, using the Pennsylvania State

University computer system. The category distribution (CDIST) program

computes the relative distribution of categories within selected

neighborhoods (windows) around each pixel. The remaining programs

are used to cluster the data output from CDIST and to produce a
classification map of the clustered data.

The programs were tested using randomly generated synthetic data

which were developed to simulate the four broad categories found in

the Laurel imagery. The data were then processed using various window

sizes, noting the accuracy in discriminating between the four blocks

in each case (Table 8F-I). A window is the area centered about each

pixel from which the frequency distribution is computed. It is

obvious that the s_,aller sized windows (5 by 5 or less) do not

contain enough pixels to reliably sample the sub-category distributions.

As expected, the accuracy increases with increased win_ow size since

the frequency distributions are estimated from a larger number of

samF[es. These results demonstrate that the component frequency

anal}'sis is a useful methodology for classifyina high resolution data.

SIGNIFICANCE

Existing classification procedures are not effective in extracting

informational categories from high resolution _lata such as 7.2 m

resolution Linear Array Pushbroom Radiometer data. An alternative

approach is needed to fully utilize high resolution data from the
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30 m resolution Thematic Mapper and from multilinear array sensors
which are currently under development, mhis research will
facilitate the aczeptance and utilization of high resolution data
in the user communzty by demonstrating that conventional informational
classes (such as land use) can be extracted from the data.

FUTUREEMPHASIS

Further work is needed to test the new procedure's accuracy in
processing real data, and to determine optimal program parameters
for its use. Land use maps derived from low (80 m) and high (7 m)
resolution will be compared for accuracy and mappinq detail. The
7 m data will be degraded to simulate various lower resolutions to
determine the resolution at which land use classes are divided into
image components.
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Table 8F-I. Percentage of category subtypes listed by category.

(P = pavement, R = residential, L = lawns, T = trees)

Land Use Categ.ory

Multi-unit dwelling

Sinqle unit dwellinq (low density)

Sinqle unit dwelling (hiqh density)

Indus t ri al/Comme rci al

P R L T

36 27 19 18

19 19 33 30

22 28 17 33

53 41 6 0

Table 8F-2. Classification accuracies from test <_,ata for

various sized windows.

Window Size (pixel)

Accuracy (%)

3x3 5.'<_ "x7 Ox_ llxll ]5::15 2%::').5 _,_.-.:_% 4ox.19

47 77 85 90 9 ] q4 94 _4 q-



Chapter 9

REMOTE SENSING OF VEGETATION AND SOILS

edited by

C. J. Tucker

OVERVIEW

Remote sensing studies of vegetation and soils in the optical and

thermal regions of the spectrum are directed in the Earth Resources

Branch toward the objective of using these methods to monitor

natural resources and terrestrial vegetation in particular. The

importance of these research activities lies in the ability to use

remote sensing techniques to assess vegetation condition, vegetation

type, crop yield, total dry matter accumulation, episodes of plant

stress, and related inferences. With the growing pressures on the

terrestrial biosphere which have resulted from population and

development pressures, various orbital remote sensing techniques

offer a unique synotpic perspective for the inventory and assessment

of the terrestrial plant biomass or phytomass. However, in order

to utilize remotely sensed data from earth resources satellites,

controlled ground-based studies are necessary to understand the

many variables which influence and/or control the interaction of

electromagnetic enerqy with terrestrial vegetation. This understanding

maximizes our remotely sensed information and leads to the optimization

of future satellite sensor systems.

The various studies presented in this section cover research which

is grouped into four major sections: studies on agronomic variables

and spectral response; bidirectional reflectance/radiance studies;

topographic effect studies; and the development of new instrumentation

necessary for ground-based remote sensing studies. Studies such

as those described herein contribute to a greater understanding of

spectral data collected by earth resources satellites from vegetated

targets. The importance of this understanding for inventory and

assessment of the environment needs no emphasis when one considers

the unique and fragile nature of the terrestrial phytomass and the

dependence of this planet's human population upon it for food,

fiber, and a climate which can support life as we know it.
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A. TEMPORAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN SPECTRAL RESPONSE

AND AGRONOMIC VARIABLES OF A CORN CANOPY

by

D.S. Kimes, B.L. Markham, C.J. Tucker and J.E. McMurtrey III

OBJECTIVES

The objective of this study was to document relationships between

agronomic variables of a corn canopy and the spectral response

of the canopy in thematic mapper bands TM3 (0.63-0.69 um), TM4

(0.76-0.90 _m), and TM5 (1.55-1.75 _m).

BACKGROUND

A field (approx. 0.9 ha) of well-drained Elkton silt loam soil located

on the USDA Beltsville Agricultural Research Center was selected for

this study. Corn (Zea ma_ L.) was planted on May 12, 1979. A total

of 43 randomly selected plots were measured during the growing season

from June 15 through October _, 1979 at approximately six day

intervals. Table 1 presents the dates and the number of samples for

each date along with the corresponding plotting symbols used in the

figure of this paper.

The spectral radiances from these plots l.gm in diameter were

measured using a three band radiometer elevated 3. 7rn above the

ground. _he three s;>ectral bands used corresponded to NASA's

Landsat-D thematic manner bands TM3 (0.63-0.69 ,m) , TM4 (0.76-0.90 _m) ,

and TH5 (I. 55-1.7_ :m). Each plot was destructively sampled and

the followinq agrono_,,ic variables were measured: wet and dry total

biomass, plant height, fraction of ground cover by _lants, wet and

dry green leaf biomass, green leaf area index, fraction of leaf

chlorosis, and total plant water content. Ratio combinations of

the spectral data were correlated with the agronomic data.

RECF.NT ACCOMPLISh, ,ENT,

Significant relationships were found between ratio combinations of the

radiance <_.ata an_ _,the wet and dry total biomass, plant height,

fraction of ground covered by plants, wet and dry green leaf biomass,

qreen leaf area index, fraction of leaf chlorosis, and total _]ant

water content. Fiqure 9A-I an _ Table n,A-I show excellent re_at_onshir_s

between the normalized difference of T_, bands 3 and 4 I_ID34 = (TH4-

T._I3},/(T._4+TM3) ] and the qreen leaf area index. Some of these

relationships were found to be redundant since several of the agronomic

variables were highl'f correlate_ _, to one another by physiological

and anatomical principles. For example, the linear correlation

coefficient between the green leaf area index and green leaf biomass

was 0.99. In additlon, the TM5 band did not provide any marked
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improvement in the relationships to the agronomic variables.

The conclusions of the StL'dy were as follows.

I. Under conditions of no plant water stress, band TM3 and
TM5 (1.55-1.75 um) were highly correlated with a correlation
coefficient (r) of 0.97, thus making these 2 ban_s redundant, for
these conditions.

2. The green leaf area or green leaf biomass were found

to be the most highly correlated agronomic variables with the

spectral data. Estimated canopy cover was found to be substantially

less correlated with the spectral data than were the green LAI

or green leaf biomass.

3. Green leaf biomass determinations were highl_f correlated

to the green leaf area index. Green leaf biomass measurements are

suggested for future studies of corn canopies to reduce the laboratory

measurement time while providing quantitative data highly correlated

with corn canopy spectral response. Similar relationships were found

between total leaf biomass and total LAI as well as chlorotic leaf

biomass and chlorotic LAI.

4. Significant relationships were found between the spectral

data and associated ratio combinations and many of the agronomic

variables sampled. In addition, many of the agronomic variables

were highly interrelated because of their relationship(s) to crop

growth and development.

SIGNIFICANCE

Nondestructive remote sensing techniques can be applied to corn

canopies to estimate agronomic variables highly related to corn

canopy physiological status. These same inferences may be extended

to large areas by Landsat-D's thematic mapper when this earth resources

mission is launched in early 1982.

FUTURZ EMPHASIS

This project has been completed and n_anuscript has been submitted

for publication.

Kimes, D..q., _.I,. Markham, C.J. Tucker, J.E. McMurtrey III. 19Q0.

"Temporal Relationships Between Spectral Response an_ Agronomic

Variables of a Corn Canopy". Remote Sensing of Environment (submitted).



Table 92-].

Date

Nu._ber of plots measured

symbol used in Figure i.

measured.

Number of Plotting

Plots Measured Symbol

on each date with corresponding

A total of 43 plots were

Date

Number of Plotting

Plots Measured Symbol

06/15/79 4 A

06/22/79 4 B

06/27/79 3 C

07/03/79 3 D

07/06/79 3 E

07/IS/79 2 F

(_7/19/79 2 G

07/123/79 3 H

07/27/79 2 I

07/31/79 2 J

08/06/79 2 K

08/13/79 2 L

08/20/79 1 M

08/30/79 2 \]

09/04/79 2 0

09/11/79 2 0

09/iq/79 2 R

10/0.%/79 _ S
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B. SPECTRAL STUDY OF WHEAT COMPONENTS

by

J.B. Schutt

OBJECTIVES

This ongoing investigation was undertaken to identify differences in

the spectral responses of the structural elements of wheat, which

could have a bearing on yield estimation.

BACKGROUND

The observation that the absorption regions of chlorophyll a

(437,676 nm) and b (468,651 nm) broaden and increasingly overlap
as leaves mature is well known. _ates et al. (1965) seem to have been

the first group to document this effect usina a laboratory reflectance

spectrometer. Their results were reporte_ for oak (dicot) leaves.

Collins (1978) has reported the effect as a "red shift" (745-785 rim) in

wheat (monocot) leaves using an aircraft mounted spectrometer. We have

observed the effect in cotton (dicot) ]eaves taken from the same

plant; the effect could not be identified from between plant

comparisons due to interplant variability. In the case of wheat,

the development of chlorophyll absorption can only be an indirect

indicator of yield because leaf matucation is completed orior to

heading. After the head emerges, the leaves on the plant commence

to senesce. It is the relationship between the spectra of these

components during emergence and ripening which we are investigating

on a continuing basis.

RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Spectral measurements were taken in the laboratory from 0.36 to 2.5 um

on heads and flag leaves of field grown wheat plants. _he results

are summarized in Figure 9B-I. Spectral areas are qiven for a mature

and senesced flag leaf and for a nearly empty and fully ripened seed

containing head. The spectral differences from 0._ to 1.2 um

between both the leaf and the hedd for each state are striking. AS

the flag leaf senesced, its spectral structure disappeared while

its reflectance increased. During the same time periods, the head

gained in reflectance as it mature( _, but contrary to leaf behavior,

a spectral structure developed as the carbohydrate level increased.

Both the senescing leaf and the ripeninq head produce a reverse

"red shift" or a shift in the long wavelength chlorophyll absorptioD

toward the blue.

SIGNIFICANCE

These results demonstrate that leaf and hea_ spectra from 0.R to 1.2 _Jm

are distinct, and provide a basis for their partial separation using

off nadir viewing.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

Recently a greenhouse plantinq of wheat has been undertaken to

provide an additional check on these results, to i_entify for the

"red shift", and to shed some light on the effect of fertility on the



.

i'

spectra of heads during ripeninq. Pendinq verification of these

results, the study will be pursued in the field during the upcoming

growing season.

REFERENCES

Gates, D.M., Keegan, J.H., Schleter, J.C., and Weidener, V.R.,

"Spectral Properties of Plant", Appl. oDtics, 11-20 (1965).

Collins, W., "Identification of Crop Type an@ Maturity" Photoqram.

Engr. and Remote Sens. 44 (I) : 43-55 (lqT_).
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C. REMOTE SENSING OF TOTAL DRY MATTER ACCUMULATION IN WINTER WHEAT

by

C.J. Tucker, B.N. Molben, J.H. Elgin, and J._. Mc_urtrey

OBJECTIVES

To investigate the prediction of total dry matter accumulation by

integrating frequently collected spectral data from winter wheat.

Discuss possible extrapolations to the carbon dioxide question data

requirements.

BACKGROUND

The global carbon dioxide (CO 2) cycle has been the subject of much

recent interest and continues to be the subject of serious international

concern. Remote sensing, with its unique synoptic perspective,

has been mentioned as a possible means of monitoring the terrestrial

vegetation biomass or phytomass. The role of the phytomass in

the global CO 2 cycle is extremely important and involves the amount of

carbon stored in various plant communities of the world, with special

emphasis on forested areas an0, in particular, tropical forests.

Remote sensing techniques might be employed in attempts to satisfy

three interrelated requirements for information about the terrestrial

phytomass: the distribution of the various plant communities; char:aes

in the distribution of the plan communities with time and, particularly,

deforestation; and the net primary productivity of the various plant

communities, includlng regrowth following deforestation. Remote sensing

unfortunately cannot be used for direct measurement of the carbon

stored as above-ground ohytomass.

We report herein on a technique that can be use4 to assess net primary

productivity or total dry-matter accumulation from frequently collecte_.

red and photographic-infrared spectral data for winter wheat canopies.

The same technique is thought to be extendable to terrestrial vegetation

in general.

Our experiment was conducted in a 1.2-ha soft red winter wheat

(Triticum aestivum L.) field at the _eltsville Aoricultural _esearch

Center, Beltsville, Maryland.

Twenty 2- x 3-m plots in the wheat field were selected durinq the

winter dormant period. Four pairs of reM and photoqraphic-infrared

spectral measurements were taken per plot with a han_-hel_ diqital

radiometer. Data were collected on 21 dates between March 21, ]97S

(Julian date _0), and June 23, 197_ (Julian 0.ate 174), at intervals

ranging from 1 to 9 days.

The red (0.65 - 0.70 '_m) an_ Vhoto_ra[_hic-infrare9 (q.77_-N.R_5 _m)

spectral-ra_iance data were use<_ to form the IR/red ratio and the
normalizeM _ifference (N_), where:

ND = ([R-reM)/TR+red) (i)

The four pairs of spectral measurements per plot were averaged to

account for the spatial variability present in each plot. All spectral



data were collected under sunny skies within plus or minus
90 minutes of local solar noon, and measured normal to the groun@
surface.

Throughout the growing season average plant height, estimated
percentage of cover, and phenological development were recor_e_
for the field area . The crop reached harvest maturity in late
June 1978. On June 28, 1978 (Julian date 179), a 0.9- x 3.0-m swath
was cut from the center of each plot with a small sickle-bar mower.
Total biomass and grian yield were recorded. The entire above-
ground biomass was oven dried at 60°C for 72 hours and weighed;
the resulting total dry-matter accumulation was expressed in g/m_.

RECENTACCOMPLIS}_ENTS

Red and photographic-infrared spectral _ata collected on .9..1dates

over the growing season with a hand-held radiometer were quantitatively

correlated with total dry-matter accumulation in winter wheat. The

spectral data were found to be highly related to vigor and condition

of the plant canopy. Two periods of drought stress and subsequent

recovery from it were readily apparent in the spectral data. Simple

ratios of the spectral radiance data compensated for variations in solar

intensities and, when integrated over the growing season, explained

79% of the variation in total above ground accumulation of dry matter.

A satellite system is proposed to provide large-area assessment of

total dry accumulation or net primary production fro_._ terrestrial

vegetation.

SIGNIFICANCE

I. Red and photographic infrared spectral data were foun._ to

be highly related to canopy vigor of winter wheat and its response

to rainfall after mild drought.

2. The IR/red radiance ratio and the normalized difference

integrated over spectral sampling dates were found to be strongly

related to above-ground total accumulation of dry matter in winter
wheat.

3. A coarse spatial resolution satellite system is proposed

to allow large-area assessment of net primary production or total

dry matter accumulation. This information would have immediate

use in adaressing some of the questions associated with the role of

the terrestrial phytomass in the carbon dioxide cycle. In addition,

this information would provide large-area primary production _ata for

monitoring desertification, drought, deforestation, aci_ rain, an_

many other occurrences which adversely affect plant growth and

development.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

The technique @escribed herein is being aDplied to different plant

communities. This will Metermine the extent to which this technique

is applicable.

REFERENCES

Tucker, C.J., B.N. Holben, J.H. Elgin and J._. McMurtrey. 1981 "Remote

Sensing of Total Dry Matter Accumulation in Winter Wheat". Remote

Sensing of Environment (in press).
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D. REMOTE SENSING OF TEMPERATURE PROFILES IN VEGETATION

CANOPIES USING MULTIPLE VIEW ANGLES AND INVERSION

TECHNIQUES

by

D. S. Kimes

OBJECTIVES

The objective of this study was to demonstrate and evaluate a

mathematical inversion technique based on physical principles which

utilizes a series of sensor view angles and a priori information

of vegetative geometric structure to predict temperature profiles
of vegetatinn canopies.

BACKGROUND

There has been great interest in utilizing remote sensing in the

thermal infrared region (3-20 _m) to gain additional information

concerning the status of land resources. In the vast majority of

remote sensing applications, vegetation canopies are encountered.

Often the vegetation itself is the target of interest as is the

case in agriculture, forestry, and range applications; however,

in many applications such as agronomy, geology, and hydrology the

substrate underlying the vegetation (e.g., soil, rock, snow, etc.)

is of interest. A mixture of vegetation and substrate components

within the field of view of a sensor often complicates accurate

scene interpretation. Wide variability in mixture of natural scenes

occurs, causing wide variability in spectral response (both reflective

and emitted regions) and difficulty in making accurate inferences.

Furthermore, strong vertical temperature profiles occur within

vegetation that affect sensor response and prevent accurate

inferences of [lant water status, disease conditions, etc. A remote

sensing technique is needed which uniquely separates composite

sensor response(s) into a unique temperature profile (vertical

profile of vegetation temperatures and substrate temperature).

In tbis study a technique was proposed that utilized a physically

based deterministic model to relate the vertical temperature profile

and the geometric structure of the vegetation to the directional,

thermal infrared sensor response. Using a series of off-nadir sensor

view an_]les an<! a priori information of vegetation geometry as input

variables, the model was m lthematically inverted to solve uniquely

for the vertical temperature profile. The technique was evaluated

on data from several wheat canopies at different stages of development.

RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Kimes (1980a) presented a ,leterministic equation based on physical

principles which expressed the directional sensor response as a

function of vegetation geometry and the temperature profile of

horizontal layers of vegetation. In this study the equation was

expressed as a system of linear equations as follows:



At - s + c (I)

rt(xl)4_

4

tCx2)

(Xn)4

(:)
n

Where s(0i,_ i) is the effective radiant temperature (ERT; also referred

to as apparent temperature) in degrees Kelvin of an m-layered canopy

system (layer 1 to m proceeds from the top of the canopy to the

substrate) as measured by a sensor viewing the canopy at zenith and

azimuth angles t_i and _i respectively, t(xj) is the mean ERT in

degrees Kelvin of the components in the canopy layer with vertical

position xj, and / is the error vector. The components of the A matrix

(aij) characterize the vegetation geometry and are the relative

proportions of surface elements in layer xj that present themselves

to direct view to a sensor with view angle _i,¢i. Calculations of

this matrix were re[_orted by Kimes et al. (1980).

Field studies were conducted at Phoenix, Arizona, on irrigated wheat

field. Measurements of the S(_,,_), T(x) and aij values for eight
canopies of various geometric structure for thirty-three measurement

periods were made (Kimes, 1980b). This data set served as validation

data for testinq various inversion techniques. Several cases were solve_

including cases of an exact 2 x 2 system (n sensor view an,11es and

m canopy layers), an exact 4 x 4 system, and also overdetermined

systems of these exact systems. Sensitivity analyses of these systems

were performed.

The results showed that the four layered systems were extremely

sensitive; a lOC chanqe in nadir sensor ERT can drastically

change the predicted canopy layer ERT (20oc or more). These ill

conditioned systems are not appropriate for the accuracies of

measurements experienced in most remote sensing applications.

floweret, by employing a two layered system (vegetation and soil)

and two or more sensor view angles, the mean vegetation and soil

temperatures can be inferred, relative]y accurately. For example,

the root-mean-square prediction accuracy of veqetation temperatures of

the data set was 1.8oc for a system using 0°/40 ° zenith view anqles.

Using this system the prediction of vegetation temDe_ature is a 2.4

and 2.2 times more accurate than the measurement of a sinqle sensor

measurement at 0 ° and 40 ° zenith view angles, respectively. From

sensitivity analyses it was found that one can expect relativels" accurate

inferences of veqetation temperatures for canopies havinq intermediate

and dense vegetation densities, an_ relatively poor inference of

ve_]etation tem_eratures for s_arse canonries. The converse is true

for inferrin_l substrate temperatures.

.qI_;N IF [CANCF

These findings have significant implications for remote sensing

research and applications in agriculture, hydrology, geology, forestry,
J
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and other earth resources disciplines where the scene of interest

is the vegetation canopy or the underlying substrate rather than the

composite scene. For specific vegetation geometries this technique may

provide a means for uniquely separating mean vegetation and

substrate temperatures when a priori knowledge of vegetation geometry

and two or more sensor view angle measurements can be obtained.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

This study has been accepted for publication. Future work will

involve preprocessing of the data, including smoothing and physical

constraints based on known thermal properties of canopies, to

improve the prediction accuracies.

PUBLICATIONS AND REFERENCES

D.S. Kimes, 1980a. "Effects of Vegetation Canopy Structure on

Remotely Sensed Canopy Temperatures," Remote Sensing of Environment

(in press).

D.S. Kimes, 1980. "Remote Sensing of Temperature Profiles in

Vegetation Canopie_ using Multiple View Angles and Inversion

Techniques". IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing

(in press).

D.S. Kimes, S.D. Idso, P.J. Pinter, Jr., R.D. Jackson, and R.J. Reginato,

1980. "Complexities of Nadir-Looking Radiometric Temperature

Measurements of Plant Canopies". Applied Optics 19(13): 2162-2168.
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E. ANGULAR CONSIDERATIONS IN OPF-NADIR VIEWING OF

SOIL AND V_GETATION

by

C.J. Tucker and B.N. Holben

OBJECTIVES

The objective of this study was to measure the bidirectional

reflectance/radiance distribution function of soil and vegetation.

This was accomplished by a series of rapid field measurements where

56 hemispherical radiance measurements were ma_e from the same

area in two spectral bands. Data in support uf this objective were

collected at eight azimuthal positions and for seven sensor view

angles per azimuthal position.

BACKGROUND

The reflectance of a surface is a very complex assemblage of

specular and diffuse radiant fluxes eminating from a surface

relative to the direct and diffuse radiant flux impinging upon

that surface. For many remote sensing investigators, the reflectance

has been assumed constant for a given cover type primarily because

geometric conditions of observation have been relatively constant

(i.e., a nadir viewing sensor, standard time of observation, and a

horizontal target). More portable and flexible field equipment

and future off-nadir looking satellites (proposed NASA satellites

an_ French _POT satellites) present the opportunity to investigate

spectral reflectances from variable liqht source-target-sensor

geometries.

Remote sensing involves the acquisition of electromagnetic

radiation eminating from a target surface and impinging upon a

sensor surface. In order to relate the sensor information to

specific propeoties of the surface, a detailed accounting of the
radiation transfer must be taken. For the visible and reflective

infrared portions of teh electromagnetic spectrum, this is

accomplished by describing the reflected radiant flux from a surface

relative to the incident radiant flux.

Several 6-m x 6-m experimental plots were selected for detailed

experimental study at the Beltsville _qricultural Research Center,

Beltsville, Maryland. One plot of bare soil an,_ one plot of

uniformly distributed nut sedge (semi nute) were selected. Nut

sedge is a commonly occurring grass-like weed. The bare soil plot

was kept clear of all veqetation by applications of herbicide.

- 0-u .8 5 um
Red (0.65 0.70 _m) and photographic infrared (0.775 0 _

sp_ctra_ dat_ were c_llected at zenithview angles of , I0 , 20 ,
30 , 40 , 50_ and 60 from eight compass positions (N, NE, V. SV,

S, SW, W, and NW) using a two-channel hanrl-he]d radiometer. _he

hand-held portion of the radiometer was mounted on a camera tripod

to which a protractor was attached for angular determinations. Plot

areas of homoqenous composition were carefully selected as the field

of view gradually increased with increasing sensor view angle. A
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complete set of 7 sensor view angles measured at 8 compass positions

was measured in 15 to 30 minutes total elapsed time, reducing

variations caused by the apparent movement of the sun. garium
sulfate reference measurements were made before and after each

series of spectral measurements. These data were collected on

5/39/78 for the bare soil plot ana 6/29/78 for the 20% ground

cover nut sedge plot. Solar elevations and_solar azimuths (measured

clockwise from north) fo_ the plo_s were 50 Q and 257 ° respectively
for the bare soil and 74 and 187- for the nut sedge.

The zenith view angles measured for each compass position form a

plan perpendicular to the ground (see Figure 9E-I). The azimuth of

each plane, called a view azimuth, was calculated clockwise
with respect to the solar azimuth, hence a view azimuth of 90 ° 270 °

are perpendicular to the principal plane of the sun and a view azimuth
of 180 ° is parallel to the principal planewith the sensor looking

toward the solar azimuth.

The spectral data presented in this report will be the measured spectral

radiances, the it/red radiance ratio, and the normalized difference (ND)

of (ir-red)/(ir+red). The radiances were uncalibrated instrument

readings which were directly convertable into spectral reflectances

by simply dividing them by the measured BaSO 4 value.

RECENT ACCOMPLISH_E_TS

Ground collected red and photographic infrareO spectral radiances

were measured from the _ight p_incipal compass positions at zenith
view angles of 0_ to 60_ in I0- increments. Data were collecte@

from a plot of bare soil and a vegetated plot. Significant

relationships to phase anqle, zenith view angle, and view azimuth of

the sensor were found for both red and photographic infrared spectra]

radiances for bare soil and for the red rae_iance, Jr/red radiance

ratio, and normalized difference for the vegetated plot. The sensor

response to the bare soil plot was found to be essentially equal

when viewed within the plane perpendicular to both the principal

plane of the sun and the ground. This suggested a possible "atmospheric

correction" target for off-nadir viewing satellites. In addition,

phase angle may be an important model _nput for relating off-nadir

spectral data to nadir spectral data calibrated to green leaf area

index.

SIGNIFICANCE

I. Spectral data collected form bare soil with the sensor's

view situtated perpendicular to both the principal plane of the sun

and the ground were found to be constant with zenith view angle. _his

equal spectral response could have utility for atmospheric corrections

using off-nadir looking satellites. The relationship of phase amqle

to the red and photographic infrared spectral response from bare

soil explained the zenith view angle and view azimuth effects.

2. Backscattering was enhanced by large zenith view angles in

both bands for the bare soil. Red spectral response decreased with

increasing zenith view angle for the vegetated plot as a result of

projected leaf area index of the erectrophile se_ge canopy geometry

and showed little variation with zenith view angle in the photographic

infrared band.
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3. Phase angle was inversely related to spectral response

for bare soil suggesting that spectral response could be modeled

in part by a phase angle relationship.

4. Red responses to bare soil and vegetation were identical

to the photographic infrared respones to bare soil. However, a

heiarchial linear relationship of photographic infrared radiances

to the nut sedge canopy was foun_. The heiarchial relationship may

be successfully modeled in part by phase angle to normalize

uncalibrated off-nadir spectral data to a nadir calibrated standard.

5. The IR/red radiance ratio and normalized difference both

exhibited view azimuth, zenith view angle, and phase angle relationships

which corresponded to changes in projected leaf area index of the

nut sedge canopy.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

Additional field data collection efforts are anticipated as well

as mathematical modeling of these types of soil and/or vegetation

scenes.

REFERENCES

Tucker, C.J. and B.N. Holben. !981. "Angular Consideration in

Off-Nadir Viewing of Soil and Vegetation". International Journal

of Remote Sensing. 2: (in press).
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Figure 9E-I. Diagram illustrating the specular reflectance angle,

phase angle, solar zenith angle, zenith ,_iew angle,

view azimuth plane and principal plane of the sun.
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F. SIMULATED DI_ECTZON_L RADIANCES OF VEGFTAmION

VROM SAmFLLITF PLATFORMS

by

J.A. Kirchner, C.C. Schnetzler and J.A. Smith

OBJECTIVES

The purpose of the study was to examine, via simulation techniques,

the effects of off-nadir viewing, vegetation canopy geometry and

density, solar zenith angle, and atmospheric condition on the spectra]
radiance and normalized difference inAex (wD) as viewe@ from a

satellite.

BACKGROUND

mhe potential _evelopment of pointable earth observation satellite

sensors provides not only the opnortunity to improve the temporal

resolution of a scene by hooking across a_jacent swaths, but also raises

the necessity of understan_inc the ra_iometric an_ qeometric e_{ects

of viewing a given target off-nadir. The scope of this problem is quite

broad since sun/sensor aeometries, atmospheric conditions, spectral

bands, and the bidirectional reflecance properties of the surface
must all be considered. _ach of these factors influences the ra@iance

observed from a given target at a given time. [_n@er natural conditions,

it is difficult to isolate an_ observe the effects of each singly;

hence, the use of mathematical simulation models. _ucb _o_els,

effectivel_, used, can ai_ in understanding the complexities of off-

nadir viewing, eventually lea_ing to new remote sensing applications

or improvement of existin_ capabilities.

RVCE}]T ACCO_PLISUMVb]mS

Simulation data use8 in this study were taken from the _ata base

establisbea by Smith et al. (19q0) for ORI, Inc. _riebel (1976)

showed that the directional radiance of a target was _etermined

by the distribution of radiation impinging upon the target. In

the study con£ucte_ by _mith, et al. (]ge0) the atmospheric raaiative

transfer mode] develope@ by Torner (1974_ was use_ to supp]_' the

necessary incoming radiance values as well _s to _re@ict the

radiance perceived by a sensor at a given altitude, zenith angle,

and azimuth look angle with respect to the sun. Atmospheric hath

radiance was taken into account. "he mo_el was mo_ifie_ by rep]acina

the Lambertian surface nnrmal]y found in the mode] with bidirectional

reflectance factors typical of various vegetate4 surfaces, mhese

factors were @erived using the Solar _a_iation _qetation C_noDy

mode] of Sm%th and Oliver (1972). For a satellite altitude, spectra]

responses at two wavelen_Tths, 0.6P _m in the chlorophyll absorption

band of vegetation, and 0._O ._m in the near infrared, were simulated

at nine sensor zenith angles, five sensor azimuths an_ nine solar

zenith angles for seven vegetation canopies under three atmospheric

conditions. Only the data for a grass cano0_,, mo_ele@ with two

different geometries at low, medium, an _ high hiomass ]eve]s, ,_,ere

u%e@ in the ?resent study.
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The simulated radiance data were used to calculate the value of
the normalized difference index (IR-RED/IR+RED), a green biomass
indicator. Data analysis included construction of polar plots of
radiances and normalized differences accordinq to the scheme presented
in Figure 9F-I. The data were then contoured according to their
percent change from the nadir value. Plots to help visualize the

effects of various sun angles, view angles, canopy geometries and

densitites, and atmospheric conditions were grouped accordingly.

Figures 9F-2 and 3 illustrate the off-nadir variability of the spectral

radiance and normalized difference of a grass canopy under clear

atmospheric conditions for spherical and planophile canopy geometries,

re spective ly.

SIGNIFICANCE

I. Off-nadir viewing effects were found to be more pronounced

in the red spectral band than in the infrared.

2. The magnitude of off-nadir viewing effects is a function

of canopy geometrical structure.

3. The normalized difference index tends to remove some of

the variability due to off-nadir look angles that is exhibited

by individual spectral bands.

4. A "hot spot" in plots of red radiance is located such that

contours about it tend _o align with a relative azimuth of 120 ° . Thus,

viewing near this azimuth should give rise to the least variation of

data values over a range of sensor zenith angles since the fewest
contours are crossed.

5. Off-nadir variability of scene radiance and normalized

differences decreases with increasing biomass at given sun and view

angles.

6. Increasing solar zenith angles greatly increase the magnitude

of variations observed by looking off-nadir, but actually tend to

lessen _he variations seen within a sensor zenith angle range of

0 to 35- due to the movement of the hot spot out of this range.

7. Atmospheric haze wipes out useful surface information by

magnifying scattering effects.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

The project described was completed and submitted to a journal.

REFERENCES AND PUBLICATIOMS
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Sensing of Environment. 4: 257-264.
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Figure 9F-2 . Polar plots showing off-nadir variability of a) red
radiance, b) IR radiance, and c) normalized difference,

for a medium biomass, spherical grass canopy at a solar

zenith angle of 35 ° under clear atmospheric conditions.

Contour lines represent percent change from the nadir
value. Contour interval is 10%. Hatched lines indicate

some contour lines have been omitted.
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Figure 9F-3. Polar plots showing off-nadir variability of a) red
radiance, b) IR radiance, and c) normalized difference,

for a medium biomass, planophile grass canopy at a

solar zenith angle of 35 ° under clear atmospheric

conditions. Contour lines represent increments of 10%

change from the nadir value. Hatched lines indicate
some contour lines have been omitted.
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G. MODELING THE EFFECTS OF VARIOUS RADIANT TPANSFERS IN

MOUNTAINOUS TERRAIN ON SENSOR RESPONSE

by

OBJECTIVES

J.A. Kirchner and D.S. Kimes

The purpose of this study was to develop a model capable of

simulating the effects of anisotropic sources of irradiance and

bidirectional reflectance properties of the target surface on

sensor response for various slope orientations, and to use this

model to examine the errors associated with two practical

techniques for accounting for the topographic effect on sensor

response.

BACKGROUND

The analysis of remotely sensed spectral data has.potential for

providing effective management of natural resources in areas of

mountainous terrain. Recent studies have shown problems in the

interpretation of multispectral data in mountainous areas due to

topographic effects on sensor response. These effects are caused

by variations in slope orientation with respect to sources of

incident radiation (as opposed to variations in surface cover

conditions) and need to be considered before accurate classification

of multispectral data from mountainous terrain can be achieved.

The radiant transfers in such terrain are of such complexity that

an accurate understanding of the causes of sensor response variability

is Jifficult to achieve without the aid of a comprehensive, physically
based model.

RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

A model was developed which simulates the effects of variations of

direct solar radiance, anisotropic sky radiance, anisotropic

radiance of surrounding topography and bi-directional reflectance

of the target slope on the directional sensor response for various sun

and target slope orientations. The simulated topographic scene

consisting of the target slope and adjacent slopes was modeled as a set

of two or more contiguous planes. Spherical coordinate systems were

used exclusively to describe all radiant energy transfers.

_4o coordinate systems were defined, as shown in Figure 9G-I, to account

for the radiant transfers. The target plane represents the slope of

interest, and the target point represents the location of the sensor

field of view on the slope. The target point can occur at any location

on the target plane. The inclination and aspect angles of the target

plane were described by _ , and _, respectively, in the standard XYZ
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coordinate system. Inclination of the adjacent slope was described

by T (Figure9G-2). Both the XYZ and X'Y'Z' systems were discretized

into a finite number of sectors as defined by azimuth (A¢) and

inclination (48) intervals (Figure9C_3). The discretization of the

hemisphere into sectors was a convenient numerical technique for

accounting for the anisotropic distributions of radiation, both

from the sky and from adjacent terrain reflections.

The spectral radiance from the target point, L r, in any direction

(B'r, @'r ), is exactly determined by

, -.F,,r,12B(o, , , , ,
Lr (0 r' @'r -) :J o) o p i' ¢ i; o r' _ r) Li (o i' ¢'i )

sin o, cos o' dO' de'
i i i i"

where (0 B) is defined as the relation of that part of the total spectral

radiance d L r (@' ' r,_ rr,_ r) reflected in the direction @' ' which

originates from the direction of incidence 8'i,¢'i to the total spectral

irradiance L i (0'i,¢' i) sin (8' i) cos (@'i) d@'id¢' i impinging on a surface

from the direction (9'i,#'i). In the context of the model framework,

however, the outgoing radiance in the direction of each X'Y'Z' source

sector was calculated as a numerical approximation of this equation

where the integral over the hemisphere was a summation of the

individual source sectors. The directions of these radiance values

were rotated to the XYZ system for reporting of the directional sensor

response.

Simulations of the model were compared with results of two different

techniques which attempt to account for topograh_c effects for a

variety of slope-aspect orientations. The first technique was a

simple cosine correction which ignored diffuse radiation from both

the sky and adjacent slopes, while the second technique included

diffuse skylight, but still ignored flux from adjacent terrain. For

each simulation, the differences between the target radiances calculated

by the comprehensive model and the respective techniques were used to

evaluate the accuracy of each technique.

S IGN IF ICANC E

In this study the model was utilized to explore the errors associated

with two practical techniques for accounting for the topographic effect

o_ sensor response. The results showed that the topographic effect
needs to be considered in mountainous terrain before accurate inferences

from sensor data can be made. For the specific anisotropic irradiance

conditions and Lambertain scenes of this study, it was clear that

relatively significant errors can occur at all wavelengths when

accounting for the topographic effect in terrain with slopes greater

than 20 ° if only a direct solar source is considered (simple cosine

correction). This error was diminished by greater than 50% when both

direct solar and diffuse sky sources were considered. The latter

technique had a maximum 4% error in reflectance for all simulated
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scenes except for highly reflected wavelengths and extreme slopes
(30° slopes). With the recent development of methods for
integrating digital terrain aata with remote sensing @ata it
has become possible to apply such techniques.

FUTUREEMPHASIS

In future model applications the variability in sensor response
for non-Lambertian surfaces will be explored.

PUBLICATIONS

Kimes, D.S. and J.A. Kirchner, "Modeling the Effects of Various
Radiant Transfers in Mountainous Terrain on Sensor Response".
Accepted for publication by IEEE Transactions on Geoscience
and Remote Sensing.
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Figure 9G-I.

Y

Two coordinate systems used to account for radiant tranfers between

the target point and the surrounding] topography and sky. XVZ is

the standard three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system where

the zenith and North directions are re_resented by the 2 and X axes

respectively. The base of the tar<_et plane lies within the XY

plane and passes through the origin. X'Y'7' is the three

dimensional Cartesian coordinate system relative to the target

plane where Z is normal to the target plane, X' and Y' lie within

the target plane, X' is oriented toward the XY plane so that the

Euclidian distance is minimal, and the origin is arbitrary

relative to XYZ. Both coordinate systems are _iscretize_ into

sectors. The target plane inclination ( ) and aspect (_)

are shown in the XYZ coordinate system.
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HORIZCNTALSURFACE

I v=c °
"r-- C°

_RA_UAI. SLOPE
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.....: /7 U = 30°
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Fiqure 9 c,-2. Four theoretical valleys with their respective slope

inclinations (the target and ac]jacent slope inclinations

are , and ,, respectively) and relative lengths (l.n).

In all cases the valley slope was zero deorees. _he

tarc_et point of the sensor can be Dlaced anywhere along

the dashed lines.
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H. AN EXA_INATION OF SPECTRAL BAND RATIOING TO REDUCE THE

TOPOGRAPHIC EFFECT ON REMOTELY _FN_=D DA_A

by

B._]. Holben and C.O. Justice

OBJECT IVE S

The effectiveness of ratioing red and photographic infrared

spectral radiance for removing the topographic effect in remotely

sensed scenes was evaluated in a ground control experiment.

BACKGROUND

The "topographic effect" is manifested on Landsat multispectral

images by the visual appearance of terrain ruggedness and is

caused by the differential spectral radiance due to surface slope

angle and aspect variations. The topographic effect is most

pronounced in areas of rugged terrain and results in a wide range

of radiance values for each cover type. Some studies have stated

that the topographic effect can be reduced by ratioing spectral

bands and visual examination of ratioed Landsat images have

confirmed this statement.

Quantitative analysis of the topographic effect on Landsat data is

a complex task due to difficulties in ground location, variation

in surface cover, and limited slope and aspect distributions. The

authors, therefore, attempted to reduce some of the complexity by

analyzing the topographic effect using radiance data collected with

a nadir pointing hand-held radiometer from _ ]niform sand surface

inclined at various combinations of slope and aspect.

Ratioing of multispectral channels in its simplest form consists

of dividing the radiance value in one channel by the corresponding

radiance value in a second channel to reduce environmental

effects and enhance the data. The rationale behind the use of ratios

is rarely discussed in the literature though the factors causing
radiance variation are defined as:

L_ = E, (_, t)-_ (_, t).T_(_, t)+?k (_, t).

multiplicative term + additive term

where: L_ = Spectral radiance received at the sensor

E_ (_,t) = Direct spectral irradiance impinging the target
at time t

. _ (_,t) = Target reflectance at time t

T_ ('_,t) = Atmospheric transmittance at time t

;_('_,t) = Scattered radiation by the atmosphere to the sensor's

field of view at time t

*' = Angular parameters



We assumed that radiance angular interdependencies had equal
multiplicative effects for all wavelengths, hence band ratioing
of multispectral data was seen as a potentially powerful tool
for reducing these multiplicative effects on the radiance received
at the sensor. The topographic effect, as a function of surface
incidence and exitance angles of direct sunlight is embodied within
the multiplicative terms and therefore may be reduced by ratioing.
Ratioing multispectral channels was demonstrated by the following
example in which the ratio of two adjacent narrow band channels is
invariant for a given target. This example assumes all additive
factors are negligible or have been subtracted out.

Consider a simple case in which the same target is sensed under

two different sun-target-sensor geometries (A and B) with all

other factors constant. The radiances (L) and, therefore, signals

for channels i and j un0er conditions A and _ are ratioed:

L.A L.
_i_ and __i

LA L
3 3

Assuming an identical change in surface geometry occurs for each

channel, then

1 = 1

LA = kLB
] i

for all multiplicative factors k. Then the two ratios are identical:

L kLB LB
i = i = 1

] ] ]

A similar argument can be made for any other combination of

multiplicative factors.

RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Our approach for examining the effect of ratioinq on the topographic
effe _t was to minimize the environmental variables which contribute

to the additive terms and control those variables which contribute

to the multiplicative terms. This was accomplished by employing a

hand-held radiometer similar to that described by _earson et al.,

(1976), to sense a uniform sand surface. The radiometer was filtere_

for the red (0.63 - 0.69 _m) and photographic infrared (0.775 - 0.825 1,m)

channels. The uniforms san_ surface was oriented to all combinations

of slopes, ranqing fro_ 0 to 60 _ in i0- in_reme_ts, _nd aspects ranging
from 0 to 360 ° in 22.5_ increments, for Ii_, 35-, 40_, and 62- solar
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elevations. All observations were taken under cloudless conditions
with a nadir pointing sensor. Less than one-half hour was required
to complete collection of a data set, thereby reducing errors due
to the apparent movement of the sun. All surrounding surfaces
were painted black to eliminate any major scattering from adjacent
sources. The surface aspect was measured in degrees, clockwise
from the sun's azimuth. This angle is termed the "azpect" of the

surface (Holben and Justice, 1979). Red an_ photographic infrare_

radiance data pairs were collec_ed in data subsets called azpect
strings, that is slopes of 0-60- for each azpect. An additional

data set was collected to examine the effect of the scattered light

additive factor on the ratioed data. The scattered light measurements

%.ere obtained by obscuring the solar disc, which is a standard

method for collecting skylight data. The global radiance (i.e., the

total radiance impinging on the surface) was measured consecutively

with the skylight data.

The radiance data were coded and ratio values were calculated for

each observation pair. Means and standard deviations were calculated

for all data sets and the results presented in the following section.

For the additional data set the radiance measurements for the scattered

light illuminated surface were subtracted from the global radiance

measurements prior to analysis.

The topographic effect can be quantified by calculatinq the percent

change in radiance for each slope from a reference radiance

measurement. For this study the reference radiance was taken to

be the radiance for a horizontal surface. To show the variation in

the ratio values (i.e., the remaining topographic effect), the

percentage change in the ratio value from the ratio for the horizontal

surface was calculated for all azpects for a moderate solar elevation

data set. The mean percentage change for each slope is plotted

in Figure 9H-i.The largest mean percentage change in ratio values (5%)

was calculated for the 60 ° slope angle. Ratio values deviated less

from the horizontal surface ratio for slope perpendicular to the

solar azimuth and more for slopes into and away from the solar

azimuth (i.e., in the principal plane). These results show that

the ratio values for different surface geometries were not constant

and therefore it can be concluded that the topographic effect was

not totally eliminated by ratioing but has been considerably reduced

(from 40% to 5%).

Examination of the ratio values associated with the four solar

elevations shows that the ratio values vary between data sets. These

variations in ratios are summarized in Table 9M-I, where the mean st_dar_

deviation, and range of the ratios for each data set are presented.

The smallest ranqe in ratios (0._8-0.90) corresponde_ to the high solar

elevation, i.e., the data set with the least topogr?phic effect.

The greatest range in ratios (0.67-0.79) correspon(]ed to the low

sun elevation data set, i.e., the greatest topographic effect. The

range in ratioed values shows that the topographic effect was not

totally normalized for any of the data sets.
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Table 9M-I

Summary of all Ratioed Observations for Each Data Set

Solar Elevation

Date
.... ® ,

Number of Azpect Strings

Mean Ratio Value

Standard Deviation of the

Ratio Values

Range of Ratio Values

O
62

8/24/79

9

.0060

•88-.90

4O o

9/25/78

17

.696

O
35

9/4/78

17

.880

ii °

9/26/78

18

•720

SIGNIFICANCE

a. Ratioing did not completely eliminate the topographic effect

within the field measured radiance data.

b. Ratloing reduced the topographic effect in the radiance ,_ata

for the range of slopes (0-60 °) and solar elevations (11-62 ° ) examininec_

by an average of 83%.

c. The remaining topographic effect within the ratioed data

was due to uncorrected additive radiance terms.

d. Subtracting the scattered light component of the global

irradiance prior to ratioing was shown to further reduce the topographic
effect.

e. The proposed explanation for the small remaining variation in

the ratioed data with the diffuse light subtracted was the wavelength

dependency of the scattering properties of the surface

f. Patioing will not be effective for reducing the topographic

effect on shaded surfaces which are illuminated solely by scattered

light.

From this study, certain implications can be made concerning the

application of the ratioing technique to multispectral satellite datd.

First, ratioing of multispectral channels is perhaps the simplest

technique for reducing a larae proportion of the topographic effect

within multispectral satellite data. Second, direct inference from

these results to those that can be expected from ratioing statellite

data should be made with great care. Certain of the additive terms

minimized in this study will play an important Dart in confounding

the reduction in topographic effect on satellite data. _hird,

complete removal of the scattered skylight component cannot be

achieve,4 when using multJspectral satellite data, although subtraction

of a mean diffuse value obtainable from known shaded surfaces may
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lead to some improvement in reducing the ratio variations. _he

degree of improvement achievable by this method makes the utility

of reduction of the diffuse component somewhat questionable.

Results for this study show that ratioing wi_l be most effective

for areas of extreme ruggedness exhibiting a marked topographic

effect, although it will be obviou_ that many parts of the world

have few slopes of greater than 30 v and the topographic effects

exhibited by the radiance data used in this study will rarely be

so extreme.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

Application and evaluation of spectral band ratioing to Landsat

data are being undertaken for a variety of covertypes.

REFERENCES

Holben, B.N., and C.O. Justice, 1979. "The Topographic Effect on

the Spectral Response of Nadir Pointing Sensors". Photogramm.

Eng. and Remote Sens. 46 (9) : 1191-1200.

Justice, C.O_, and R.N. Holben, ig79. "Examination of Lambertian

and non-Lambertian Models for Simulating the Topographic Effect

on Remetely Sensed Data". NASA TM 80557, Goddard Space Flight

Center, Greenbelt, Maryland 20771.

Justice, C.O., and B.N. Holben, 1980. "The Contribution of the

Diffuse Light Component to the Tepographic Effect on Remotely

Sensed Data". NASA TM 80727. Goddard Space Flight Center,

Greenbelt, MD 20771.
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I. THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE DIFFUSE LIGHT COMPONENT TO

THE TOPOGRAPHIC EFFECT ON REMOTELY SENSED DATA

by

B.N. Holben and C.O. Justice

OBJECT IVE

The topographic effect is measured by the difference between the

global radiance from inclined surfaces as a function of their

orientation relative to the sensor position and light sources.

The shortwave radiant energy incident on a surface is composed of

direct sunlight, scattered skylight and light reflected from

surrounding terrain. The latter two components are commonly

known as the diffuse component. The objective of this study was

to examine the contribution of the diffuse light component to

the topographic effect and to assess the significance of this

diffuse component with respect to two direct radiance models, to

spectral band ratioing and to simulated Landsat data.

BACKGROUND

Modeling the radiation incident on surfaces has been undertaken

for a number of applications. Recent developments in modeling

the radiation from surfaces have been made for remote sensing

applications, whereas previous insolation mcdeling had predominantly

meterological and solar energy applications. Several of the

early models assumed an isotropic distribution for diffuse light

under clear sky conditions. However, several studies have shown

the adverse effects of applying the isotropic diffuse sky assump-

tion, and others show that the isotropic assumption is accurate

for slopes facing perpendicualr to the principal plane and for

slopes of less than 45 ° .

For remote sensing studies and in particular examination of the

topographic effect we are concerned with radiance emanating from

the surface and not solely the insolation or irradiance impinging

the surface and thus we need to consider the reflection of both

the direct and diffuse components. The radiance measured from a

surface is a function of the reflectance properties of the surface,

the atmosphere between the ground and the sensor, the sensor geo-

metry, and the incident radiation. Examination of the diffuse

radiance component in th_ context of remote sensing will help us

to model the topographic effect more accurately and to assess its

significance in models applied to satellite remotely sensed data.

For non-Lambertian surfaces, the radiances will be determined by

the directional scattering properties of the surface, the intensity

and direction of radiation sources, and the exitance angle and

therefore radiance modeling will undoubtedly be more complex than
for Lambertian surfaces.
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RECENTACCOMPLISHMENTS

The approach adopted for quantifying the diffuse light component
to the topographic effect was to measure diffuse and global radiances
from surfaces tilted at a range of slopes and aspects. Radiances
were measured consecutively from a non-Lambertain coarse sand surface
and a BaSO4 reference surface. The B]SO4 surface approximates a
Lambertian surface and has a reflectance of approximately 98%, for
the wavelengths and view angles examined in this study. At steeper
view angles a BaSO4 surface approximates a Lambertian surface far less.

Radiance measurements were obtained for both surfaces, inclined at
all combinations of slope angles, ranging from 0-60 degrees in i0 °
increments and aspects for the 16 compass points, in 22.5 ° increments.
The surface aspect was measured in degrees clockwise from the sun's
azimuth. The angle is termed the "azpect" of the surface (Holben
and Justice, 1979). Red and photographic infrared radiance data
pairs were collected in data subsets called "azpect strings," that
is slopes between 0-60 ° in 10° increments for each azpect. The
measurements, in _ radiances, were taken using a two-channel nadir
pointing handheld radiometer filtered for the red (0.63-0.69 um)
and photographic infrared (0.76-0.90 um) bands. These channels are

equivalent to the proposed Thematic Mapper bands 3 and 4 of Landsat-D.

The surfaces surrounding the target were painted flat black to

minimize terrain scattering. Global and diffuse radiances were

measured for both surfaces at each slope/azpect combination. The

diffuse observations were obtained by shielding the solar disc with

a small opaque panel. Three data sets were taken under clear sky

conditions for solar elevations of 23 ° , 29 ° , and 39 ° , which correspond

to the Landsat sensing time for midlatitude solar elevations occuring

during late fall, winter and early spring, or for high latitude solar

elevations occuring during late spring, summer and early fall respec-

tively. Each data set was collected in less than 45 minutes and

each azpect string in less than 3 minutes. The measurement apparatus
was reoriented to the sun's azimuth after collection of radiance

measurements for each azpect string subset, to reduce errors due to

the apparent movement of the sun.

The diffuse light was found to produce a topographic effect which

varied from the topographic effect for direct light. The topographic

effect caused by diffuse light was found to increase slightly with

solar elevation and wavelength for the channels examined. The correla-

tions between data derived from two simple direct radiance simulation

modles and the field data were not significantly affected when the

diffuse component was removed from the radiances. Diffuse radiances

contributed largely to the variation in ratioed data. Subtraction

of the diffuse radiance prior to ratioing resulted in a 50 percent

average decrease in the standard deviation of the ratioed data.

In an extreme case of radiances from a 60 percent reflective surface,

assuming no atmospheric path radiance, the diffuse light topographic

effect contributed a maximum range of 3 pixel values in simulated

Landsat data from all aspects with slopes up to 30 degrees. Such

a variation is sufficiently small compared with other variations
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which are likely to occur in the data, to indicate that the diffuse

component does not warrant modeling prior to cover classification

analysis.

SIGNIFICANCE

The contribution of the diffuse light topographic effect to the

overall topographic effect within global radiances, varies with

azpect; the diffuse radiances generally increase with slope for

azpects facing into sun and decrease with slope fcr azpects perpen-

dicular and away from sun. These results indicate than an isotropic

sky assumption cannot be used to adequately describe the diffuse

component.

Assessment of the significance of the diffuse component was under-

taken first by examining the effect in two direct radiance models.

Only slight improvements were found in the correlation between the

radiance and the theoretical data derived using the Lambertian Model,

whereas an average improvement of 26 percent in the correlation

coefficient was calculated for data derived using the non-Lambertian

model when the diffuse component was subtracted.

The significance of the diffuse component to band ratioing was also

assessed. Subtraction of the diffuse component led to a 50 percent

average decrease in the standard deviation of the ratios associated

with the uniform surface, over the range of slopes and azpects

examined. The greatest reduction in the standard deviations was

found for slopes perpendicualr to solar azimuth.

The Landsat simulation study showed that for clear sky conditions

over a range of solar elevations associated with typical mid-latitude

Landsat passes, that the diffuse light radiances in cases of extreme

reflectance and slope variation would constitute only a maximum 3

pixel variation in the Landsat measured g!ebal radiances. In this

event, it is unlikely that such a maximum variation could be taken

into consideration to improve cover classification accuracies, by

reducing the diffuse light topographic effect. It should be under-

stood that areas of shadow will have 100 percent diffuse radiance

and the higher Landsat quantization values associated with these

shadowed areas are essentially due to atmospheric path radiance. The

effect of varying atmospheric path radiance between the target and

sensor were not examined in this study.

Diffuse light causes a topographic effect on remotely sensed data

which will vary in significance with the application in question.

The ground based study showed that the diffuse component caused a

detectable variation in the ratioed spectral data which potentially

could be modeled and hence the effect eliminated from the data. For

Landsat studies a maximum possible variation of 3 pixel values for

the conditions specified does not at present warrant further detailed

modeling and in most cases the variation due to the diffuse component

will be substantially less.
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FUTUREEMPHASIS

Because anisotropic sky diffuse radiance had a rather small effect
on simulated Landsat pixel values, no further efforts are planned
for evaluating this effect. Further research on the effects of
terrain scattering on measured radiance is being conducted.
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J. APPLICATION OF DIGITAL TERRAIN DATA TO QUAMTIFY AND VEDUCE

THE TOPOGRAPHIC EFmECT ON LANDSAT DATA

by

C.O. Justice, B.N. Holben and S.W. Wharton

OBJECTIVES

The objective of this study was to quantify and reduce the topographic

effect found in Landsat data for an area in central Pennsylvania.

BACKGROUND

The topographic effect is defined as the variation in radiances

from inclines surfaces compared to radiance from a horizontal surface
as a function of the orientat_ Jn of the surfaces relative to the

light source and sensor positLon. On Landsat images of rugged

terrain, this effect is manifested by the visual impression of

relief. The authors measured the topographic effect on remotely
sensed data and showed the effect to be most extreme at low solar

elevations an_ qreatest for slopes in the nrincioal n]ane of the

sun. They also showed by a Landsat simulation study that the topographic

effect can proMuce a considerable variation in radiances associated with

a given cover type and may lead to poor cover-classification results.

It has been demonstrated that reflectances vary as a function of

slope and aspect and that such terrain variations complicate the task

of @iscriminating woodland cateqories with remotely sensed Mata.

mwo types of data were integrated to provide the _ata base use _

in this study; namely, Landsat multispectral scanner (M.<S) _ata an_

digital terrain data. The Landsat _ata chosen for this study

were for July 19, 1976, with a solar elevation of 55 °. The _igital

terrain @ata used in this study were the 30-m Digital _levation _o_el

(DEM) data obtained from the rT.S. Geoloqical qurvey (USC-S] Diqital

Applications Team, Reston, Virginia. Four techniques for reducing

the topoqraphic effect were examine4 in this study, namely, spectral-

band ratioing an4 application of a Lambertian model, a modified

Lambertian model, anti a non-Lambertian model.

RECENT ACCOMPLISI'MENTS

This project was subdivi8ed into four major areas. The first area

describes the measurement of the topographic effect for the Landsat

data taken at a 55_ solar elevation by examination of randomly selectea

test sites. Second, a detailed analysis of the topogranhic effect

for six sample transects was made across the mountain riaqe. Thir _,

the variability of the [ _ndsat radiance data for the six transects was

examined after the application of smectral-ban_ ratioin_ and the
Lambertian ant _ non-Lambertian normalization models to reduce the

topoqrahic effect. "he final emphasis inclu<ges application of the

optimum normalization Drocer!ure to the Lan@sat _ata and comparison o _

the corrected and the uncorrected radiance data.

Field checkinq of the randomly selectea test sites before the analysis

had shown no observable £ifferences in the woodland cover for

the three locations. The differences in the mean pixel values were

therefore associate@ primarily with the topographic variation. "he
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highest mean pixel values associated with the oak woodland cover

were in MSS 6 for the southeast aspect. However, the highest

individual radiances were for MSS 7, which was quantized to 64

levels, half the quantization level of the other three channels.

The northwest-aspect moderate-slope radiances for MSS 6 and MSS 7

were higher than the steep-slope radiances for the same aspect.

Three distinct ranges of mean pixel values were obtained for the

three slope-aspect classes for MSS 6 and 7. Fol MSS 6 a difference

of 17 pixel values separated the mean values for the sites associated

with the southeast and northwest aspects. Such a large range indicates

that selection of training sites for cover classification from one

slope-aspect location may not adequately describe the radiances

from the same cover from other locations. The degree to which this

may affect the classification results depends largely on the location

and distribution of other cover-class radiances within the classification-

feature space.

Six sample transects of Landsat data across the mountain ridge were

taken to examine the topographic effect in detail an_ to assess the

statistical relationship between the Landsat radiances and the

data derived with the proposed models. The statistical relationship

between the radiances and the data derived from the models was

assessed for each transect with Pearon's nroduct-mounte_ correlation

coefficient. The correlation coefficient gives an in@ication of the

strength of the linear relationship between two variables. Correlation

coefficients (r) were insignificant at the 0.04 level for MSS 4 and 5

for all three models. Strong positive relationships (r>0.84) were

found for data derived with the Lambertian and non- Lamberti an models,

and a strong negative _-elationship was found for data derived with the
modified Lambertian model for all transects. There was no substantial

difference in the size of the r values amonq the three mo_e]s.

Coefficients of variation (CV) indicated a greater variation in the _S_

7/5 ratio that in the MSS 6/5 ratio, because of the higher

variation in MSS 7. The CVs for MSS 6/5 and 7/5 ratioes decrease_

slightly from the CVs for the raw MSS data for three out of six transects.

The poor reduction in the topographic effect by the MSS 6/5 and 7/5

ratios is due to the negligible variation in MSS 5. The relatively

constant radiance in _4Sq 4 and '4S.q _ is associate_ with the hiqh

absorption of the _reen leaves of the deciduous woodland and means

that ratioing is effectively c]iv _ _ing _SS 7 and _SS 6 bv a constant
value.

Application of the Lambertian model to the data to reduce the topograhic

effect (i.e., division of each pixel by cos i) le@ to a large increase

in the CV for each transect over the variation for the raw data. _his

increase in the CVs is presumably _ue to the inapplicability of the

Lambertian assumntion for the woodland cover ty_e in question. A
modified Lambertian model was a considerable imnrovement over the

Lambertian model in reducing the topo_7raphic effect, but for all

transects, it increased the topoqraphy-in_uce_, variation above that
found _in the raw Landsat data. The CUs for the non-Lambertian model

were markedly smaller than the CVs for raw MSS 6 and 7 data. The

maximum reduction in the CVs was from I0.5 to 3.9 for _.q_q 6 and fro_

15.0 to 4.0 for _SS 7. The non-Lambertian model was shown to be the

best correction procedure for reMucing the topographic effect. This
model reduced the difference between the mean values of the test sites
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(slopes) by approximately 86% for MSS 6 and 7.

SIGNIFICANCE

I. Spectral-band ratioing (MSS 7/5, MSS 6/5) slightly decreased

the variation of the Landsat data for 50 per cent of the transects.

Because of the small variation in MSS 5, ratioing could not eliminate

the direct-light topographic effect, as the denominator of the ratio

was virtually constant. This reasoning also may explain the poor

results obtained by with bana-ratioing techniques.

2. When applied to the Landsat data, the Lambertian model

increased the topographic effect. This degradation of the radiance

is due to the inapplicability fo the Lambertian assumption to model
the bidirectional reflectance characteristics of the woodland surface.

3. The modified Lambertian model developed, decreased the

variation pro@uced by applying the Lambertian model but gave even

higher variances than those found in the raw Landsat data.

4. The non-Lambertian model developed, marke£1y decreased (_6

per cent) the variation of the Landsat data, and, therefore, re@uced

the topographic effect.

5. Although the non-Lambertian model did not completely eliminate

the topographic effect, it considerably reduce£ the variation. The

difference between the mean Dixel values associated with the two extreme

slope-aspect sites was reduce_ from ab,,,ut _6 met cent in 5_SS 6 and MSS 7.

In conclusions, this study has demonstrated that high-quality digital

terrain data such as the USGS DEM data can be used via modellinq to

enhance the utility of multispectral satellite data. Digital

terrain data can be used to develop and test improved radiative transfer

models, which, in turn, may lead to improve@ cover classification of

Landsat data.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

Further development of the existing model is required for application

of the technique to more complex surface-cover conditions.
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K. A COMPARISON OF THE REFLECTIVITY OF TF _ - A WASHABLE

SURFACE - WITH THAT OF BaSO 4

by

J.E. Schutt and B.N. Holben

OBJECTIVES

To check the utility of the hydrophobic and soiling resistance

properties of TFE in the preservation of its optical properties,

a series of optical measurements in conjunction with a soiling-

cleansing cycle were carried out.

BACXGROUND

Numerous white @iffusely reflecting materials and coating compo itions

have been develope_ an_ applied in novel ways for use i_ radiometric

calibration procedures and in bidirectional reflectance measurements

as, for example, are carrie@ out in conjunction with remote sensing

studies. Some of the more studied substances are magnesium oxide,

both smoked and pressed forms, pressed magnesium carbonate, barium

sulphate either pressed or bound together with polyvinyl alcohol

(PVA) or potassium sulphate, sodium chloride, sulfur (highly reflective

in the IR) and alpha aluminum oxide either singly or admixed with

magnesium oxide and bound with an alka]i-metal silicate. Of these

compositions, ba;ium sulphate weakly tethered with a w_ter soluble

form of polyvinyl alcohol has receive@ widest acceptance. For other

than laboratory applications, however, a standard reflective diffuser

is required whose infrared reflectance is not sensitive to chances in

humidity, and whose initial reflectance can be recovered once is has

been soiled by rinsing with a spray of demineralized water. T'_ have

attempted to formulate Halon into a coating composition for application

by spraying rather than by tamping into a lubricant matrix. Specifically,

we chose to _iperse the TF7 in a methyl acetate concentrate of vinyl

acetate-alcohol comolymer, which was _i]ute@ for heavy loading with

TFE using ethyl alcohol, a low residue vehicle. After application,

the ratio of binder solids to TFE was about I to IIi.

RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The TVE coating, for which the formulation is disclosed above, was

evaluated optically under field and laboratory conditions in three

states: as applie_, after beinq rolle_ to reduce porosity, ana after

being covered with earth, shaken sufficiently to force particles in

to a portion of the existing pores, and sprayed vigorously with

demineralized water to flush debris from the pores. After trail

applications of the coating a thickness of 0.49 to 0.50 mm was

decided upon in order to optimize physical properties. The coating was

applied over aluminum surfaces nrimed with aluminum oxide in potassium
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silicate, Dow-Corning Z-6075 primer and an unprimed surface. These
surface preparations were for the purpose of comparing reflectances,
since the TFE is transparent and recommended for use at 6 mm and
promoting adhesion. For comparison purposes laboratory measurements
were carried out for BaSO4 . PVA, while under field conditions
measurements on BaSO4 . PVA were bracketed by measurements on TFE.

Absolute reflectance measurements were made in the laboratory from
0.36 to 2.5 um using a Beckman DK-2A spectrophotometer outfitted
with a Gier-Dunkle integrating sphere. Figure 9K-I compares the
reflectances of sprayed TFE with itself after being covered with

earth and washed, and with BaSO 4 . PVA. Table 9K-I lists reflectance

values for all treatments and surface preparations at the central

wavelengths of each of the six Landsat-D thematic mapper bands:

0.45-0.50 _m (TNI), 0.52-0.60 _m (TM2), 0.63-0.69 um (TM3),

0.76-0.90 um (TM4), 1.55-1.75 um (TM5), and 2.08-2.35 t_m (TM6).

BaSO 4 . PVA data are included for comparison purposes. Note that

the aluminum oxide primer gives the maximum reflectance indicating

that the coating is not totally opaque; rolling has little effect;

rolling and washing reduces reflectance b v about 0.5 percent.

Comparing the soiled and washed surfaces of the rolled and unrolled

samples, it appears that the unrolled surface is more resistant to

soiling and is cleansed more readily; BaSO4 PVA has a higher

reflectance than our TFE preparation by about 2 percent except at
2.21 ,_m.

Field data collection was carried out using a three channel radiometer

filtered to display irradiances from thematic bands 3, 4 and 5 (listed

above). The radiometer, adapted for mounting either an nN22 or an HR

Polaroid polarizer, was mounted in a nadir looking position on a

small gantry such that it viewed a tiltable support from about 1 m

on which was mounted one of the reference panels. The radiometer

support apparatus was rotated with the sun such that the radiometer

viewed the sloping reference surfaces only in the principal plane of

the stm, i.e., the plane of maximum observable radiance range for a

nadir pointing sensor.

The reference panel was tilted from horizontal at a 50 ° slope in i0 °

increments. At each increment, a polarizing filter was rotated clock-

wise through the sequence of angles 0°, 45 ° , 90 ° , 135 ° . The

transmission axis was set at 0 °. Spectral data were taken at each

slope/polarization angle combination. Approximately three minutes

were required to complete a data set. To account for the slight

apparent movement of the sun in comparinq spectral radiance of TFE

to BaSO 4, a TFE-BaSO4-TFE sequence was followeq requiring approximately
9-10 minutes to complete. All data were taken under cloudless and

relatively haze-free conditions on July 30, 1980 near Beltsville,

_laryland.
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The reflective characteristics of the surfaces were evaluated
by comparing the standard deviations (s) and coefficients of
variation (CV) of the means of the first Stokes parameter normalized
for incidence angle. The average value of the two TFE data sets
were calculated for comparison with BaSO4 for each treatment
(Tableql<-2). The _ifferences in the coefficient of variation of

the TFE relative to the BaSO 4 (_CV) was calculated (Table 9K-2).

Examining any of the three channels showe_ that the ACV was no

greater than 1.69 percent regardless of treatment. Inspection

of individual channels between treatments indicated no trends in

the ACV. The evidence strongly suggests that a TFE reference panel

may be periodically washed without significantly altering is radiance

values when compared to the BaSO 4 . PVA monitor data.

The reflective properties were statistically evaluate_ by examining

the means and standard deviations of the polarizations at the

95 percent confidence limit (TablegK-3). As the mean of the polarization

component approaches zero, the reference surface becomes more

diffuse. Inspection of the data by treatment reveals that the

polarized component is less than 1.6 percent in the case of TFE

and less than 1.7 percent for BaSO 4. Applying confidence limits

showed that 95 percent of all _FE radiometric observations would

have a polarization component of less than 2.7 percent for all

treatments, less than the 3.6 percent predicted for BaSO 4 paint

(Table 9K-3). These same data showed there to be less than a 1 percent

difference in the polarization component for 95 percent of the

observations between TFE treatments. There was no evidence indicating

that the polarization component of TFE was any different from

BaSO 4 or that any TFE treatment had polarization characteristics
different from the others under field conditions.

SIGNIFICANCE

In general it was apparent from these data that the reflective properties

of TFE were comparable to BaSO 4 and that no distinction could be made

between the optical properties of TFE sprayed, TFE lightly rolled

or TFE washed under field conditions. Laboratory analysis indicated

that BaSO 4 PVA was approximately 2% more reflective and that there

was no advantage to lightly rolling TFE.

This study indicates that _FE has recoverable reflective properties

after soiling through washing with demineralized water. T_nlike

RaSO 4 . PVA, TFE may be used as a refererce standar_ in remote

sensing applications after repeate_ soiling - washing cycles.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

Evaluation of the stability of BaSO 4 . PVA vs _FF are beinq

conducted under various irradiational levels over ti_e. Additionally

the Lambertian characteristics of each must De compared.
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Table 9K-I. Reflectance values at thematic mapper wavelengths
TFR, treated samples• of TFE an@__aSO4 . PVA.

for

Sample-
Treatment* 0.485um 0.560urn 0.660urn 0.830urn 1.55um 2.21urn

TFE-I 95.6 95.7 95.6 94.0 91.9 89.9

TFE-2 93.9 94.2 93.9 92.2 90.6 _8.4

TFF_-3 94.1 94.3 94.2 92.5 9I. 3 89.2

TFE-IR 95.8 95.3 95.5 93.8 9I. 1 B7.9

TFE-2R 94.6 94.1 94.1 92.5 90.7 88.7

TFE-3R 95.0 94.6 94.5 qq. 1 91.4 R9.2

TFE-IRW 94.6 94.8 94.9 93.8 91.0 87.9

TFE-2RW 9_.I 93.9 94.2 92.9 91.3 _9.1

T_E-3RW 94.7 94.0 94.2 92.4 gO.6 98.7

TFE-I 95.9 95.7 95.8 94. ]+ 91.7 8_. 6

TFE-2 94.5 93.5 94.1 92.5 90.6 88.4

T_E-3 94.5 94.0 94.2 92.7 91.1 _9.1

TFE-IH 95.6 95.4 95.4 94.0 91.2 P7. q

TFE-2W 94._ 94. 1 94.0 92.6 90.7 88.8

_FE- 3W 95.2 94.9 94.7 93.0 91.4 89.4

BaS04-1 97.5 97.3 97.5 96.2 93.6 97.8

BaSO4-A 97.0 96.9 97.1 95.7 92.9 97.7

*AI20 3 and motasium silicate = i, Z-6075 primer = 2,

untreated = 3, R = rolled, ,,7= soiled and washed• A =

primer

acrylic

11
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Table 9K-2. Means (X), standard deviations (s), coefficient of
variation (CV) and differences between the BaSO4 and
TFE coefficient of variation (_CV) calculated from the
first Stokes parameter for each TFR treatment.

TM3

TM4

TM5

TFE-I*

35.9

93.2

10.8

B_SO4-1

s CV _CV X s CV

2.14 5.96 -1.69 37.6 2.50 6.65

S.07 8.66 +1.54 9R.7 7.03 7.12

1.16 10.74 +0.03 11.2 1.20 10.71

TM 3

TM 4

TM5

TFE-IR

36.9

96.6

9.59

BaS04-1

s CV ACV X s CV

4.52 12.24 -1.23 38.3 5.16 13.47

4.80 4.q6 -0.67 101.9 5.74 5.63

0.52 5.42 -0.]8 i0.0 0.56 5.60

TM3

_M4

TM5

TFE-IRW Ba_O4_ 1

s cv _CV _ s cv

38.2 3.0? 8.06 +I.3R 40.1 2.68 6.68

95.5 _.59 8.9q +1.61 102.1 7.54 7.38

11.0 1.22 11.09 -0.15 11.3 1.27 11.24

* I = AIo0 and potassium silicate primer3

R : Rolled

W = Soile_ an_ Washed
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Tab le

TM3

TM4

TM5

9K-.% Means (_)0 standard deviation (s) and 95 percent
confidence limits calculated from polarization data
for BaSO4 and treated TFE surfaces.

TFE- I* BaSO4-1

s 95% x s q5%

0.0145 0.0061 2.67 0.0174 0.0094 _.62

0.010_ 0.0052 2. ]2 0.017! 0.0055 2. 31

0.0134 0.0049 2. 32 0.0122 0.0049 9_.20

TM3

TM4

TM 5

TFE-IR BaSO -I
4

s 95% _ s 95%

0.0125 0.0053 2. 31 0.0114 0.0042 1.99

0.0064 0.0044 i.52 0.0041 0.0031 1.03

0.0112 0.0040 1.92 0.0060 0.0041 1.42

TM 3

TM4

T_E-IW BaS04-1

s 95% _ s 95%

0.0159 0.005] 2.6? 0.0151 _.0048 2.47

0.0066 0.0028 1.22 0._06_ 0.90]q ].96

0.0137 0._0_0 1.07 0.016_ 0.0036 2.40

*I =

R --

W =

A1203 an4 Potassium silicate

Rolled

Soiled and Washed

primer

"N
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L. THE GSFC MARK-II THREE BAND HAND-HELD RADIOMETER PROJECT

by

C.J. Tucker and W.H. Jones

OBJECTIVES

To develop and produce a simple, self-contained, portable, hand-

held radiometer designed for field use.

BACKGROUND

The applications of remotely sensed data for environmental monitoring

have increased substantially since the launch of Landsat-i (formerl:,

(ERTS-I) in 1972. The uses of this new technology have extended

into many disciplines where the unique features of satellite remote

sensing can be employed to address various resource questions. The

majority of remote sensing research to date has utilized Landsat
data. Several workers ha,,e come to realize that ground-based in situ

remote sensing studies were needed to better understand the basl-c--

relationships between natural materials and reflectance or radiance

as a function of wavelength. This realization resulted from the

apparent fact that Landsat MSS imagery is not an optimum method of

conducting more basic remote sensing research of natural materials.

The difficulties of concurrently sampling ground experimental areas

of "0.4 ha, quantifying atmospheric variability, compensating for sun

angle effects, accounting for instrument responses, etc., and the

interaction(s) between these sources of experimental variation are

considerable.

Ground-based spectrometers have been utilized by several research

groups in an attempt to collect in situ spectral reflectance dat:_.

These efforts have largely been s--ucces--_sful and, at the same time,

have demonstrated the limitations of spectrometers. The limitations

include the cumbersomeness of spectrometers, the cost of maintaining

and operating of these devices, and the lack of mobility, among

other factors. It should be clearly understood that spectrometers

do provide basic information about natural materials and their

resulting reflectances as a function of wavelength. This is not only

important per se but has provided the experimental basis for the

development of hand-held radiometers.

lland-held radiometers, as used in this report, refers to a discrete

waveband device which can be hand carried and operated. These

instruments are spectraly configured by placing a filter in the

pathlength of the detector(s) in question. For example, the three-

band device _escribed in this report has 2 silicon detectors (sensitivity

range 0.4 - 1.0 _,m) and one lead sulfide detector (sensitivity range

1.0 - 3.0 t,m). By placing interference filters of 0.63 - 0.6g t_m and

0.76 - 0.90 _zm in the pathlength of the silicon channels and a

1.55 - 1.75 _,m filter in the pathlength of the lead sulfide channel,

the resulting device is configured spectrally to thematic mapper

band TM3, TM4 and TM5. The three band device described in this report

was intended primarily to support Landsat-D's thematic mapper by

in situ data collection.
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RECENTACCOMPLISHMENTS

A self-contained, portable, hand-held radiometer designed for field
useage has been constructed and preliminarily tested. The device,
consisting of a hand-held probe containing three sensors and a
strap supported electronics module, weighs 4_ kilograms, is powered
by flashlight and transistor radio batteries, utilizes two silicon
and one lead sulfide detectors, has three liquid crystal displays,
sample and hold radiometric sampling, and the spectral configuration

of the device corresponds to Landsat-D's thematic mapper bands TM3

(0.63 - 0.69 urn) , TM4 (0.76 - 0.90 urn) and _M5 (1.55 - 1.75 urn).

The device was designed to support thematic mapper ground-truth data

collection efforts and to facilitate in situ ground-based remote

sensing studies of natural materials. Prototype instruments have

been extensively tested under laboratory and field conditions with

excellent resutls obtained.

Forty-five instruments have been manufactured as of June, 1980 and

are in field operation throughout the United _'.tates and elsewhere in

Senegal, Thailand, France, and South Korea. Users in the U.S. include

the USDA, various universities, and a sugar growers cooperative in

Hawai i.

In addition, four instruments have been modified slightly and are in

use in various museums to study light-cause@ deterioration oF

valuable museum objects. Museums invo]ved include the North Carolina

Museum of Art; the Smithsonian Institution, Washington, nC;

Winterthur Museum, Wilminton, Delaware; and Carneggie-Mellon Institute,

Pittsburg, Pennsylvania.

SIGNIFICANCE

A relatively inexpensive instrument designed for extended field use

by agronomists, ecologists, and other ground-based remote sensing

researchers has been built, tested, and placed in the hands of researcher

workers. Modifications to the instrument have resulted in a companion

museum testing program as well. The significance of this project is

the availability of a $5,000 instrument which has the capabilities

of instruments costing several times this amount.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

A report describing the instrument has been accepted for publication

by Science. The production (and sales) of the instrument has been
transferred to a small business concern in Beltsville, _laryland.

REFERENCES AND PUBLICATIONS

Tucker, C.J., W.H. Jones, W._. Kley, and F.J. Sundstrom. 198]. "The
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Tucker, C.J., W.H. Jones, W.A. Kley, and G.J. Sundstrom. 1980. "A

3-Band Hand-Held Radiometer for Field Use". Science (in press).
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M. AN OFF-NADIR VIEWING FIELD INSTRUMENT

by

D.W. Deering

OBJECT IVE S

The purpose of the instrument development activity reported herein

is to build a highly mobile field instrument that will enable very rapid

radiance measurements in selected spectral channels for numerous

viewing angles.

BACKGROUND

Sensor viewing geometry can have a significant affect on the resultant

measurements of spectral radiance of a given scene. The complexity

of the effect is compounded by the addition of different solar

positions and scene element orientations. These complexities,

coupled with atmospheric effects, make the prediction of off-nadir

viewing effects extremely difficult. Intensive data collection and

scene modeling research are needed to understand and predict these

e f fects.

Sensor view angle effects on curzent earth resources satellites

are largely ignored due to the relatively small scan angles. For

example, on the Landsats the scan angle is only + 5.5o. On the

Landsat-D Thematic Mapper the scan angle will be increased to _7.50.
However, even the _5.5 scan angle of Landsats i, 2 and 3 gives rise
to a 10% across image variation in MSS4 on March 22 and a 25% change in

total radiance on Jt_e 22 at 30°-40 ° N latitude. For Landsat-D

the June 22 radiance variation across the image will be increased

to 35% (Barker, et al., 1976). Atmospheric path radiance changes

in off-nadir viewing are sufficient to cause substantial degradation

of recognition results unless corrections are applied (Turner et al.,
1974).

The differential bidirectional reflectance response due to viewing

geometry effects for plant canopies has been well documented and

summarized by Smith and Ranson (1979). Most of the bidirectional

reflectance data, however, are too limited or suffer from insufficinet

controls or lack of supporting data to make them useful for predictive

modeling and scene synthesis. The capabillty for obtaining adequate

spectral measurements of scenes fo_ obtaining the bidirectional

reflectance distribution function (BRDF), which is necessary for

modeling and scene simulations, is severely limited by instrumentation.

Consequently, in order to enable the acquisition of scene radiance

data suitable for determining the BRDF for a large n_,mber of vegetation

types under a wide variety of conditions, the AI_IASS (An isotropic

Irradiance and Radiance Measurement Apparatus for Spectral Sampling)

instrument is being developed.

*,s_,t_ *r_ej,_ll./di • I



RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

In order to obtain adequate bidirectional reflectance field data

for scene modeling it is necessary to obtain radiance measurements

at numerous, accurately positioned nadir and off-nadir angles and

rapidly enough to prevent any changes in the sky or target during

the sampling period. It is desirable also to sample the incident

radiation at various angles and to sample at several important

wavelength bands simultaneously.

Portability of the instrumentation is an important consideration

because it must be capable of being taken into large fields

(or plant communities) and easily manageable within a field in order to

obtain a statistically adequate number of samples to sort out

the true bidirectinal effects. It is also desirable that it be

portable enough to travel to different regions for sampling different

types of vegetation and even for mounting on airborne platforms for

more synoptic scene sampling. Thus, a compact and completely self-

contained instrument is desirable. These were among the considerations

of GSFC Code 923 Scientists and Code 944 Engineers for designing the

AIRMASS instrument.

The AIR/4ASS instrument is basically a 3-channel, rotating head

radiometer consisting of three primary units, the sensor head,

data recording unit, and power pack (Figure 9M-I).

The sensor head is composed of a motor-driven two-axis gimbel on

which three detector units are mounted. The three detectors

include two silicon and one germanium solid state detectors, which

are initially configured to correspond with Thematic Mapper spectral

bands 3, 4 and 5 (.63-.69 urn, .76-.90 urn, and 1.55-1.75 urn),

_espectively. The detector cones confine their individual fields of

view to 15 ° . The two-axis, two-motor rotation of the head enables

a near-complete sampling of the entire sky/ground sphere. There is a

15 ° exclusion area towar¢ _ the mounting device due to mechanical

limitations.

The data recording unit is a small suitcase-sized box (i ft. x 1 ft.

x .75 ft.) containing the tape recorder, control panel and electronic
circuits.

The scan system is designed such that sampling can be _one in a

continuous helical pattern or in circular, steppe_ increments. _he

data is recorded serially in digital form. There is also a nadir

"calibrate" hold position. In th__ helical sampling mode a complete

data set can be taken in only 22 seconds followed by a one minute

data dump to the tape recorder from the buffer. A minimum of twenty

data sets can be stored on one tape.

The power supply unit is carried separately and is a 12 volt sealed

lead-acid battery with a 25 ampere-hour capacity. The battery is

approximately "six-pack" sized, and could be mounted to the data

recording unit for ease of transport. A smaller battery pack is being

t
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evaluated which coul@ be built into the data box.

The sensor head can be mounted at the end of a tripod mounted
boom (Figure 9H-I} or can be supported at the end of a truck boom,
such as a "cherry picker". Secause of its portability and self
contained power supply it would be amenable to mounting on various
other platforms including helicopter, airplane, etc.

The sensor head weighs 7 ibs. The data recording unit weighs
approximately 10-13 Ibs. The tripod with extension pole and
mount weighs about 30 ibs. The large detached battery pack weighs
23 ibs.

The AI_MASS instrument designing has been completed and component
parts are currently being fabricated. It is anticipated that the
instrument will be assembled in January and February 1981 and ready
for operational field use by late March 1981.

SIGNIFICANCE

The AIP_MASSinstrument will enable rapid off-nadir sky and scene field
data acquisition. This will result in significant improvement in
the quantity and quality of bidirectional reflectance data, which
will increase scene understanding and allow more reliable scene
modeling for predicting off-nadir viewing effects.

REFERENCES

Barker, J.L. et al., 1976. "Analysis of the Fffects of rquatorial Crossin_
Times on Earth Resources Applications for Lan_sat Follow-On",
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OVERVIEW

HYDROLOGICAL SCIENCES

edited by

Beverly K. Hartline

Recent research in the Hydrological Sciences has concentrated on developing

or applying remote sensing capabilities in three areas: monitoring soil

moisture, monitoring snowpacks, and predicting river flow and flood hazard.

In addition, we are demonstrating the value of satellite-borne sensors for

studying the hydrological regime in parts of the world that are fairly

inaccessible, for example, the Arctic.

SOIL MOIS_RE

Our soil moisture research program focuses on developing the techniques and

sensors that will allow the spatial and temporal variations of soil moisture

to be determined remotely. Accurate information on soil moisture is

important for managing water resources, monitoring crop vigor, forecasting

crop yield, and assessing erosion potential. Moreover, soil moisture

influences the weather and climate because it is a boundary condition for

atmospheric processes. Since the amount of moisture in the soil is one

factor controlling the emission and reflection of radiation from the ground,

there exists a potential for monitoring soil moisture from space.

Our contribution to the soil moisture research effort* is to develop theoretical

models of the electromagnetic (especially microwave) signature of soil moisture

and to perform field and aircraft experiments to acquire the data needed to

validate those models. By this method we hope to zero in on a sensor combination

that allows the amount of moisture in the soil to be inferred accurately.

In analyzing the data and in refining the models, the real challenge has been
and remains to extract information about soil moisture from the radiation

emitted and/or reflected from the soil surface. The problem is that other

features, such as vegetation and surface roughness, affect the signal from

the soil moisture. Furthermore, the inherent variability of _,_il moisture

limits the accuracy of ground truth measurements.

We have reached the point where we are fairly confident of our modelling

_nd interpretation of the microwave response for a wide range of soil condi-

tions. Consequently, we have begun to focus our field and theoretical

studies on the mort difficult and more practical problem of using the remotely
sensed measurements of surface moisture to estimate the moisture content of

the entire root zone.

*Soil _isture studies are part of a multiagency, cooperative project

(AgRISTARS--Agrlculture and Resources Inventory Through Aerospace Remote

Sensing). The approach and direction of NASA's soll melsture research is

guided by a research plan (PRISMS--Plan of Research for Integrated Soil

Moisture Studies).
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SNOW

The thrust of our research on snow is to develop the techniques and sensors

that will allow properties of the snowpack--its depth, water equivalent,

wetness--to be determined remotely. Snow provides as much as 70 percent

of the water supply for the western states of the U.S. In order to anticipate

floods and allocate water for irrigation and hydroelectric power generation,

users need accurate and timely information on the amount of snow and its

readiness to melt. Conventionally, such data are collected at snow survey

points that may or may not be representative of the entire watershed.

Satellites, due _o their large, synoptic view of the ground, are in a good

position to survey the snow cover, and obtain the needed snow data economically.

Already, data from Landsat and NOAA satellites can be used to measure the area

covered by snow. Use of that information improves runoff forecasts.

Since it is not the area covered by snow but the amount of water comprising

the snow that provides the runoff, remote measurements of this parameter--the

water equivalent--could boost the accuracy of forecasts even further. Our

research is directed toward devising ways to make this measurement, and

currently microwave sensors appear promising. Microwaves sample the interior

of the pack, because they penetrate snow to a depth on the order of i0 to i00

times their wavelength. Furthermore, the microwave signature of snow depends,

among other things, on its water equivalent. Two other advantages of microwaves

are that they see through most clouds, and tl,at the signature of wet snow is

distinct from that of dry snow.

We have developed a theoretical model of the microwave emission of snow and

we are collecting data using satellite- and aircraft-borne and truck-mounteu

sensors to validate the model. As in soil moisture research, the challenge

is to disentangle the effects on the microwave signal of all Lhe variables,

such as crystal size, snow density and layering, the texture and state of

the underlying ground and the presence of liquid water, in order to extract

the information on water equivalent. We hope to separate these effects using

a multlfrequency approach.

HYDROLOGICAL MODELLING

Timely remotely sensed data can improve hydrological modelling for forecasting

river runoff and evaluating flood hazard. Our research over the past few

years has culminated in two recently completed Applications Systems Verifica-

tion and Transfer Projects dealirg with snow mapping and water management

and control that demonstrate the value for hydrological applications of data

obtained by satellites. In the tested applications, however, the remotely

sensed data were used in conventional, empirically based models.

We are working with researchers from the University of Maryland and from the

USDA Hydrological Laboratory in Beltsville, Maryland to develop and validate

new models that are designed expressly to take satellite data as input.

These models should optimize the usefulness of remotely sensed hydrological data.
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ARCTIC HYDROLOGY

Permafrost dominates the hydrological regime of the Arctic. Since the Arctic is

inhospitable and relatively unpopulated, satellite imagery provides, in many

cases, the first data and certainly the least costly data, from which hydro-

logical phenomena unlq :e to an area of permafrost can be explored and monitored.

We recently completed a study of the nature and source of aufeis (ice that over-

flows in discrete patches in river channels), that convincingly calls into question

previous hypotheses advalced co explain its occurrence. In addition, we are

collaborating with scientists from the U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and En-

gineering Laboratory to monitor the recovery of a patch of tundra that was burned

in 1977. We determined that damage to the tundra and the regrowth of vegetation

can be assessed reliably using Land_at digital data. This study provides a

data base for evaluating damage--inflicted by man's activities or by nature--

to the tundra and the near-surface permafrost, and for estimating the rate

of recovery from the damage.

t
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A. AIRCRAFT REMOTE SENSING OF S01L MOISTURE

AND HYDROLOGIC PARAMETERS

by

P. E. O'Neili, T. Schmugge and J. Wang

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this cooperative investigation with the U.S. Department of

Agriculture (USDA) Beltsville Agricultural Research Center (BARC) is to examine

the ability of airborne microwave sensors to detect variations in soil moisture

content. An eventual goal is to evaluate the capability of remote sensing

to supply soil moisture data needed by water resource agencies to predict

runoff and to evaluate irrigation requirements.

BACKGROUND

Since microwave emission or backscatter from a terrain surface is largely

dependent on its dielectric properties, the possibility of measuring soil

moisture rests upon the large disparity in the dielectric constant of water

and soil. Aircraft platforms provide an opportunity for making large-scale

simultaneous observations of soil moisture over a wide range of surface conditions

which may be encountered in water resource applications.

During the past few years a series of aircraft data flights were arranged over

several agricultural test sites in semi-arid regions of Oklahoma and South

Dakota and in humid regions of Georgia and Florida. Ground measurements of

near-surface soil moisture, soil temperature and surface vegetation cover were

coordinated with overflights by a NASA C-130 research aircraft equipped with

visible, infrared, and passive and active microwave sensors.

RECENT RESULTS

Analysis of the aircraft data demonstrates that L-band (1.4 GHz, 21 cm wavelength)

microwave radiometers reliably respond to soil moisture content in the top

5 cm of the soil. Correlations of approximately -0.88 (r2 = .78) have been

obtained between microwave brightness temperature and soil moisture for the

South Dakota test site independent of vegetation cover. For the Oklahoma

and Georgia/Florida sites the correlation was ~ -0.7 (Figure 10A-i). When

these data are separated by land use or crop types, correlations in most

categories increase. Results using data from the aircraft's active microwave

scatterometers indicate that the best relationship between microwave backscatter

and near-surface soil moisture is obtained a. C-band frequency (4.75 GHz,

6.3 cm wavelength) at an incidence angle of 15° off nadir (Fig. 10A-2).

These results confirm the active microwave soil moisture research conducted

by the University of Kansas.
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FUTURE EMPHASIS

Data collected during three NASA aircraft flights this su_mer over very dry

test watersheds in Oklahoma complement measurements obtained from these same

watersheds under moist conditions in 1978. Now that a complete range of

soll wetness condition_, and different environments have been sampled, the

field observations are being used to refine and validate microwave emission

models. Future effort will focus on the effects of vegetation cover/crop

type and non-homogeneous terrain on the response of microwave sensors to

varying levels of soll moisture.

PUBL ICAT ION S

"Soil Moisture Sensing with Microwave Radiometers," by T. Schmugge, long paper

presented at the 6th Purdue Symposium on Machine Processing of Remotely

Sensed Data, Lafayette, Indiana, pp 346-354, 1980.

"Aircraft Remote Sensing of Soil Moisture and Hydrologic Parameters," by T.

J. Jackson, T. J. Schmugge, G. C. Coleman, C. Richardson, A. Chang, J.

Wang and E. T. Engman, USDA/SEA Agricultural Research Results ARR-NE-8,
1980.

"Active Microwave _asurements for Estimating Soil Moisture in Oklahoma," by

T. J. Jackson, A. Chang, T. J. Schmugge, paper presented at the Fall

Technical Meeting of the American Society of Photogrammetry, 1980.

"Spatial Relationships of Surface Soil Moisture," by T. J. Jackson and T. J.

Schmugge, submitted for publication to Journal of Hydrology, 1980.

"Analysis of Surface Moisture Variations Within Large Field Sites," by K. R.

Bell, B. J. Blanchard, T. J. Schmugge, and M. W. Witczak,

Water Resources Research, 16, 796-810, 1980.

"Estimation of Soll Moisture with API Algorithms and Microwave Emission," by

B. J. Blanchard, M. J. McFarland, T. J. Schmugge and E. Rhoades,

submitted for publication to Water Resources Bulletin, 1980.
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B. GROUND-BASED MEASUREMENTS OF S01L MOISTURE

THROUGH A VEGETATION CANOPY

by

P. E. O'Neill, T. Schmugge and J. Wang

OBJECTIVE

The goal of this Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) experiment (codes 924

and 946), in cooperate.on with U.S. _epartment of Agriculture/Beltsville

Agriculture Research Center (USDA/BARC), is to understand quantitatively

the effects of sensor parameters such as frequency, polarization and angle

of incidence, and _arget parameters such as moisture content, surface

roughness and vegetation cover on the ability of microwave radiometers

to determine soil moisture content.

BACKGROUN D

Microwave emission data were acquired under controlled conditions by GSFC's

truck-mounted microwave radiometers at 1.4 GHz and 5 GHz over both bare and

vegetated fields at the USDA/BARC test site. Soil at the test site is a sandy

loam, and vegetation covers include grass, soybean and corn. Due to

unavoidable constraints, field data collection consisting of measurements of

microwave emission, soil moisture content, soil temperature and vegetation
blomass wa_ limited to October 1979.

RECENT RESULTS

The bare field measurement results at 1.4 GHz agree fairly well with radiative

transfer model calculations with appropriate values for surface roughness

factor and mixing ratio (Fig. 10B-I). In addition, because the soil at the

USDA/BARC site is similar to the soll in a soll moisture test area studied by

Jet Propulsion Laboratory researchers in 1979, for the first time the performance

of different 1.4 GHz microwave radiometer systems can be directly compared.

Although acquired under a different range of soil moisture conditions, the

two data sets are consistent with each other in that they demonstrate the

same relationship between microwave brightness temperature and soll moisture

content (Fig. lOB-2 and Fig. lOB-3).

The presenc_ of a vegetat[on canopy was found to produce higher microwave

bright_ess temperatures than those expected from a bare field, thus reducing

radiometer sensitivity to the underlying soil moisture content. At 1.4 GHz

this sensitivity reduction ranged from about 20 percent for IO cm tall grass

to greater than 50-60 percent for a dense soybean field; at 5 GHz the

corresponding reduction in sensitivity ranged from approximately 70 percent

to 90 percent of the bare field case. Based on this study, the obscuring

effect of a vegetation cover on the microwave response to soil moisture

increases with radiometer frequency and with the blomass of the vegetation

as would be expected (Fig. lOB-4).
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FUTURE EMPHASIS

Work is continuing on quantification of the biomass relationship, using new

radiometric and ground truth data sets acquired at the BARC test site durlng

July through September 1980. This year's dry field observations will

complement those obtained in 1979, when wet soll conditions predominated

during the period of radiometric measurement.

PUBL ICAT ION S

"An Empirical Model for the Complex Dielectric Permittivity of Soils as a

Function of Water Content," J. R. Wang and T. J. Schmugge, IEEE

Trans. Geosci. Remote Sensing, GE-18, 4, 288, 1980.

"Passive Microwave Remote Sensing of Soil Moisture: The Effect of Tilled

Row Structure," J. R. Wang, R. W. Newton and J. W. Rouse, IEEE Trans.

Geosci. Remote Sensing, GE-18, 4, 296, 1980.

"The Dielectric Properties of Soil-Water Mixtures at Microwave Frequencies,"

J. R. Wang, Radio Science, 15, 5, 977, 1980.

'_icrowave Remote Sensing of Soil Moisture Content Over Bare and Vegetated

Fields," J. R. Wang, J. C. Shiue and J. E. D_Murtrey, III, Geophys. Res.

Letters, 7, I0, 801, 1980.

"Remote Sensing of Soil Moisture Content Over Bare Fields at 1.4 GHz

Frequency," J. R. Wang and B. J. Choudhury, accepted for publication by

J. Geophys. Res., 1981.

"Thermal Microwave Emission from Vegetated Fields: A Compacison Between

Theory and Experiment," J. R. Wang, J. C. Shiue, S. L. Chang and M.

Dombrowskl, submitted for publication to IEEE Trans. Geoscl. Remote

Sensing, 1980.

"Remote Measurements of Soll Moisture by Microwave Radiometers at BARC Test

Site," .I. Wang, J. Shiue, E. Engnmn, J. McMurtrey, III, P. Lawless,

T. Schmugge, T. Jackson, W. Gould, J. Fuchs, C. Calhoou, T. Carnahan,

AgRISTARS Technical Report SM-G0-00471, Oct., 1980.

"System Calibration of the 1.4 (;Hz and 5 (;Hz Radiometers for Soll Moisture

Rc_te Sensing," J. Wang, J. Shiue, W. Gould, J. Fuchs, E. Hlrschmann

and W. Glazar, NASA I'M 82043, GSFC, Nov. 1980.

"Con_arison of Radiative Transfer Models for Predicting the Microwave Emission
from Soils," T. J. Schmugge _nd B. J. Choudhury, NASA TM-80688, submitted

for publication to Radio Science, 1980.

"Effect of Soil Texture on the Microwave Emission from Soils," by Thomas

Schmugge, NASA Tech Memo 80632, IEEE Trans. on Oeoscience and Remote

Sensing, GE-IS, 353-361, 1980.
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Figure lOB-2.
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Figure lOB-3.
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C. DETERMINATION OF SNOWPACK PROPERTIES BY MICROWAVE RADIOMETRY:

THEORETICAL MODEL AND EXPERImeNTAL VALIDATION

by

A. T. C. Chang, J. L. Foster, D. K, Hall, A. Rango and B. K. Hartline

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this study is to develop a way to infer properties of

snowpack from observations made by satellite-borne sensors. Our recent

efforts have focussed on microwave radiometry, because that technique shows

promise for providing information on the water equivalent of snow.

BACKGROUND

Water stored in the snow_acks provides as much as 70 percent of the water

supply for the western states of the U.S. In order to accurately monitor

the snow water content, measurements o£ snow-covered area, depth, density,

and free water content are essential. Conventionally, these data are collected

by skiers, by use of snowmobiles, and from a few isolated stations instrumented

with pressure pillows or other sensors. These data collection methods

are time consu_Ling and only limited data are collected at points in selected

snow survey courses. Recently, visible and near infrared sensors on-board

the operational satellites have provided information on snow-covered area

(Rango, 1975). Because these sensors see only the surface of the snowpack,

they cannot measure the water equivalent of the snow. Since microwave sensors

respond to e_issions from within the snowpack, they have considerable potential

for monitoring snowpack properties, such as water equivalent (Rango, etal., 1979).

_reover, the dielectric properties of water are sufficiently different from

those of dry snow crystals that information on the wetness of the snow--a

measure of its readiness to melt--is also contained in the microwave emissions.

RECENT ACCO_L ISH_NTS

In order to determine snowpack properties quantitatively by microwave radi-

ometry, it is necessary to understand the microwave interactions within the

snowpack. A microscopic scattering model (Chang, et al., 1976) has been

developed to calculate the microwave emissions from a snowpack. At present,

our major effort is concentrated on relating the measurements taken by truck-

mounted systems and airborne sensor systems to the snow water equivalent,

and comparing these measurements with predictionsfrom the model.

Snow water equivalent predicted using the model and the measured brightness

temperatures at 37 GHz are compared with the measured snow water equivalent

in Tables IOC-I and lOC-2. For _hallow snowpacks, the agreement between

measured and predicted values is quite good. But when the snowpack is deep,

predicted and measured values are disparate. In part, the poor correlation

is due to the fact that 37 GHz radiation penetrates only approximately 1

meter of snow. However, we suspect that uncertainties in choosing the mean

crystal size assumed in the model are the major cause of the disagreement

in the deep-snowpack cases. This finding underlines the importance of grain
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size, and suggests that it is one of the snow properties that ought to be

measured in field studies of microwave emission from snow.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

This study will be extended to sample many different snow conditions. The

theoreticai model will be refined by utilizing data obtained by airborne

and spaceborne microwave systems.

REFERENCES AND PUBLICATIONS

Chang, A. T. C., P. Gloersen, T. Schmugge, T. T. Wilheit and H. J. Zwally,

"Microwave Emission from Snow and Glacier Ice," Journal of Glaciology,

16, p 23-29, 1976.

Chang, A. T. C., and J. Shiue, "A Comparative Study of Microwave Radiometer

Observations over Snowfields with Radiative Transfer Model Calculations,"

NASA TM-80267, (in press), Remote Sensing of Environment, 1980.

Chang, A. T. C., J. Shiue and A. Rango, "Remote Sensing of Snow Properties

by Passive Microwave Radiometry: GSFC Truck Experiment," NASA Microwave

Snow Property Workshop, NASA CP-2153, 1980.

Chang, A. T. C., J. L. Foster, D. K. Hall and A. Rango, '_onitoring Snowpack

Properties by Passive Microwave Sensors on Board Aircraft and Satellite,"
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D. SNOWPACK MONITORING USING PASSfVE MICROWAVE DATA

FROM N l_fl3US SATELL !TE S

by

A. Range, A. T. C. Chang, J. Foster and D. K. Hall

OBJECTIVES

This study was part of an effort to increase the amount of information about

snow cover that is available from remote sensing. Its purpose was to

test the feasibility of using passive microwave sensors on satellites to

measure snow depth or the water equivalent of the snowpack. An Electrically

Scanning Microwave Radiometer (ESMR) is on board Nimbus 5 (wavelength 1.55 cm)

and Nimbus 6 (wavelength 0.8 cm). Nimbus 7 carries a Scanning Multichannel

Microwave Radiometer (S_; wavelengths 0.8, 1.4, 1.7, 2.8, and 4.6 cm).

BACKGROUND

Currently the area covered by snow is the only snow parameter that is moni-

tored using data from sateilites, and that information, derived from visible

and near-infrared imagery, can be obtained only when the weather is clear.

Yet from the standpoint of predicting streamflow and allocating water use,

it would be ex[remely useful to have an estimation of the amount of water

stored as snow. Horeover, it would be nice to be able to keep an eye on

the snow, ewm when the sky is cloudy.

In principle, microwave radiation from snow could provide the information

to answer both of these needs. Microwaves penetrate clouds and the microwave

emission from snow is sensitive to conditions within the snowpack to a depth

of i0 to i00 timesthe wavelength. Such factors as snow temperature, thickness,

grain size, water equivalent, and the presence of liquid water contribute

to the microwave emissivity of snow, thereby influencing the intensity of

microwave emission, known as brightness temperature (TB).

We selected three study areas: the high plains of Canada (southern Alberta

and Saskatchewan), the high plains of the U.S. (eastern _ntana and western

North Dakota), and the central steppes of Russia. Brightness temperatures

from ESMR or S_ overpasses of these area_ were compared with snow depths

reported by meteorological observers on the ground.

RECENt RESULTS

Hicrowave brightness temperature appears to be a promising measure of snow

depth under the dry snow conditions typical in these study areas. (Fig. IOD-I)

Hicrowave brightness temperature decreases with snow depth

and water equivalent. Snow accumulation and depletion at

specific locations cause variations in passive microwave

brightness temperatures observed from Nimbus satellites. Qual-

itative monitoring of snowpack build-up and disappearance

during the winter appears feasible in a given area.
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• Since the snow was relatively shallow (less than 40 cm deep),

the short wavelength ESMR (Nimbus 6) measurements and the

short wavelength SMMR data produced the strongest correlations

with snow depth.

• Because different geographic areas have different snowpack

conditions, ground cover, underlying soil conditions and

surface temperatures, it is difficult to extrapolate relation-

ships between microwave brightness temperature and snow depth

from one area to another•

• Passive microwave signatures of snow cover are not obscured by

cloud cover and observations can be made at night.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

The challenge in the analysis of microwave emissions from snow lies in the

fact that snowpack conditions are complex, continually changing, and that

microwave radiation from snow is not completely understood. We plan to continue

to explore empirical correlations between snowpack properties and brightness

temperatures measured by the Nimbus satellites, in particular, we will exploit

the multichannel feature of the SMMR to see whether important snowpack properties

can be inferred from the multispectral signature of microwave emissions

from snow.

PU BL ICATION S

Foster, J. L., A. Rango, D. K. Hall, A. T. C. Chang, L. J. Allison, and B.

C. Diesen: Snowpack Monitoring in North America and Eurasia Using

Passive Microwave Satellite Data. Remote Sensin_ of the Environment

(in press) 1980.

Foster, J. L., D. K. Hall, A. Rango, A. T. C. Chang, L• J. Allison, and

B. C. Diesen: The Influence of Snow Depth and Surface Air Temperature

on Satellite-Derived Microwave Brightness Temperature. NASA Technical

_morandum TM-80695, 1980

Hall, D. K., A. Rango, J. L. Foster, and A. T. C. Chang: Progress and

_equirements of Passive Microwave Remote Sensing of Snowpack Properties.

Proceedings of the Workshop on Polar Surface Microwave Properties for

Climate Research, Greenbelt, Maryland, 1980.

Chang, A. T. C., J. L. Foster, D. K. Hall, and A. Rango: Monitoring Snowpack

Properties by Passive Microwave Sensors on Board of Aircraft and Satellites.

Microwave Snow Properties Workshop, Ft. Collins, Colorado, 1980.

NASA Conference Publication 2153, 235-248.
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E. _INOW MAPPING APPI, ICATIONS SYSTEMS VERIFICATION AND TRANSFER PROJECT

by

A. Rango

OBJECTIVE

'L_e purpose of this study was to test the operational usefulness of measure-

ments of snow covered area from images taken by Landsat and NOAA satellites.

BAC KG ROUN D

In the western United States, snown_It provides most of the water that is

coesumed by agriculture, industry, and residences, or used to generate

hydroelectric power. In the spring, melting snow can cause rivers to flood.

Thus, many agencies are concerned with predicting snowmelt runoff, both to

allocate water optimally and to minimize damage due to flooding. To make their

predictions, these agencies need to ktlow how much snow is in each river basin.

Since 1972, when Landsat-I and NOAA-2 satellites were launched, it has been

hypothesized that satellite data could be used to measure snow-coveredarea and

thereby assist in sno_._nelt runoff prediction. The Snow Mapping Applications

Systems Verification and Transfer (ASVT) project was begun in 1975 to determine

whether satellite observations of snow-covered area can be used operationally

by agencies to increase the accuracy of their runoff predictions. In order to

sample a broad range of snow, vegetation and climatic conditions, study basins

in Califo_nla, Arizona, Colorado, and the Pacific Northwest were selected for

the ASVT. Data collection was completed in 1979.

RECL_T RESULTS

This ASVT has proven that satellite-sensed snow-covered area can be used

to reduce the error in snowmelt runoff predictions in a cost-effective manner.

For example, in California test basins, use of the remotely sensed data

reduced runoff forecast error_ from 15 percent (conventional) to I0 percent

(Landsat). bk_delllng studies on the Boise River in Idaho indicated that the

error in short term (5-day) forecasts could drop as much as 9.6 percent when

satellite measurements of snow-covered area are used.

i

The use of the satellite data is not fully operational, however, because

there is too long a time lag between Landsat data acquisition and receipt

by the user. In addition, the frequency of coverage from l.andsat is not

optimum. NOAA satellite data are available with the required frequency and

quick turnaround, but the resolution is much poorer than Landsat, and as a

result they are more difficult to m_inipulate for snow rmipping, especially

in small tc moderate-sized basins. Truly operational application of satellite

data will only be possLble in the eleven western states when the data

turnaround time is reduced to 72 hours, and the water n_qnagement ag,,cle,._

can be assured of a continuing supply of data from space.
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SIGN IF ICANC E

In the areas studied, the remote sensing data were estimated to be

capable of reducing snowmelt runoff torecas_ error by 1-5 percent. Extra-

polated over the eleven western states, a I percent absolute improvement

in forecast accuracy was found to be worth approximately $38 million per

year ($28 million from irrigatlon benefits and $IO million from hydropower

benefits).

FUTURE EMPHASIS

In this ASVT remotely sensed data were input into river forecast models that

were designed to use conventional data. We are working now ,,n developing

models that are tailored to take snow-covered area as input data. We are

testing these forecast models operationally on basins that are large enough

that their snow cover can be mapped with sufficient accuracy from the

coarse-resolution NOAA images.

PUBL ICAT ION S

_ngo, A. and R. Peterson, L980: Operational Applications of Satellite Snow-

cover Observations, NASA Conference Publication CP-2116, National

Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington, D.C., 302 pp.

Rango, A., 1980: Operational applications of satellite snow cover observat[ons,

Water Resources Bulletin, Vol. 16, No. 6, 8 pp.
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F. SNOWMELT RUNOFF MODELING USING REMOTE SENSING DATA

by

A. Rango

OBJECTIVE

The overall objective of this study is to test whether snowmelt runoff in

operatlonal-s_ze (> I00 km2) basins can be forecast successfully using models

based on satellite remote sensing data.

BACKGROUND

In order to practice effective water resources management various agencies

have come to depend on the use of hydrologic models to assist them in this

function. Many agencies in the western United States are in the process of

switching over to modeling of the snowmelt runoff process as opposed to

statistically based approaches. Few models currently have the capability

to accept remote sensing data, however, there are a few excellent models,

such as the SSARR (Streamflow Synthesi_ and Reservoir Regulation) and

Martinec models, that require basin-wide snow cover estimates that can

only be obtained from some form of remote monitoring. The Martinec

model was developed in Europe on small experimental basins (< 50 km2) and

applied using -ireraft data. To be useful, such a model must be applied

to larger, ope,ational-type basins (> IO0 _a 2) with a potential need for

runoff forecasts. When Landsat data became available, it was decided to

test this model on operational basins in the western United States and assess

its ability to simulate runoff using satellite and limited conventional

data. Basins in the Wind River Mountains of Wyoming and the Rocky _untains

of Colorado were selected for testing.

RECENT RESULTS

Four basins have been tested thus far (DLnwoody Creek, WY - 228 km2;

Bull Lake Creek, WY - 484 km2; South Fork, CO - 558 km2; and Conejos River,

CO - 730 km 2) with successful application of the model in each case. Bee=use

normal temperature and precipitation measurements from conventional stations

have been employed, it appears that satellite snow cover is a critical input

variable which allows application of the model to these operational size

basins. In the Wind River Mountains comparisons of simulated and measured

streamflow indicate that simulated seasonal (6-month) volumes are within

5 percent of actual, and that about 82-86 percent of the variation in actual

daily runoff values is explained by the modeling approach. In the Colorado

Rockies, the predicted seasonal flow volume averaged to within 2 percent

of the observed volume, and about 88 percent of the variation in daily flows

is explained.

SIGN IF ICt_NCE

The model has the potential for the operational prediction of snowmelt runoff

for varying time periods, and it also can be applied to ungauged basins.

Such a modeling capability provides a means for applying the satellite remote
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sensing data operationally by a water resources agency. Regulation of

reservoirs for flood control, irrigation, and hydropower can thus be

improved.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

The snowmelt runoff model will be applied to the entire Rio Grande River

Basin above bel Notre, Colorado (3419 km2) for eventual operational use

by the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the Colorado Division of Water

Resources. In addition, the model will be converted for use in the fore-

casting mode and tested on the Colorado basins.

In order to make more effective use of remote sensing data, a task force

will focus on the development of a family of remote-sensing-compatible

hydrological models. These models will be designed for use with spatially

obtained remote sen_ing information and not with conventional point measure-
ments. Both non-snowmelt and snowraelt situations will be covered.

PUBL ICAT IONS

Rango, A. and J. Martlnec, 1979: Application of a snowmelt-runoff model

using Landsat data, N_ordic Hydrology, iO, 225-238.

Rango, A., 1980: Remote sensing of snow covered area for runoff modelling,

Hydrological Forecasting (Proceedings of the Oxford SymposiumS, IAHS-
AISH Publication No. 129, International Association of Scientific

Hydrology, Oxford, U.K., pp. 291-297.

Hawley, M. E., R. H. McCuen, and A. Rango, 1980: Comparison of models for

forecasting snowmelt runoff volumes, Water Resources Bulletin, 16,
5, 914-920.
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G. WATER MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL APPLICATIONS SYSTEMS VERIFICATION

OBJECTIVE

AND TRANSFER PROJECT

by

A. Rango

The purpose of this study was to test the utility of Landsat hydrologic

land use data as input for hydrologic engineering models that are used to

generate discharge frequency curves.

BACKGROUND

For flood control planning and construction purposes, up-to-date hydrologic

land u_e information is required for model simulations of flood flows under

existing land cover conditions. Agencies charged with the management of

flood flows need the most current information possible for use in these

studies. The Corps of Engineers, as an example, conducts approximately

75 watershed studies each year. Initial research had indicated that Landsat

classifications of land use could be used in place of conventional data

in these studies at potentially significant cost savings. To test this

idea, the water management and control Applications Systems Verification

and Transfer (ASVT) project was begun in cooperation with the Corps of Engineers.

In order to sample a broad range of watersheds currently undergoing land

use change, the Corps of Engineers selected six study basins distributed

across the U.S. Landsat data were used to classify the present land usd

and were tested against conventional data in the simulation of the flood

flows from the six basins.

REC FaNT RESULTS

The Water Management and Control ASVT has proven that Landsat land use data

can be used to generate discharge frequency curves virtually identical to

the conventional curves on all basins tested (Figure IOG-1). The selection

of the Landsat-based curve would result in the design of a flood control

system that would be no different from the conventional approach. On a

watershed basis, Landsat land use classifications differed from conventional

ones by only 2-8 percent. In addition, it was found that the Landsat data

could be directly incorporated in the Corps of Engineers grid cell data

bank, thereby providieg an automated environment for applying Landsat classi-

fications in routine hydrologic investigations.

SIGNIFICANCE

The potential for significant cost savings by employing Landsat hydrologic

land use data has been dem'astrated on tile study watersheds. The Landsat

costs are approxl_itely one quarter to one half the costs of the conventional

methods on basins greater than I0 mi 2 (25 km2). Associated analysis of

the ASVT data indicates that differences in relative effectiveness of the

* 10-15
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conventional and Landsat methods for obtaining land use for hydrological

modeling purposes for each of the test basins are insignificant.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

The degree of improvement in hydrologic land use classifications using

improved resolution Landsat-D data will be tested. The Corps of Engineers

will participate in this phase of the study in specific locations such as

the Upper Mississippi River basin. Applications for hydrologic modeling

and floodplain information surveys will be examined.

m _p,-,m.mm,.---_
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Figure IOG-I.

LANDSAT AND CONVENTIONAL DISCHARGE
FREOUENCY CURVES GENERATED USING
THE STORM MODEL FOR THE PENNYPACK
CREEK BASIN (55.74 MI 2)
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H. ANALYSIS OF AUFEIS SOURCE WATER ON THE ARCTIC SLOPE

OF ALASKA

by

D. K. Hall

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this work was to determine the origin of the water which

forms large aufeis fields (river icings) in the continuous permafrost

region of the Arctic Slope of Alaska.

BACKGROUND

In July of 1978 and 1979, field parties took measurements of aufeis extent

and thickness, and collected samples of aufeis water for subsequent laboratory

analysis. A NASA Convair-990 overflight accompanied the field work in July

of 1978. Aerial photographs were obtained and used to determine the precise

location of the aufels within the stream channel, and the shape and extent

of the aufeis for comparison with aufeis as seen on Landsat imagery. June
Landsat data were used to measure the maximum extent of aufeis fields on

the eastern Arctic Slope of Alaska• These measurements were used to determine

the interannual variability of the maximum extent of aufels on the Arctic

Slope of Alaska.

RECENT ACCOHPL ISHMENTS

Through measurement of the interannual variability of aufeis extent using

June Landsat MSS and RBV imagery (1973 - 1979), it was determined that the

areal extent of lar_ aufeis fields does not follow meteorological trends,

contrary to theory. Thus, the aufeis feed-water could not be local (i.e.from

str_amflow). Field and laboratory measurements corroborated this when the

melted au_eis water was found to contain large amounts of calcium carbonate

which is abundant only in the Brooks Range and foothills approximately

lO0 km to the south, but not in adjacent upstream stream water. The average

amount of calcium (as CaCO3) in the aufels samples was 321.6 mg/l; the adjacent
river water contained only 44.7 mg/l of calcium•

The aufels feed-water travels northward through a network of unfrozen zones

within the continuous permafrost which is probably comprised of an

interconnecting system of tectonic faults. Tectonic faults are prevalent

on the eastern Arctic Slope where the aufeis is located, and rare on the

western Arctic Slope where no large stream aufeis exists.

SIGN IF ICANC E

Aufels can cause much damage during construction in permafrost regions and

can be inadvertently created by man if the natural flow of groundwater is

interrupted and the dynamics of aufels formation is not understood. Its

exlstance can be beneficial because it is fresh (spring) water, and potable

f
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water is scarce in the Arctic especially during the winter. In addition,

the results of this research indicate that there are probably more

tectonic faults in the eastern Arctic Slope than have been mapped, because

the feed-water needs passageways through which to f!ow within the impermeable

permafrost.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

The June aufeis extent will continue to be measured in subsequent years

using Landsat b_S and RBV data. This will enable quantitative determination

of the relationship between meteorological factors (precipitation and severity

of freezing (as expressed in freezing degree days)) and aufeis extent.

PUBL ICATION S

Hall, D. K., 1980: Mineral Precipitation in North Slope River Icings. Arctic,

V. 33, pp. 343-348.

Hall, D. K., 1980: Analysis of the Origin of Water Which Forms Large Aufeis

Fields on the Arctic Slope of Alaska Using Ground and Landsat Data.

Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, Univ. of MD, 120 pp.

Hall, D. K., 1980: Use of Landsat Data for River and Lake Ice Engineering

Studies. To appear in River and Lake Ice Engineering, a book to be

published jointly by the U.S. Army CRREL and the IAHR Committee on

Ice Problems, 12 pp. (Also NASA TM 80686.)

Hall, D. K. and C. Roswell, 1980: Anal[sis of the Origin of Aufeis Feed-

Water on the Arctic Slope of Alaska. NASA TM 819q2, 41 pp.
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I. LANDSAT DIGITAL ANALYSIS OF THE RECOVERY OF

BURNED TUNDRA IN ALASKA

by

D. K. Hall and J. P. Ormsby

OBJECTIVE

The main objectives of this study were: A) to evaluate the regeneration of

tundra following a wildfire; B) to categorize burn severity (within the burned

area), C) to compare ground and satellite observations for use in estimating

vegetation regrowth following a tundra fire.

BACKGROUND

Between July 26 and August 12, 1977, a wildfire burned a 48 km 2 area in north-

western Alaska near the Kokolik River. In August 1977 and 1978, field

measurements were made by Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory

(CPuREL) scientists on the site of the tundra fire, and in July 1978 imagery

was obtained during a NASA Convair-990 aircraft overflight of the site. Landsat

digital tapes of the area were obtained for four time periods: before the

fire occurred (July 1977), during the fire (early August 1977), less than

I month after the fire stopped (August 1977) and approximately i year after

the fire stoppeo (August 1978). Portions of these tapes were analyzed using

the Atmospheric ond Oceanographic Image Processing System (AOIPS).

RECENT ACCO_L ISHMENTS

Three categories of burn severity were delineated based on spectral reflectance

of Landsat Band 7 data. The spectral reflectances within the categories:

lightly-, moderately- and severely-burned tundra were measured for the

August 21, 1977, and the August 14, 1978 subscene. Table i01-i shows that the

spectral limits increased in 1978 in all three categories of burn severity.

This corresponded _o an increase in regrowth of vegetation which was observed

in the field. Portions of the lightly-burned category were inferred to be

fully recovered based on the Landsat data because the spectral response of

these portions was the same as that of nearby unburned tundra. This was

confirmed in the field for selected areas.

SIGN IF IC._N C E

The amount of time required for recovery of tundra following a fire is unknown.

Damage is dependent upon various factors including: type of vega, ration,

proximity of ground ice to the surface, elevation, drainage, and meteorological

conditions (rain and wind) prior to and during the fire.

Landsat recorded the events during and after the Kokolik River tundra fire.

Landsat data proved to be a convenient and inexpensive way to monitor vegetation

cegrowth (and thus infer recovery) following a wildfire, and to evaluate

the effects of fire in this remote area. The response of tundra to surface

disturbances is important especially in light of the increaslng use of the

Arctic for oil exploration.

[0-30



TABLE i0_-i, Spectral Limit_ of the August 21, 1977 and August 14, 1978

Subscenes of the Burned Area from Band-7 Density Slices

Spectral Limits

Theme Name August 21, 1977 August 14, 1978

1 Water 0 - 3 0 - 8

2 Severely burned and smaller lake 4 - !2 9 - 31

3 Moderately burned 13 - 24 32 - 51

4 Lightly burned 25 - 44 52 - 64

FUTURE EMPHASIS

CRREL scientists are continuing to measure tundra regeneration at the site

of the fire. After more Landsat tapes are acquired at GSFC (e.g. August 1979,

1980 and 1981), the spectral reflectances will again be compared with the

in-situ measurements and with the August 1977 and 1978 results in order to

determine longer term recovery characteristics of burned tundra.

PUBL ICAT ION S

Hall, D. K., J. Brown and L. Johnson, 1978: The 1977 Tundra Fire in the

Kokolik River Area of Alaska. Arctic, V. 31, pp. 54-58.

Hall, D. K., J. Brown and L. Johnson, 1978: The 1977 Tundra Fire at Kokolik

River, Alaska. CRREL SR 78-10, ii pp.

Hall, D. K., J. P. Ormsby, L. Johnson and J. Brown, 1980: Landsat Digital

Analysis of the Initial Recovery of Burned Tundra at Kokolik River,

Alaska. Rem. Sens. of Environ., V. ii.
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Chapter ii

ADVANCEDSTUDIES

edited by

John Barker

OVERVIEW

The goal of the Earth Resources Advanced Studies Group is to
provide performance simulation capability to assist in the
feasibility, definition, design, and fabrication trade-off
studies of future sensor systems for applications in renewable
and non-renewable resources. The approach is both passive and
active; that is, to maintain a familiarity with research and
development efforts of others, as well as maintaining and developing
a capability to model key phases in the end-to-end system in our
own facilities, from spectral and spatial characteristics of

typical targets, through sensor and supporting spacecraft systems,

through processing and finally through value assessment. Part

of this goal _s to identify critical areas where new research

should be done in order to evaluate the potential impact on

future satellite missions.

|

Previous efforts of the advanced studies group have included:

(i) Simulating of the expected performances of Landsat-D for

Crop Production Forecasting ("Sigma Squared"), (2) designing

and implementing a field research program in collaboration with

USDA in Beltsville, Maryland for collecting spectra of crops under

measured conditions for simulating the performance of future

sensors, and (3) evaluating the potential and designing a research

plan for the use of remotely sensed data for improving decisions

in the management of crops ("A_I", Agricultural Management

Information).

q_4o 1979 efforts (Williams et al., 1979, and Irons and Wharton, 1979)

were not active during 1980 but are expected to become active again

in 1981. One was the Landsat-D Assessment System activity which

has the objective of providing a facility and capability to perform

analyses that will quantify the engineering and technological

advantages afforded by the Thematic Mapper Scanner, relative to

MSS capability. Funds have not been available for Landsat-D

assessment studies in 1980. The other effort was analysis of data

from aircraft flights of a linear array pushbroom radiometer (LAP_)

to demonstrate and evaluate the utility of data acquired by a

linear array instrument for remote sensing applications. A publi-

cation was produced on this 1979 work (Wharton, Irons and Huegel,

1980). Consideration is being given to further MLA aircraft flights

and analysis in ]981.
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In 1980, the major effort was to support the engineers in a value

assessment part of a multispectrall[near array (MLA) sensor

feasibility study for an operational land observing system (OLOS).

It involved inputs from more than fifty perople, approximately

half of them were remote sensing specialists at Goddard. Results

are documented in the Final Report of the feasibility study,

primarily in the appendices. Titles and authors for three of

the activities in advanced studies reported on for 1980, are given

below, by section:

A. Value Assessment of an Operational Land Obsez-ving System
John Barker

S. Simulating Information Content of Digital Imagery

Mike Forman

C. Simulating Landsat Sensor Performance from Field Spectra

Brian Markham, John Barker and Charles Schnetzler

Work in 1981 will center around both the Landsat-D assessment

activity and the MLA/OLOS research activities. In addition, some

effort needs to be given to the "ultimate" sensors and missions,

primarily in the area of thermal and geostationary missions for
land resources.

PUBLICATIONS

Irons, J. and S. _harton, "C. Linear Array Pushbroom Radiometer

Data Analysis", in Chapter 9: Advanced Studies of "Earth

Survey Applications Division Research Report - 1979", NASA

TM-80642 (1980), pp. 9-9 to 9-12.

Wharton, S.W., J.R. Irons and F. Huegel, "LAPR: An Experimental

Aircraft Pushbroom Scanner", NASA TM-80729, July 1980, pp. 24.

Williams, D., D. Deering, K. Meehan and J. Tucker, "Landsat-D

Assessment System", in Chapter 9: Advanced Studies of "Earth

Survey Applications Division Research Report - 1979", NASA

T;'_0642 (1980), pp. 9-2 to 9-5.
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A. VALUE ASSESSMENT OF AN OPERATIONAL LAND OBSERVING SYSTEM

by

J. Barker

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this "value assessment" activity was to provide
the basis for the selection of the "most probable" sensor for the

U.S. Operational Land Observing System (OLOS) for the decade of

the 1990's.

BACKGROUND

In November, 1979, the President provided the framework within

which a civil operational land remote sensing satellite system

should be implemented under the management of the National Oceanic

and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) in the Department of Commerce.

OLOS would provide images of the Earth for applications in many

areas of renewable and non-renewable resources, including: early

warning of changes in crop conditions, crop production forecasting

around the world, oil and gas exploration, mapping of land, charting

shallow waters, range!and and forest management, water resource

management, urban and regional land-use planning, and monitoring

various types of episodic events. Since 1972, the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration (NASA) has been managing the experimental

precursors to OLOS, namely the three Lan@sat satellites. In the

1980's, NASA will probably build two or three more Landsat satellites

with a "Thematic Mapper (TM)" sensor in place of the current "Multispectral

Scanner Subsystem (MSS)". OLOS would replace these m_chanical scanners

in the late 1980's with large multispectral linear arrays (MLA) of

solid state detectors. These arrays are oriented perpendicular to

the direction of the spacecraft flight and can be used to sense both

reflected and emitted radiation from the Earth. In effect, the satellite

sweeps the optics for the thcosands of detectors over the groun_ trac_,

thereby providing an alternative to the rapidly oscillating mirrors

in the current cross-track mechanical scanning systems. This pushbroom

MLA te:hnology has been identified as the sensor design for OLOS.

There are three primary advantages of using MLA technology for

satellite remote sensing. First, it has inhecently better sensitivity

by a factor of up to I000:i due to the longer dwell time of each
detector. This can be translated into spectral bands as narrow as

i0 nanemeters while at the same time achieving a spatial resolution

of at least i0 meters for a ground-instantaneous-field-of-view (C_IFOV).

Secondly, there are no moving optical parts during imaging which along

with the fixed position of the detectors can be used for more accurate

geometric location of points for map production. _hirdly, it has

the ability to adaptively select sampling rates which permits an

¢
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instrument to be flown at a variety of orbital altitudes and
_chieve a range of spatial resolutions. There are two major
disadvantages of using MLA technology, both of which will presumably
disappear with time. In the first place, large infrared MLA detectors
need developing. In order to maintain a launch date in the 1980's,
this means parallel mission definition and short wave infrared
focal plane development (SWIR, 1.0-2.4 um, micrometers). It also
means an even longer time for thermal infrared array development
(TIR, 2.5-15 _m), for possible addition of a separate thermal sensor
to later missions. Secendly, calibration of thousands of detectors
over a 15° field-of-view is required. This will require an unprece4ented
development of calibration methods and sources in order to achieve
both spectral and radiometric equivalence to better than 0.5%. The
clear inherent a_vantages of MLA technology are assumed to outweigh
its current developmental di ,advantages.

In late spring of 1980, a team of engineers and scientists at
Goddard Space Flight Center began the effort of examining the
existing information on the feasibility of using _4LAsensors for
OLOS. Scientists were asked to develop an approach to the value
assessment of the various sensor options that were foun,_ to be useful

and feasible by scientists and engineers. Study work was complete_

in July and documented in the fall.

Three approaches to value assessment were pursued in parallel:

(i) survey and evaluate the scientific state-of-the-art capabilities,

(2) compile, quantify and evaluate surveys of users collected by

NOAA in 1980, and (3) identify and quantify a couple of illustrations
of the economic value of _LOS data.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Scientific evaluation was obtaine_ in two forms, reviews by specialists

on key issues and interviews of key scientists both before and after

the conducting of the feasibility study. '?he results were written up in

the Value Assessment Chapter of the Final Report of the "Multispectral

Linear Array Sensor Feasibility Study". An overview of OLOS scientific

questions and twelve individual papers were included in Appendix C

of that report (see Table of Content. _ of Appendi_ in Table I IA-I).

It was concluded that if one is restricted to six spectral channels in

the 40 n to 2500 nm (nanometers)range, the most probable bands would be

at the approximate locations of those proposed for the Thematic Mapper.

However, the design should remain flexible enough to change the exact

location and width of the spectral bands as close to the launch _ate

as possible, since several alternative bands have been identifiec!

which require further scientific study.

Existing thermal evidence strongly favored a _l thermal sensor

for both discrimination and absolute temperature measurements if

the overpass was at points of maximum thermal contrast close to

solar noon and early in the mornina. ',owever, there was insufficent

experimental evidence to demonstrate the utility o c a q30 AM overpass

whichwill occur at intervals greater than every day or so.
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Spatially, there was evidence that new applications would be
enabled as one went to better resolution, although there might be
a necessity to average spatial elements together for some specific
objectives where the error is classification of thematic categories
might be increased because more detail was visible than desired. A
sharpening band at two or three times the resolution of the other
bands in the system was strongly favored for two reasons: (i)
boundary definition can be significantly increased for visual
interpretation and training site selection, and (2) errors in supervised
classification procedures can be significantly reduced by the labeling
of picture elements, pixels, which contain more than one type of
category.

This evaluatior% extensively documented in the papers listed in
Table IIA-I, summarized the scientific information from which
requirements for specific applications can be derived. It was then
possible to provide scientific input to guide in the selection of the
eleven spectral and spatial sensor options that were used in the
systematic compilation of user surveys (Table IIA-2). Both user
requirements and economic value assessments were then used in
making an objective quantitative decision on what was the "most
probable" sensor for an operational land observing system.

In 1980, NO_J_assembled a comprehensive data base of user surveys
for the purpose of determining OLOS sensor requirements. A major
portion of our value assessment activity involved the systematic and
quantitative extraction of requirements from this NOAAdata base.
User objectives were compiled for federal, state, local and private

communities. Three quantitative procedures were developed for
obtaining a single relative estimate of the value of each of eleven

options identified by scientists and engineers. One measure was the

annual required volume of 185 by 185 km images and the second was a

measure of the fraction of programmatic requirements that were met by

particular options. The third measure was a independent check on the

first two. It used surveys of four discipline panels, each

consisting of about five remote sensing specialists. These

specialists were cognizant of research that many of the users had not

seen. In addition, the panels were asked some questions that were

necessary for a definition of an OLOS mission which had been omitted

from the user surveys, such as required frequency of cloud-free

coverage.

Results from user "Volume Requirements", "User Scores", and "Panel

Scores" agreed in most major features between the eleven options

identified in Table IIA-2. Naturally, the options with the higher

capabilities received higher value scores. In order to identify a

"most probable" OLOS sensor, these value estimates were divided by the

relative cost of each option. Resulting value-to-cost ratios are

given in Table IIA-3. The conclusion is that options 6, 7 and P are

all about equally desirable according to this criterion. However,

from an engineering standpoint option 8 would signficantly jeopardize

an early launch of OLOS because large arrays of thermal sensors will

require several years to develop. Future addition of a separate

f_
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thermal sensor requires an immediate parallel thermal sensor development

program, along with a scientific effort to define the thermal

requirements. Option 7 is a clear choice over option 6 because of the

large incremental value expected ;tom the sharpening band, especially

for production of maps. Option 7 is therefore the current best estimate

of the "most probable" sensor, based on the perceived needs by both
the user and scientific communities.

Economic value assessment proceeded in parallel with the scientific

and user survey activities. Two applications were researched

efficiently to provide additional numerical estimates of the relative

economic value of each sensor option. They were crop production

forecasting and map production. These two applications are illustrative

of agricultural and land use requirments. A non-quantitative survey

was also undertaken of the potential benefits from reduced expenditures

for the exploration of gas and oil, perhaps the largest economic

benefit to be Oerived from remote sensing in the next twenty years.

Finally, a literature research was conducted and documented for past

economic analyses. Further work is needed to identify the exact

mechanisms by which an economic benefit can be expected from remotely

sensed data.

The one accepted economic model was for benefits realized because of

more efficient storage of grain from improved monthly forecasts of

expected wheat production. This wheat benefit model was parametized

for error in area estimation as a function of spatial resolution.

There were no useful experimental or theoretical results to permit

simulations of the effect o_ adding ,gWIR or _IR bands to the four
bands in the visible and near infrared region (760 to i000 nm).

Value-to-cost ratios for wheat benefits in Table IIA-3 show that a

30-meter system, options 4-8, captures most of the value for wheat,

which is grown in large fields.

e_

A second measure of economic value was made for map-making, which is

currently done largely by aerial reconnaissance end represented a 900

million dollar market in 1979. Projections were made of map requirements

in 1995. Analysis showed that more than 60% of the maps will be at

the new 1:20,000 metric scale primarily from topographic, census and

road maps. Without ground control points, registration of images will

produce absolute ground locations from OLOS to an accuracy of about

100m, and none of the eleven options could be used to produce acceptable

position locations for 1:20,000 scale maps. With ground control

points, pixels can be located relative to their neighbors to an accuracy

of better than half a pixel, thereby enabling map pro_,uction of a

1:20,000 scale from a 10-meter OLOS system, namely options 9-11, at an

altitude of 705 kin. If these relatively infrequent mapping requirements

are met while a satellite is still at its pre-bc_:st altitude of 283 km

from the space shuttle, then the 30-meter OLO._ o.ptions with a sharpenin.q

band, namely options 5, 7 and 8, are satisfactory. Value-to-cost

results for the 705 km orbit are also summarized in Table IIA-3 for

the illustrative mapping examples.

In summary, all value assessment procedures showed a significant

maximum in value-to-cost for 30-meter systems. Map production showed

an apparent need for a 10-meter system which might be met with a 30-
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meter system flown at its lower initial insertion orbit from the space

shuttle; this possibility requires serious further examination since a

separate MAPSAT mission is not likely in addition to an OLOS mission.

Scientific panel members saw a 50% incremented value from the addition

of SWIR bands to the current bands in the visible/near infrared regions.

Neither user nor panelists saw more than a 20% increase in value from

further addition of a thermal band; which is probably due to lack

of familiarity with experimental data rather than to the absence

of value in a TIR band. The "most probable" sensor is therefore expected

to be option 7 initially, with possible addition of a separate thermal

sensor at a later time.

SIGNIFICANCE

Objective reproducible value asseFsment procedures were developed and

implemented in the MLA Sensor Feasibily Study. Goddard engineers

produced requests in December, 1980 for follow-on sensor definition

studies from contractors, with procurement requests sufficiently

focused on option 7, or better, to permit a concrete evaluation of

the proposals. Finally, these evaluations have also helpe@ identify

the potential scientific and applied research studies which are a

necessary compliment to the SNIR and TIR sensor development activities

and to the OLOS mission feasibility studies.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

Sensor science support will continue as part of the SWIR development

activity. Some level of scientific study is also needed in conjunction

with the TIR array development activity. Supporting science activities

are also planned under the OLOS mission feasibility study.

It is anticipated that all of the above MLA/OLOS Supporting Requirements

and Assessment Activities will be coordinated by the OLOS study

Scientist and be grouped into three categories: (i) OLOS Requirements

and Integration Tasks, (2) OLOS Information and Assessment Tasks,

and (3) OLOS Economic Assessment Tasks. The overall objective of

this effort is to provide information and value assessment support

during the feasibility studies, definition, fabrication, trade-off

and assessment activities of MLA sensor and OLOS projects. In order to

accomplish this objective i_ will be necessary to develop quantitative

_nalytical capabilities of information and value assessment, includin_

illustrative results.

PUBLICATIONS

"Multispectral LiDear Array Sensor Feasibility Study", Go_dard

Draft Final Report dated November, 19_0, 224 pp.

Barker, .T.L., V.V. Salomonson, P.J. Cressy and C.C. <chnetzler,

"Landsat Observing .qystems in the .q0's and Value to ['sets," talk

presented at American rnstitute of Aeronautics an( _, Astronautics

Conference on Sensor Systems for the _0's in Colorado Sprin_s,

Colorado, 2-4 December, 1980.



Table IIA-I

Final Report of MLA Sensor Feasibility Study
Appendix: Table of Contents

by

Goddard Space Flight Center

December, 19S0

APPENDIX A-- Sensor Systems

A-I -- Cost Analysis of Projected Options for the

Operational Land Observing System (OLOS), Lynda

Pedersen and Bernard Dixon, GSFC

A-2 -- Mission Scenarios - Individual OLOS Satellite

Capabilities, Ron Muller, GSFC

APPENDIX B -- Landsat Significant Results

B-I -- Sumr_ary of Landsat Significant Results, Scott

Cox, GSFC

B-2 -- A Review of the Capabilities and Benefits Derived

from the Use of the Landsat Multispectral Scanner,

General Electric Company, Space Systems Organization,

Beltsville, MD

APPENDIX C -- Science and Applications Issues

C-I -- Overview of Scientific Requirements for Observations

of Land from Satellites, John Barker, GSFC

C-2 -- Information Content of Visible and Near Infrared Spectra,

Brent Holben, Jim Irons, Alicia Siegrist and Dave

Toll, GSFC

C-3 -- Vegetation Information in the Short Wave Infrared,

Compton Tucker III, GSFC

C-4 -- Short Wave Infrared: Utility of Non-Vegetated

Terrain, Ken Meehan, GSFC

C-5 -- Remote Sensing in the Thermal Infrared, Dan Kimes
GSFC

C-6 -- Thermal Infrared Applications to ,_tudies of the

Earth's Surface, Arch Park, General Fiectric,

Beltsville, MD

C-7 -- Narrow Spectral Bands, Charles Schnetzler and

Brian Markham, GSFC

C-8 -- Spatial Resolution: A Summary of Significant Points,

John Townshend, GSFC
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C-9 -- Mixed Resolution Earth Observation Systems,
Scott Cox, GSFC

C-10 -- Simulated Direction Radiances of Vegetation from
Satellite Platforms, Julie Mirchner and
Charles Schnetzler, GSFC

C-II -- Stereoscopic Coverage: It's Significant to
Discipline Applications, Herb Blodget_ GSFC

C-12 -- Data Continuity with MSS, Brian Markham and

John Barker, GSFC

C-13 -- Atmospheric Correction, Robert Fraser, GSFC

APPENDIX D -- User and Panel Req,/irements

D-I -- User Requirements Worksheets, Philip Cressy,

John Barker and Janet Gervin, GSFC

D-2 -- Aqriculture Panel Report, Arch Park, General

Electric, Beltsville, MD

D-3 -- Geology Panel Report, Nick Short, GSFC

D-4 -- Hydrology Panel Report, Dorothy Hall, Be'gy

Middleton, Jim Ormsby and A1 Rango, GSPC

D-5 -- Land-Use Panel Report in Discipline Assessment

of Improved Sensor Performance, Ruth Whitman,

ORI, Inc. , Silver Spring, MD

APPENDIX E -- Economic Value

E-I -- MLA Value Derived from an Analysis of National Land

Mapping Activities, Harry Loates, Jr. and Donald

Lloyd, ECOsystems International, Inc. Cambrills, MD

E-2 -- An Assessment of the Value of Improved Sensor

Performance in Aqriculture, ECON, Inc.,

Prinoeton, NJ

E-3 -- Assessment of the Value of improved Sen_or Performance

to Exploration, Development an_ ._roducticr, of Petroleum

and Minerals, ECON, Inc.. Princeton, _IJ

r]-4 -- A Bibliography: Cost-Benefit Assessment of Pemote

Sensing Imaqery, Mike Matthews and Lee Miller,

Remote Sensing Center, Texas A&M University,

Colle_e Station, Texas
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B. SIMULATING INFORMATION CONTENT OF DIGITAL IMAGERY

by

M. Forman

OBJECTIVE

The goal of this effort is to obtain, maintain and evaluate digital

imagery of terrestrial scenes for the purpose of quantifying the

characteristics and capabilities of future satellite sensor systems.

Sources of imagery _nclude aircraft and satellite scanners,

digitized photography and computer generated scenes.

This project has the following specific objectives:

a. Collect and analyze existing data sets which are suitable

for general simulation studies.

b. Analyze aircraft sensor data which may be applicable
to simulation studies.

c. Disseminate data to interested parties.

d. Generate requirements for new sets of data utilizing

existing instrumentation.

e. Develop software for the purposes of simulation from

synthetic and real data.

BACKGROUND

When new instruments are considered for remote sensing applications,

it is often advantageous to have access to data sets which can be

used to simulate predicted spacecraft responses. Effects of

abnormal instrument or spacecraft performance on the output data

can also be analyzed.

A few years ago, there was an interest in assessing classifier

accuracy as a function of data compression method. There was no

absolute truth to compare against. Therefore, a computer program

was developed to generate a random ground truth map for a given number

of classes. Spectral signatures drawn from a "bank" coulc! then be

associated with each class, spatial resolutions could be assigned,

and the data set could then be degraded to simulate satellite data.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

This past year, a study was undertaken to simulate underlap in the TM

Scanner. Another problem, relating to the detection of similar signals

in the presence of noise, led to the acquisition of some LACIE

super site data, along with associated ground "truth" observations

digitized and registered to the imaqery.

During the past year various data sets have been acquired, but not

analyzed in depth. These are listed in _able IIB-I.

11-12
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Table IIB-I

SCENE TYPE RESOLUTION BANDS SIZE PIXELS

1 Cultural 3m 1 4096 x 4096

2 Geologic 3m 1 4096 x 4096

3 LACIE Site A 80m 4 196 x ]18

4 [ACIE Site B . 80m 4 196 x 118

Scenes 1 and 2 are digitized aircraft photographs and have use in

applications relating to spatial analysis. Scenes 3 and 4 are

both multispectral and temporal and have associated groun_ truth

maps and photos.

The 3-meter resolution scenes have been used to simulate expecte< _

Landsat-D performance, including studies of underlap data acquisition

by the Thematic Mapper (TM) caused by satellite height variations,

and studies relating to jitter caused by vibrational interactions

of the TM, Multispectral Scanner (MSS) and the antenna. The

Multispectral data scenes are being used as input for a pl_nned

demonstration of the Massively Parallel Processor (MPP) classification

capability.

The calibration data which is routinely acquired by the Thematic

Mapper Simulator (TMS) was found to have a radiometric value much

below the specified 8 bit level in the visible and near infrared

regions. Additionally, the single lamp, single point calibration

methods used are unreliable and inaccurate. Thus data acquired by the

TMS is of doubtful utility for the objectives of this project.

S IGNIF ICANCE

Artificial target simulation is essential when there are few experimental

images. Mowever, our ability to adequately capture the spectral an@

spatial variations of a real scene is not yet developed. This type

of target simulation will have increasing importance when the models

work well enough to simulate the complete range of target and

atmospheric conditions.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

Efforts should be made to generate synthetic scenes, and acquire

sets of digital aircraft imagery and associated groun4 and atmospheric

observations, for the purpose of testing various MLA sensor options

and OLOS mission scenarios. Financial support needs to be identified

for both software development and data acquisition.

PUBLICATIONS

Forman, M.L. "The Use of Thematic Mapper Simulator Calibration Data

for Assessment of Data Ouality", submitted for TM publication,

December, 1980.
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C. SIMULATING SENSOR PERFORMANCE FROM FIELD SPECTRA

by

B.L. Markham, J.L. Barker and C.C. Schnetzler

OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this study w_ to develop and evaluate a procedure and

a computer capability for comparing the performance of current

Landsat Multispectral Scanner (MSS) and the expected 1982 Landsat

Thematic Mapper (TM) sensor using ground-acquired reflectance spectra.

Two specific applications of this tool were to:

a. Examine the feasibility of simulating MSS data from TM

data in order tc provide continuity of service.

b. Illustrate the potential value of bands that are

narrower than TM bands.

BACKGROUND

There is a general need to be able to use laboratory, field and

aircraft spectra to simulate the expected performance of proposed

new sensors. The Thematic Mapper to be carried on Landsat-D

incorporates a number of engineering improvements over the

Multispectral Scanners on earlier Landsats: These changes include

additional spectral bands and increased spectral and radiometric

resolution. These improvements are designed to increase the

usefulness of the data for monitoring Earth resources. This study

is designed to provide a tool for quantifying the increased utility

resultant from these changes.

Continuity of MSS data may prove important during the transition to

new TM sensors. There is currently a relatively large body of users

that have become accustomed to using Landsat MSS-type data. They are

familiar with the MSS response to various ground features and have

systems and procedures designed to work with MSS data that provide

adequate information for their needs. Most advanced sensors as

envisioned for operational land observing systems will have finer

spatial and radiometric resolutions and different as well as

narrower spectral bands (TM bandwidths or narrower). Without
simulation of MSS data from the advanced sensor data, the user's

procedures and systems would have to be extensively revised or

redeveloped to use the new data. In addition, at the time of the

launch of such an operational system there will be nearly 20 years

of _ISS-type data on record. Historical comparisons will be enhanced

if the advanced sensor data can be modified to look like MSS data.

A comparision of the sensor options in terms of their amenability to

MSS simulation is therefore necessary.

I1-14



In the past, the band width of sensors on satellite scanners has
been limited by the signal-to-noise ratio of the detectors. With
the increased dwell time of multi-linear arrays proposed for use
in missions in the 1990's, it will be possible to achieve band wi_,ths
of 10 nanometers, or less. There are several potential reasons
to narrow spectral bands:

a. Increase discrimination and identification of target
objects as a result of greater target-to-background contrast.

b. Locate spectral regions with reduced atmospheric
interference.

c. Locate spectral regions with increased atmospheric
contributions in order to make atmospheric corrections.

d. Place bands in regions of flat target response to
reduce target-dependent stripping between detectors with slightly
different spectral responses.

One illustrative example to quantify the first of these potential
advantages is to simulate the increased sensitivity of infrared/

red ratios using different band widths. This ratio is commonly

used to identify living vegetation in Lan@sat images.

ACCOM PI I SHMENTS

Algorithms have been developed and implemented on an HP-3000 mini-

computer. TPe resulting program accesses field reflectance spectra

stored in an on-line data base and generates simulated MSS/TM sensor

outputs. The field reflectance measurements collected in narrow

spectral bandwidths between 0.4 and o. 5 um with a Barnes spectro-

radiometer are converted to radiances and passed through a simulated

atmosphere (Turner and Spencer, 1972) for one of three haze conditions

and one of three sun angle conditions. These 'at-satellite' radiances

are integrated across the band passes of the TM and MSS channels.

Integrations can be performed either using an ass_-med square wave

response or using a spectral weighting function corresponding to

actual or predicted sensor performance characteristics.

Simulated MSS or TM data can be output as radiances or linearly

quantified digital counts. Quantization noise can be used to

simulate sensor noise to allow comparison of radiometric sensitivity

differences between the sensors.

In the first example of such a simulation, Barnes spectral reflectometer

spectra of corn and soybeans, taken throughout the 1978 growing season

on 6 plots at Be]tsville Agricultural Research Center, _ARC, were use_

to simulate the four MSS bands and the six reflective Tr_ bands. Results

ar_ given in Table IIC-I for recommended simulations of MSS from TM bands.

Figure llC-I illustrates that for MSS bands 4, 5 anM 7, more than 99._%

of the _iSS variance can be simulated using single TM bands. With

simulations of this accuracy, it is likely that any significant

vegetative information directly derivable from these three MS_ bands

will also be derivable from MSS bands simulated from TM data.
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Figure IIC-2 illustrates the correlation between observed MSS6 and
predicted MSS6, using 3 TM bands and using 2 TM bands. The
recommended two band combination will probably be less sensitive
to potential atmospheric interference. It is possible that some
vegetative information derivable from MSS6 will not be _erivable
from a TM simulator of MSS6.

Table llC-i

MSS Simulation From TM Bands For Agriculture

TM

MSS BAND BAND(S)

SIMULATED USED

AMOUNT OF

VARIANCE

ACCOUNTED FOR

RECOMMENDED

SIMULATIONS

OF MSS FROM TM

4 2 99.96% Yes

5 3 99.92% Yes

6 4 f16.20% No

6 3,4 97.01% Yes

7 4 99. 564 Yes

The conclusion is that MSS bands can indeed be ra@iometrically simulated

to better than 1% in the variance from TM bands. Recommended bands

for this simulation are given in Table IIC-I. Potentially, this might

be important if an on-board MSS simulator were considered to replace
a real MSS sensor on the new TM missions.

A secoDd simulation study examined the possible valse of narrower

spectral bands. 1979 spectra of bare soil and full canopy covered

soybeans were used to simulate MSS, TM and 15 nanometer narrow

bands in the red and near infrared positions of the spectrum.

After norma]ization of all simulated radiances to unity for zero

crop cover, the relative sensitivity at various crop covers was found

by ratioing TM and MSS bands. The narrower TM3 was 6% more sensitive

than MSS 5 at 100% cover. TM4 was 4% more sensitive than MSS 7.

Fiqure IIC-3 illustrates the reason for the increased contrast in the

red chlorophyll absorption region and the resultinq improved sensitivty

of TM3 to MSS5 and the even greater improvement of RED 15 to MSSS.

It also illustrates a sliqhtly less siqnificant increase in sensitivity

for TM4 and MSS7 and for IRIS to MSS_.; this lower sensitivity is due

to the broader peak in the near infrare_ re_ion than in the red reqion.

SIGNIFICANCE

This |)roqram provides a method and capability to compare :_SS and TM sensor

performance for monitoring earth resources tarqets in terms of their

spectral and radlometric characteristics. Relatively simple

modifications of the proqram allow simulation of sensors with other

bandwidths in the 0.4-2.5 _m reqion, as was done for the Landsat
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Solid-State Sensor System Study (LS3).

This capability to simulate at-satellite radiance from spectra

compliments the simulations done with fixed band scanners from

aircraft. It allows one to address questions of band numbers,

location, width and signal-to-noise before examining spatial

questions. This will be important in the trade-off studies

that will come with the definition and fabrication of an operational

land observing system for the 1990's.

FUTURE EMPHASIS

It is anticipated that this program will receive continued used with

the Barnes spectroradiometer studies. Potential modifications of the

program include options to add guassian 'white' noise and signal

dependent noise to better simulate sensor noise characteristics.

It may also be necessary to add water vapor and carbon dioxide

absorption terms into the atmospheric model.

REFERENCES

5'urner, R.E. and M.M. Spencer, 1972. "Atmospheric Model for Correction

of Spacecraft Data". In proceedings of the International Symposium

on Remote Sensing of Environment, held at Ann Arbor, HI pp. 895-933.
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AgRISTARS

AGU

ALTKAL

AMI

AOIPS

APL

APT

ARIES

ASVT

ATS

BARC

BIH

BRDF

CDIST

CLRS

COCORP

CPU

CRREL

CV

DEM

ECOOE

EPA

ERT

ESAD

ESMR

FOV

GEM

GEODYN

GHz

G I FOV

GM

GPS

G RAVS AT

GSFC

ha

IIMS

IDIMS

IFOV

I/O

IR

IRI5

ITI

[UGG

JPL

kc,

km

[,AC I E

LAGEOS

[,AI

LANDSAT

ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

Agriculture and Resources Inventory Surveys Through

Aerospace Remote Sensing

American Geophysical Union

Linear Filter for Altimeter Data

Agricultural Management Information

Atmospheric and Oceanographic Image Processing System

Applied Physics Laboratory

Applications Pilot Test

Astronomical Radio Interferometric Earth Survey

Applications Systems Verification Test

Attitude Transfer System

Beltsville Agriculture Research Center

Bureau de l'Heure

Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function

Category Distribution Program

Compact Laser Ranging System

Consortium for Continental Reflection Profiling

Central Processing Unit

Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory
Coefficient of Variation

Digital Elevation Model

East Coast Onshore-Offshore Experiment

Environmental Protection Agency

Effective Radiant Temperature

Earth Survey Applications Division

Electrically Scanning Microwave Radiometer

Field of View

Goddard Earth Model

Geodynamics Orbit Determination and Parameter

Estimation Program

GigaHertz

Ground-Instantaneous-Field-of-View

Gravitational Mass of the Earth

Global Positioning System

Dedicated Gravity Field Satellite

Goddard Space Flight Center

Hectare

Highly Mobile System (Laser)

Interactive Digital Image Manipu].ation System
Instantaneous Field of View

Input/Output
Infrared

Simulated 15 nm Band in NIR from 775 to 790 nm

Information Theory Inference

International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Kilogram

Kilometer

Joint NASA/USDA/NOAA Large Area Crop Inventory

Experiment

Laser Geodynamics Satellite
Lea[ Area Index

Satellites Containin_ MSS and RBV Sensors for

Observations of Land
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LAPR
LS3
MAGSAT
MERIT

MLA
Moho
MPP
M2S
MSS
ND
nm
NOAA
NOSS
NSWC
OLOS
ORION
OSTA
OVRO
PCA
POGO

PRISMS

RBV

RRI

RVI

SAR

SLR

SL'Lt-; A,_

SSARR

SWI R

TIR

TLRS

TM

TMS
TVA

TVDS

TVI

jim

USDA

LTSDC

USD I

USGA

UT

VIS

VLBI

Linear Array Pushbroom Radiometer

Landsat Solid-State Sensor System Study

Magnetic Field Satellite

Monitoring of Earth Rotation and Intercomparison

of Techniques

Multispectral Linear Array

Mohorovcic Discontinuity

Massively Parallel Processor

Modular Multispectral Scanner

Multispectral Scanner
Normalized Difference

nanometer

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

National Ocean Satellite System

Naval Surface Weapons Center

Operational Land Observing System

4m Highly Mobile VLBI System

Of{ice of Space and Terrestrial ApDlications

Owens Valley Radio Observatory

Point of Closest Approach

Polar Orbiting Geophysical Observatory

Plan of Research for Integrated Soil Moisture Studies

Return Beam Vidicon

Renewable Resources Inventory

Ratio Veqetation Index

Synthetic Aperature Radar

Sate] I ite I,aser Ranqing

Scanninq Multifrequency Microwave Radiometer

Streamflow Synthesis and Resor"oir Requ]ation

Short Wave Infrared

Thermal Infrared Region

Transportable Laser Ranginq System

Thematic Mapper

Thematic Mapper Simulator

Tennessee Valley Authority

Transportable VLBI Data System
Transformed Veqetation Index

same as L_m = micron or micrometer = 10-6m

U.S. Department of Aqriculture

U.S. Department of Commerce

U.S. Department of Interior

[I.S. G_,oloqical Survey
Universal Time

Visible Reqion of the Eloctromaqnetic Spectrum from
350 to 760 nm

Very l.onq Baseline Interferometer

-6
micron or micrometer : 10 m

h-'2




